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Abstract

Challenges on Decarbonization of Electric Power Systems

by

Rodrigo Marti Henriquez Auba

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Duncan S. Callaway, Co-chair

Professor Kameshwar Poolla, Co-chair

Electric power systems are one of the fundamental pillars of modern society. Power systems
require careful planning to ensure enough capacity for future electric demand, and simul-
taneously requiring meticulous operation to maintain a continuous supply-demand balance,
which ensures a reliable and stable system. In this complex context, our electric systems
are being decarbonized, moving away from fossil fuel based systems into more renewable
ones, with larger contribution from wind and solar energy sources, reducing emissions of
greenhouse gases which negatively contribute to climate change.

The consequences of this transition to renewable systems are multi-fold. First, renewable
sources, like wind and solar, are variable and face uncertainty that complicates future plan-
ning of these energy systems. Second, the integration of Distributed Energy Resources
(DERs), like rooftop photovoltaic systems, changes the paradigm of how our electric sys-
tem operates, where power was once only generated in large generating units, and delivered
via high-voltage transmission lines to the demand hubs—commonly large cities. Traditional
energy sources, such as coal or gas, inject power via synchronous generators, however re-
newable resources are mostly interfaced into the grid using power electronics, that creates a
fundamental difference in how electricity is produced. All of these changes are affecting our
understanding of the grid, in multiple aspects and with different problems, which force us
to reevaluate the tools and techniques used to study power systems.

This work focus on understanding the different challenges that are occurring in power systems
due to the integration of variable Renewable Energy Sources (RESs), both in planning studies
and day-to-day system operation. Thus, the main goal of this thesis is to study and analyze
the changes in power systems with increasing shares of RESs, across multiple time- and
space- scales.

The first part of this dissertation investigates dynamic simulations that are necessary for
analyzing power system stability and dynamic response in the presence of Inverter-based
Resources (IBRs). We introduce the Julia package PowerSimulationDynamics.jl to study
the effects of load and line modeling when grid-forming and grid-following inverters. A dis-
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cussion is presented between phasor-type and electromagnetic transient-type simulations.
Results confirm that rooted assumptions in transient simulations may not be valid in sys-
tems with large presence of IBRs. By enabling PowerSimulationDynamics.jl as a flexible
software tool, we discover that more detailed network and load models are becoming more
necessary to properly assess stability of future power systems, as the integration of IBRs
increases.

The second part focuses on DERs investment in peer-to-peer and sharing economy setups.
In particular, we propose an optimization model for distributed rooftop Photovoltaic (PV)
investment to analyze how PV investment decisions can vary when consumers are subjected
to different tariff schemes. Our results showcase how peer-to-peer tariff schemes, rather than
traditional net-metering or feed-in-tariffs, can promote investment in rooftop PV.

Finally, the third part of this dissertation discuss the Switch expansion planning model, and
specifically the effects of Electric Vehicles (EVs) flexibility in the future Western Electric-
ity Coordinating Council (WECC) grid. Motivated by future decarbonization scenarios in
California, we added a new EV module to the Switch model to study the influence of EV
flexibility in installed capacity in WECC by 2050. Our results confirms that demand flexibil-
ity can reduce system’s peak load to defer large investment decisions, achieving savings in
both planning and operation costs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

It is well known that climate change is having an impact the way we live. Many impacts,
such as biodiversity loss [49, 11], food availability [138], wildfire risk [121], water avail-
ability [1], increase in global temperature [81], among others, are happening and will
continue to worsen if we do not take actions to tackle climate change. In 2015, the 21st
Session of the Conference of the Parties of the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (COP 21) took place in Paris, confirming efforts to limit global tem-
perature increase to below 2◦C as discussed in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) in 2007 [119, 3]. It even went further, urging countries to increase their
efforts to limit the increase to 1.5◦C.

In this aspect, decarbonizing our electric system is a fundamental effort to achieve our
climate goals. We have seen, since the early 2000s, an increase in the adoption of RES
in different power systems across the world. Starting as pilot technologies, technological
advances in PV panels and Wind Turbines (WTs) have made renewable energy an economi-
cally viable way to generate electric power. One of the fundamental goals for our society to
tackle climate change is to achieve a decouple electricity generation from CO2 emissions.
This is something that is already in progress, as depicted in Figure 1.1. From an economical
perspective, RES are able to compete with fossil fuels. However, the crucial challenge is
integrating these renewable sources into a power system that is not built and designed
to adapt to the changes that RES are imposing on our grid. In the next paragraphs we
describe these challenges.

The RESs integration challenges are happening in multiple space- and time-scales, and
are changing our understanding of how a power system has to be planned and operated.
Historically, power systems were designed to operate using controllable thermal generation,
with only minor variability due to load demand in the short term [123]. However, the
inherent variability of RES affects the techniques used to model, operate and plan future
power systems in both technical and economic aspects. And, although curtailment or
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Figure 1.1: Observed decoupling of global electricity production with CO2 emissions.

energy storage can be used to address short-time variability and intermittency, it is still
an expensive solution for most grids. In addition, solar PV, WTs and energy storage are
changing the underlying physics of how we operate power grids. We are moving from
systems powered by fuel-based resources interfaced with Synchronous Machines (SMs) to
power electronics-based electric systems. These IBRs power electronics-based resources
do not commonly provide the same level of grid support, such as frequency or voltage
regulation, that is typically provided by SMs.

Thus, it becomes fundamental to figure out which technical and economic approaches
are still valid due to the integration of RESs. To study and analyze power systems we
rely on a set of tools and techniques that allow us to understand what will happen in the
future and how our power system will behave under changing conditions. These tools differ
depending on what types of phenomena or problems we want to study. Essentially, tools
and techniques that we commonly rely on to study power systems may not work in this new
scenario that we are facing. For example, we used to run a system expansion planning study
using traditional optimization models with load duration curves. But, with the inclusion
of renewables and storage in the grid, this approach was not suitable, so we moved to
the use of representative days in an attempt to capture these new operational effects in
our planning models. As a result, optimization problems become more computationally
complex [108].

Figure 1.2 summarizes the different tools and techniques used to study multiple phe-
nomena in power systems depending on the specific timescale. How these change depends
on multiple aspects. In operational tools, such as economic dispatch or unit commitment,
we need stochastic or robust optimization to deal with the uncertainty of renewables [75].
We may need to run these problems with more granularity, because intertemporal issues
that are not commonly captured are creating issues [107]. Similar issues arise in dynamic
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Figure 1.2: Power system analysis tools and phenomena at different timescales. Phenomena
studied in this dissertation is highlighted in magenta, and tools used in cyan.

analyses and transient stability studies. Inverters have significantly faster dynamics than
synchronous machines, which are the backbone of our power system. Naively incorporating
these models in existing tools may not work, since our solution methods may fail, or may
not provide accurate results with respect to what we are observing in reality [36, 43]. It is
important to note that the techniques and tools used to study and analyze these issues can
be completely different depending on the specific problem being studied. In this sense, the
approach to understanding a specific phenomenon occurring in power systems can vary
significantly, although the root cause, such as the integration of RESs, is the same. The
fundamental challenges can be classified by time scope as follows:

• Seconds: In this time scope, the key changes are related to new physics and dynamics,
due to the integration of power electronics. In particular, as electric grids replace
synchronous generators with inverters, the system’s inertia decreases making it more
variable over time, which can challenge frequency stability under current control
implementations [131]. In addition, these resources have faster dynamics that can
interact with existing infrastructure, creating new stability problems that will require
additional approaches to tackle them [40]. Figure 1.3 highlights the wide range of
time-scales of inverter-based controls.

• Minutes to hours: One of the critical tasks in this time scope relates to the optimal
dispatch of generation, in an hourly or sub-hourly resolution, while satisfying the
demand, with sufficient reliability, at a minimum cost. In the past, there was only a
small degree of uncertainty in estimating future demand, but it was not critical given
that fuel-based generation was sufficient to address such changes. However, with
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Figure 1.3: Time scales for power systems dynamic behaviour. Figure adapted from [40].

the integration of RESs, generation is not necessarily controllable, and their power
injection will have underlying uncertainty given the availability of the renewable
resource (typically wind or solar). This new probabilistic scenario, with the non-
convexity associated with power flow equations [88] and discrete behavior of turning
on and off devices [59], requires advanced mathematical approaches to tackle these
challenges.

• Years to decades: Crucial challenges in integrating RESs relate to properly capturing
the variability in a power system capacity expansion optimization problem [41, 35].
Optimizing how the transmission and generation will expand while capturing the
availability and variability of renewable resources is a highly complex problem. Fur-
thermore, with the unexpected changes due to climate change, the necessary input
data for grid expansion, such as future scenarios of water availability, wind speeds,
solar irradiance, fuel prices, and demand growth, among others, may not be reliable,
requiring analysis of an increasing amount of study cases to handle such challenges.

The goal of this dissertation is to explore and improve different aspects of power system
analyses in the process of decarbonizing our electric grids. In the first part of the thesis,
we look at how to improve the modeling and interactions between SMs and IBRs, and how
the integration of these new renewable sources is affecting the stability and reliability of
future power systems. There is a significant focus on how GFM technologies, and their
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system-level control, can affect and enhance grid stability. In the second part, different
market structures are studied to understand their effect on the investment of distributed
PV. Finally, the third part presents how demand flexibility can be incorporated in long-term
expansion planning models, and its effects in a study case for California in 2050.

1.2 Contributions

This dissertation is focused on exploring multiple power system aspects that are changing,
in the process of system decarbonization, by integrating more RES. Specifically, the main
contributions of this thesis are:

• In Section 2.1 we present a summary of GFM technologies and their importance in
future power system reliability. In particular, we focus on how mathematical modeling
and model order reduction can be used to study power system stability.

• In Section 2.2 we review scientific computing aspects and their relation to power
system dynamic simulations. We present our development of the Julia package Pow-
erSimulationsDynamics.jl in Section 2.3 to address part of these aspects.

• We demonstrate that AC-side dynamics approximations can significantly alter regions
of small signal stability for GFM inverter models. In particular, in Section 2.4, we
examine how model order reduction affects GFM parameter tuning.

• We examine how different load models affect small signal stability of both SMs and
GFM inverters. Specifically, in Section 2.5, we analyze zones of small-signal stability
in Power-Voltage (nose) curves across different GFM models and load models.

• Additionally, in Section 2.5 we also analyze the type of bifurcations observed by
increasing load demand across multiple load models and GFM and SM models.

• In Section 3.1 we present a solar investment decision optimization problem under
various pricing and market schemes, that considers uncertainty arising from behind-
the-meter energy consumption and solar production.

• We show that solar investment decisions in a peer-to-peer sharing economy model can
be cast as a game that admits a unique, social welfare supporting, Nash equilibrium.
In particular, in Section 3.3, we provide a convergent algorithm to compute this Nash
equilibrium.

• In Section 3.5 we present a thorough analysis of different numerical simulations,
using real data on load profiles and solar irradiance, that showcase the main drivers
of rooftop PV investment, such as cost, retail prices, electric consumption, and solar
production.
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• We present a review of the computational trade-offs in expansion planning models in
Chapter 4. In Section 4.1 we introduce the Switch Power System Planning model and
its core modularity to address which relevant aspects will be considered depending
on the specific study case.

• In Section 4.2 we implement two new DR and EV modules in the Switch model to
capture its flexibility in expansion planning studies.

• Finally, in Section 4.3 we analyze the value of DR and EV flexibility in a future WECC
and California 2050 scenario by using the Switch model.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized into three parts:

1. The first part, Chapter 2, focuses on dynamic modeling, stability, and control in IBRs
dominated power systems. The chapter presents computational aspects related to
time domain simulation and how such simulations are used to analyze power system
dynamic behavior. The thin line between modeling and simulations is explored for
IBRs, line and load models. The effects on small signal stability are investigated and
simulations showcase how dynamic behavior can alter significantly depending on the
detail of models used.

2. The second part, Chapter 3, focuses on optimization models for rooftop PV invest-
ment. In particular, we emphasize how market structures, such as standalone models
or peer-to-peer structures, can significantly affect private decisions. Results showcase
how some standalone customers will over-invest and others will under-invest, relative
to social-welfare maximizing decisions.

3. The third part, Chapter 4, presents an implementation of load shifting and electric
vehicle flexibility in future expansion planning models for power systems. In particu-
lar, we leverage the Switch Power System Planning Model to study how this flexibility
can be used in a study of low-carbon energy scenarios for California and WECC in
2050.

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the main findings of this dissertation and discusses
directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Effects of Inverter-Based Resources in
Dynamic Power Systems Simulations

Current trends in energy systems point to renewable energy sources (RES) and battery
energy storage systems (BESS) becoming prevalent in power system operations. As of this
writing, the U.S. has over 60 GW of utility-scale solar capacity and an additional 130 GW of
wind power [130]. With the rapidly declining capital costs of many of these technologies,
we can expect significant deployment in the coming years.

The change in the primary energy supply mix is not the only large-scale shift happening
in power systems. Integrating massive numbers of generators interfaced through power
electronics is also updating our basic understanding of system stability and control. One
example of such advancement is the displacement of traditional rotating generation, which
reduces system inertia. This results in higher rates of change of frequency (ROCOF), a
lower frequency nadir following disturbances, and complex interactions between dynamics
of power electronics converters and other power systems components [131].

Over many decades the power system community has developed standards to model
and study synchronous machines and controls. These standards include IEEE 1110 and
IEEE 421, which provide guidelines for the modeling practices required to adequately
assess system stability and performance [50, 51]. But the introduction of RES and BESS
renders the study of these relationships more challenging because many of the assumptions,
upon which existing standards are based, may no longer be valid [86, 78]. Indeed, it is
agreed that new dynamics associated with IBRs are changing the modeling requirements
for time-domain simulations for system studies [102, 40].

Due to the complexity and scale of power system analysis, researchers rely on com-
putational tools and simulations to explore and understand new phenomena that might
emerge in future systems characterized by widespread RES and BESS. Indeed, determining
the level of modeling details to properly capture phenomena of interest is a crucial chal-
lenge in future power system time-domain simulations. In 2021, U.S. National Academy
of Sciences recognized the importance of understanding how the grid of the future will
behave, and how operators and policy makers can ensure its continued reliability [93]. The
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Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of power systems time-domain simulation models [68].

capacity to do this rests on improving the simulation capabilities necessary to build and
test the integration of new devices and components with different levels of assumptions
and complexity.

In addition, depending on the assumptions used to model devices and networks, their
mathematical algorithms to numerically integrate the system and interface multiple devices
can be significantly different. Thus, a simulation taxonomy was proposed in [68], in order
to classify time-domain simulations. Figure 2.1 presents such classification in roughly
two groups: 1) QSP Simulations in which the transmission system circuits dynamics are
represented algebraically as discrete changes between steady-state operating points, and 2)
EMT Simulations, which include sufficient detail to capture fast dynamic phenomena. QSPs
are used for the study of low-frequency phenomena that range from inertial response to
frequency regulation. On the other hand, EMT simulations are used in settings where one
wishes to capture the impact of line dynamics, converter switching, machine fluxes, and/or
lightning surges. In particular, we will analyze the effects on stability of considering circuit
dynamics in IBRs stability. In specific, the main contributions of this chapter are:

• A review of GFM and GFL technology to highlight their importance in future power
systems’ operations. Their control structure and fundamental characteristics will be
presented in relevance to system level performance.

• A review and analysis of how scientific computing aspects can be leveraged for power
system time-domain simulations. The Julia package PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl
will be introduced to capture these aspects.

• An analysis of how AC-side dynamics of voltage and network can modify regions of
stability of GFM inverter technology.

• An examination of how load models play a crucial role in understanding stability
and performance of GFM inverter models. This will include a bifurcation analysis on
different generation sources and load models.
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The aim of this chapter is to study the different aspects and consequences of IBR inte-
gration in power systems.

First, in Section 2.1 we present a review of IBRs technology, with a focus on how GFM
inverter technology can be important to push our electric systems to a 100% share of
renewable energy. Second, Section 2.2 discusses scientific computing aspects related to
time-domain simulations. The objective is to highlight how modern computational ap-
proaches can be used to develop power system simulations to assess dynamic performance
and stability of future power grids with IBRs and SMs. Third, in Section 2.3, we introduce
a new modeling platform, PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl (PSID.jl) based on the Julia
computing language. A study case is presented to highlight how the flexibility of the pack-
age can provide insights on the stability of systems with IBRs. Fourth, Section 2.4 presents
a study case on how the voltage and line dynamics of the network can influence the stability
regions of GFM inverters. We extend the analysis in Section 2.5 to the importance of load
dynamics for assessing inverter stability. Finally, section 2.6 presents the conclusions and
provides directions of future work.

2.1 Review of Grid Forming and Grid Following Inverter
Technology

The transition away from synchronous generators is accompanied by a general trend in the
migration of IBRs from those which synchronized and followed the grid GFL to more ad-
vance variants that support a range of essential grid services: a technology now commonly
known as GFM. Put simply, GFL IBRs follow an external grid and perform poorly (if at all)
in the absence of stiff voltages; on the other hand, GFM IBRs hold the potential to innately
form grids.

In [114] it is established that GFM is a converter control strategy that can represent
the device as a voltage source with low series impedance, while a Grid Following (GFL)
converter can be approximated via a representation of a current source with high parallel
impedance. The key emphasis of these representations is that GFL converters achieve the
goal of power injection via the control of injected currents, while GFM converters achieve
the same goal by controlling directly the voltage at its output terminals [115]. This is
showcased in Figure 2.2.

In most applications, GFL converters have their frequency and phase imposed by a stiff
AC grid. The network frequency and angle are obtained via a PLL, which locks them on
the existing grid to inject the specified active and reactive power. On the other hand, GFM
converters can operate in a non-stiff grid or in a grid with complete absence of synchronous
generators, and do not require the PLL to operate (although it may still have one for
ancillary services, or even synchronization, purposes) [124].

Under steady-state conditions, both GFM and GFL, converters control active and reactive
power injection while respecting the limits of internal converter operation. Also, both con-
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Figure 2.2: (a) GFL inverter representation as a current source. (b) GFM inverter represen-
tation as a voltage source. Figure adapted from [115].

verters can provide voltage and/or frequency regulation by using additional outer control
layers. The fundamental differences between the converters lie in the dynamical reaction
to a grid event and their small-signal behavior under weak or stiff grid conditions [115].
When a disturbance occurs that modifies the grid voltage, in a transient time frame, a GFL
converter will attempt maintain the current phasor (or active and reactive power) and the
converter voltage phasor will respond accordingly to keep that current. On the other hand,
a GFM converter will maintain the voltage phasor, and the converter current will respond
accordingly. This latter response is superior to the GFL converters, but depending on the
magnitude of the disturbance, it can cause a large increase of the converter currents, jeop-
ardizing converter hardware, which will likely require to add additional current limiting
layers for disturbance operation. Both of these behaviors are depicted in Figure 2.3 when
a change in the voltage grid Vg occurs. It is important to note that the interpretation of
GFM control via voltage-phasor manipulation is indeed true only for slower time scales.
For time scales faster than control bandwidths, it is worth noting that both GFL and GFM
inverters (that employ voltage-source topologies and Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM)) can
be modeled as voltage sources [133]. The presence of inverter’s primary-control loops to
explicitly govern the dynamics of voltage and frequency (or phase) such that the inverter is
able to generate a voltage signal at its output, even in the absence of external grid voltage
or load, marks a key distinction between GFL and GFM.

Indeed, while a majority of IBR installations across scales today are of the GFL type,
there is a growing consensus around the need to transition future IBR technology to GFM
to ensure grid reliability, stability, and resilience [115, 90, 133, 73, 134]. An underpin-
ning feature of GFM IBRs—the ability to operate without external forcing voltage—is a
longstanding attribute of standalone inverters meant for islanded small-footprint micro-
grids and mission-critical backup-power applications. Such standalone inverters, however,
were neither designed nor intended to operate in parallel with other independent invert-
ers or power sources. Consequently, these technologies could not be readily deployed in
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Figure 2.3: Phasor behavior under a voltage grid Vg change. Figure adapted from [115].

bulk power systems that are subjected to a variety of operating conditions and oftentimes
require additional grid services. The GFM paradigm, as understood today, applies to grid-
interfaced applications, micro and bulk grids; inverters are anticipated to synchronize and
interoperate with several other power sources.

Control structures of GFL converters

Although there exists a myriad of control structures for achieving the injection of AC power
via power electronics, Figure 2.4 presents a high-level control structure for achieving the
aforementioned objective (for both GFL and GFM converters). The system level controls
ensure a desired system response, such as ensuring power output and/or achieving system
synchronization, while device level controls ensure that the inverter is generating the
proper commands to open/close the transistor switches that achieve the desired system
level response. Although there are multiple configurations for how to achieve a desired
system response, Figure 2.5 provides a summary of the fundamental blocks for a GFL
converter that are described next.
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System-Level Synchronization

Most GFL converters connected to the grid achieve synchronization via a PLL using the
network voltage. In Figure 2.5 this is done using the capacitor voltage vdq

o to generate
the angle θi. One of the most common implementations, the so-called type-2 SRF PLL,
achieves synchronization by steering the q-axis of the voltage to zero, and hence aligns the
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d-axis with the capacitor voltage vd
o. This block, with an additional low-pass filter for the

measurement of the q-axis (also known as Lag-PLL) of the voltage is presented in Figure
2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Type-2 SRF PLL (Lag-PLL) block diagram.

A detailed discussion of different PLL implementations in simulation studies is presented
in [101].

System-Level Control: Power Tracking

Most system level control for GFL converters tracks active and reactive power references to
generate the current references to the device level control. A common implementation of
such controllers is presented in Figure 2.7:
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d
o − vdoi

q
o

id∗l

iq∗l

Figure 2.7: Typical system-level power control block diagram.

Here, filtered measurements of active and reactive power are compared and tracked
using PI controllers against reference set-points. The generated current set-points are then
fed into the device-level controller. Grid support can be added to this model by adding
p-ω droop to the active power and adding q-v droop to the reactive power measurements.
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Simpler power tracking methods to generate current references can be directly obtained by
dividing by the voltage, as presented in [114]:

id∗
l = p∗

vd
o
, iq∗

l = q∗

vd
o

(2.1)

that assumes perfect tracking since vq
o = 0.

Device Level Control: Current Controller

The current controller attempts to track the converter current il to the reference provided by
the system-level control. To achieve this a PI control block is used. In addition, decoupling
terms are included due to the coupling effect in a dq-framework. This is depicted in Figure
2.8.

PI Block

PI Blockiq∗l

id∗l

idl

iql

vd∗i

vq∗i

Figure 2.8: Typical device-level current controller block diagram.

Additional feed-forward and active damping terms can be included to generate the
voltage reference that is used for PWM switching.

Modulation Aspects and Average Model

Once there is a reference signal for generating the sinusoidal voltage waveform in the dq
reference frame, this is transformed into the network abc reference frame by using the PLL
angle. These reference signals va∗

i , v
b∗
i , v

c∗
i are then compared to a carrier wave, typically a

triangular one with magnitude VT and larger frequency than the sinusoidal waveform, to
generate the PWM signal that is used to drive the switches sa, sb, sc that produce the AC
waveforms. Figure 2.9 showcases this approach for different cases of modulation signals:
m = VM/VT .
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Figure 2.9: Common modulation approach to generating the AC waveforms using an
inverter.

A typical approach is to use the magnitude of the triangular carrier to be equal to the
DC magnitude VT = VD, then, as described in [139], the average model (that describes the
fundamental frequency of the AC waveform generated), will be:

v̄ai = m(t) · VD = va∗
i

VD
· VD = va∗

i (2.2)

that yields the common result for power systems studies, on which the reference signal
generated in the current controller is the voltage source created from the inverter. For the
remaining of this chapter, all inverter models will be considered as average models and no
saturation or cases when m > 1 are considered.

Once vi is determined, AC filter dynamics are used to interface with the grid voltage vg.
Later in this chapter we will explore how neglecting some of these filter dynamics can have
significant effects in stability regions for inverter controllers.

Control structures of GFM converters

Figure 2.10 depicts a typical GFM converter control block implementation. The largest
difference is that a GFM implementation does not require a PLL block to ensure synchro-
nization to the grid, which is done via different approaches in the Outer Control. The most
common approach (mentioned in Figure 2.10) is the so-called droop control.

A common aspect with the GFL control block presented in Figure 2.5 is the current
controller, which is the same as presented in Figure 2.8.
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System Level Control: Droop Control

Droop control is one of the most prevalent control schemes for parallel GFM converters.
Synchronization is achieved through measuring power imbalance, inspired by the tradi-
tional governor frequency control of an SM. Adjusting the individual droop factors, kp, kq,
enables self-synchronization using only local measurements through the power grid and
power sharing between multiple generating units. Figure 2.11 presents a block diagram for
p-f and q-v droop control. Filtered measurements of both active pf and reactive power qf
are compared to reference values p∗ and q∗, respectively. The error terms are used in two
independent proportional controllers to generate the inverter frequency ωi, and voltage
reference vd∗

o in the d-axis.
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Figure 2.12: Typical device-level voltage controller block diagram.

Device Level Control: Voltage Controller

The voltage controller attempts to track the voltage reference at the capacitor vo to the
reference provided by the system-level control v∗

o. This is achieved using a PI control
block. Similarly to the current controller, decoupling terms jωCvo are included due to the
coupling effect in a dq-framework. This controller is depicted in Figure 2.12. Additional
feed-forward terms in the controller can be included if the parameter F is set to a non-zero
value.

Desired System Level Functionality for IBRs

Departing from the specific control block structure of IBRs, we now discuss desired func-
tionalities of these resources. In this section, we will focus on system-level attributes and
in the following section we will consider specific unit-level capabilities. By system-level
functionality, we refer to desired grid attributes that can only be articulated completely for
networked connections of multiple GFL or GFM IBRs (and other grid assets). The most
common system-level functionalities highlighted in the literature, and technical reports
such as [73, 7, 13, 47], include four major attributes: frequency response, voltage support,
stability, and system protection and restoration.
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Frequency Response

Power system frequency is a network-wide quantity, i.e., it is a common constant across
a connected network under steady-state conditions. Moreover, for grids dominated by
rotating machines, it is a natural proxy for demand-generation balance. In particular, any
imbalance between the power supply and load demand manifests as a deviation from
a nominal steady-state value. The need for frequency response/regulation following a
disturbance event (e.g., loss of generation / large loads) is multi-fold. Following an event,
the objective is to keep the system frequency within specified limits, limit the Rate of
Change of Frequency (RoCoF), and ensure subsequent return to nominal value. These
can be achieved through active-power injection at slower/faster time scales translating to
either typical primary and secondary frequency response or the so-called Fast-Frequency
Response (FFR), respectively. In this regard, there is a distinction between inertia and
FFR. The former is ascribed as an inherent quality of an IBR device for reducing rapid
frequency changes by instantaneous power adjustment without requiring any measurement
or controlled response; FFR, on the contrary, is a deliberate, controlled capability via
measured frequency changes [7].

By and large, frequency-response functionality can be achieved via implementation of
a suitably designed inverter active power control that responds to a frequency deviation.
However, the IBRs’ capability to provide frequency response is limited by two major factors:
the peak current capability of the inverter and the characteristics of the energy source
behind the inverter (that includes headroom in energy reserve and limitations imposed
by source-side dynamics). The IBR controller will respond naturally to changes in system
frequency [95]; however, not all primary controllers can be expected to exhibit similar
behavior. Nevertheless, some IBR devices (GFM and/or GFL) are anticipated to rapidly
modify their active power injection when the system is in an emergency scenario of over-
or under-frequency operation [126].

There is consensus across the literature regarding frequency-response service antici-
pated from IBRs. However, the natural impulse for GFM technology is to emulate pertinent
characteristics of synchronous machines. For instance, [95] introduces new active-power
component definitions such as active inertia power and active RoCoF response power as a
desired capability for GFM IBRs. This can be problematic since inertia—as referenced in
the context of electromechanics—is not directly applicable to all GFM IBRs given the va-
riety of primary controls that could be employed. Moreover, analytical formulations for
RoCoF are typically tied to machine inertia constants. This raises the question of whether
such anticipated functionality is indeed drafted in a forward-looking manner, or is merely
a comforting crutch grounded in practices of the past.

Voltage Support

In contrast to frequency, voltage is a local quantity as its magnitude varies across the
geography of the power system (i.e., transmission/distribution levels) even in steady state.
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It is mandatory to keep the voltage magnitude, as well as its harmonic contents, within
acceptable limits for safe operation of all connected equipment.

IBRs are expected to provide voltage support (within operational constraints) during
voltage sag/swell and phase jumps caused by disturbance events such as short circuits and
line disconnections. Some efforts have attempted to crystallize requirements to contend
with such conditions; for instance, [95] indicates capabilities such as active phase jump
power and voltage jump reactive power are required to provide necessary voltage support in
a timely manner.

A GFM plant has to inject or absorb necessary reactive power in attempting to maintain
the voltage within stipulated limits at the inverter terminals (this implies that inverters
need to ride through low-voltage events). Additionally, a GFM plant has to inject or absorb
active power following an occurrence of a phase jump in the voltage. Notably, these
responses are constrained by the peak current-provisioning capability of the inverter. This
limitation implies that the frequency and voltage responses need to be coordinated during
a disturbance event to ensure safe operation of the inverter.

Stability

System stability is referenced in a majority of the literature to include: i) transient stability
and capability to recover after large-signal disturbances, e.g., line faults, and ii) ability to
withstand disturbances and maintain small-signal stability during steady-state operation [7,
99, 126]. Grid disturbances include those seen in voltage, frequency, and phase; it is
essential to reject these disturbances to maintain network synchronism. In the context of
system with high IBR shares, key issues with frequency stability are the introduction of new
oscillatory modes via negative control interactions and reduced system damping [40]. The
following are some aspects mentioned in the literature in the context of stability:

• System loads and dynamic behavior of sources in terms of active and reactive power
injections are noted to be critical for voltage stability [73, 126]. Classically, voltage
stability focuses on the ability of a power system to maintain voltages close to the
nominal value at all network buses after occurrence of a disturbance [40]. The
aspects to be considered for voltage stability critically depend on the considered
magnitude of disturbances (small/large) and analysis timescale (short-term/long-
term). Furthermore, voltage stability, is a joint attribute of the network, operating
conditions, and dynamic behavior of loads/generators. Hence, an isolated emphasis
on loads and generators may be limiting, as representation of network dynamics and
interactions is also necessary.

• RoCoF is highlighted as a key index for stability and the increase in RoCoF in light of
increased IBR shares is brought up as a major power-system stability challenge [126].

• The terms weak grids and (low) system strength generously accompany references to
stability and the ability to maintain network synchronism [7, 126]. Unfortunately,
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given its multiple aspects and their subjective characteristic depending on the specific
system, a precise notion on system strength, such as large- or small-signal stability,
can be problematic. In some cases, a large Short Circuit Ratio (SCR) is used as a term
of grid strength, and with the inclusion of larger shares of IBRs, is expected to this
system characteristic to decrease given the hardware limitation for output current on
IBRs. However, the specific impacts of such changes in stability remain to be properly
precised, and is an interesting direction of future research.

System Protection and Restoration

Prevailing protection systems that defend the grid against short-circuit faults consist of
protective relays and circuit breakers that were designed to detect, locate, and isolate
large fault currents expected from synchronous generators. While various methods may be
utilized to detect and locate overcurrents flowing from generators, these protective relays
and breakers are ubiquitous across the electrical grid. To avoid the high costs of redesigning
or replacing the present protection equipment that were tuned to the predictable behavior
of synchronous generators, [73] and [13] emphasize the importance of the compatibility of
IBRs with established protection protocols. However, protection system philosophy needs
to be reevaluated in the future so that it responds to the behaviour of IBRs.

Challenges with IBRs can occur at the distribution and transmission level. In the dis-
tribution system, higher risk of incorrect operation of existing protection schemes, which
were designed with one-way power flow in mind, is a problem. While IBRs can be designed
to provide fault currents that match that of synchronous generators, they are typically not
due to the cost of components. Usually, IBRs are programmed to limit fault current to
1.1-1.5 times the nominal value, so that current ratings of the switches are not breached
during operation.

At the transmission level, some protection systems rely on synchronous generators
injecting large negative-sequence currents to identify unbalanced faults. Hence, [73, 99,
95, 126, 7] seek similar fault current contributions from GFM IBRs to maintain the utility of
traditional protection schemes. In addition, [73] notes that protection systems are also in
place to detect out-of-step events and power swings caused by changes to the system state.
Broadly, there is agreement across the reviewed literature that further research is needed
to understand how IBRs (particularly GFM) interact with existing protection systems.

In addition, for GFM IBRs, it is crucial that they stay connected to the bulk power system
to support synchronization and contribute to restoration if needed. Currently, synchronous
generators underpin black-start procedures that are initiated after major outages. A fraction
of future GFM inverters may be required to self-start to establish a voltage and synchronize
with other generators/inverters to black start a system. Fundamental necessities are also
the ability to maintain the system voltage and frequency while load and network segments
are being connected to the restored system. Finally, GFM IBRs must be able to operate in
islanded operation until they are able to synchronize with adjacent areas to form the larger
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grid [54, 16].

Each system level function can be achieved through a number of unit-level capabilities
which are also highlighted as bullet points alongside the system-level function. We discuss
these next.

Unit-level Capabilities

By unit-level capability, we mean the functions that can be engineered into individual IBRs
(extending to plants and aggregations as appropriate) to meet the system-level functions
mentioned previously. In general, both GFM and GFL IBRs are anticipated to provide
individual features, such as voltage control and variable power factor operation, to unlock
their full potential. Additional capabilities such as operation, in which inverters modify
their active power injection in response to system frequency variations, may be expected
from IBRs in general. However, it is expected that GFMs ought to deliver these services
faster, and in a more stable and reliable fashion, compared to GFLs [73].

Figure 2.13 summarizes system-level functionalities (as described earlier) and ties them
to unit-level capabilities that will be discussed in detail subsequently. Notably, we will
identify fault ride-through as an essential feature for every system-level functionality. For
example, [126] features a categorization of IBR types into three equipment classes based
on type of grid-support features and the ability to operate in grids approaching 100% IBR
shares. Classes 1 and 2 reflecting respectively, the early renditions with basic functionalities
(e.g., GFLs with no grid support) and the recent advanced versions (e.g., GFLs with grid
support); Class 3 is conceived as a future class of IBRs that incorporates GFM attributes at
the unit level to support power system operation under normal, abnormal, and emergency
conditions. The inverters in this class are envisioned to operate seamlessly in grids with
100% IBR penetration, without relying on services from synchronous generators. Further-
more, towards achieving system-level functionalities, the sought unit-level capabilities are
conceived to be provided in a shared manner by individual IBR units, e.g., while some IBRs
create system voltage and contribute to fault level in the positive sequence, other IBRs in
the power system could serve as sinks for unbalance [126].

Ride-through and Fast Fault-current Injection

Ride-through refers to the capability of IBRs to remain connected to the grid during a
disturbance. In general, for voltage ride-through, predetermined levels of high- and low-
voltage limits exist which dictate disconnection of inverters from the grid. Specific limits
will depend on specific grid codes of each individual power system. Both [95] and [126]
recognise that reactive current injection is required during voltage sags. To prevent discon-
nection of assets present in the network during a voltage sag, they specify a fast reaction
time (from IBRs) of less than one quarter cycle for terminal voltage dips below below 90%
of nominal value.
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Figure 2.13: Summary of system-level functionality linked to associated unit-level capabi-
lity.

For faults, fast fault-current injection capability of the IBR is recognized as vital in
the literature. This refers to the inverter’s ability to inject current instantaneously into the
system during faults at the point of interconnection. While a synchronous machine provides
this type of response inherently, due to its electromagnetic physics, a GFM inverter can
provide this functionality as a result of its fast control action. Given the specific fault, IBRs
will be required to inject current with specific characteristics, e.g., active and/or reactive
current, to sustain the voltage for an extended period.

The fundamental issues here are twofold: i) in case of GFLs, the unit-level controller
relies on the external voltage source (i.e., grid) for synchronization. During, or after, a dis-
turbance, the source voltage quality may be severely affected, which makes synchronization
and power injection challenging for GFLs. Since GFMs do not rely on an explicit external
signal for synchronization, they offer greater potential to tackle disturbances and ensure
desired power injection; ii) Inverters cannot handle currents exceeding the ratings, and
hence, even in case of GFM, they cannot allow large currents to be injected during faults
and maintain the imposed voltage phasor magnitude and frequency (unlike a synchronous
generator that can typically support up to six times the full rated current during faults.).
Inverter current-limiting approaches need to trade off inverter hardware limits, and its
economic cost, with system stability concerns.

Additionally, unbalanced faults are of particular concern as they are difficult to handle
by IBRs as compared to balanced ones. In this regard, both GFL and GFM controls are
required to be capable of injecting negative-sequence currents to achieve reduction in
voltage imbalance across the network. This may require the usage of alternate control
structures (moving away from the conventional direct-quadrature-zero dq0 frame) and
more expensive hardware (with four instead of three wires) as recognized by [73].
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Inertia and Damping

With the retirement of SMs, there is concern over the loss of inertial energy injection in
the electric network and thus the grid-supporting functions along with it. Inertia, in the
context of power systems, has extended beyond its original concept as the physical property
of the rotating masses of SMs to describe an inherent resistance to frequency and phase
angle changes. Indeed, power electronics do not possess physical inertia but can offer a
similar function as synchronous generators of responding to and arresting system-frequency
changes. In the literature, frequency control [73], frequency regulation [13], active inertia
power [47], and inertial response [99] can capture such intended functionality. In essence,
IBRs should be able to dynamically adjust their active power injections in response to
changes in system frequency and restore it to its nominal value when equipped with the
appropriate controls.

The frequency regulation capability of IBRs is determined based on the available power
and energy headroom, and the current ratings. Requirements at the system level, should,
therefore, be cognizant of what can be accomplished at the unit level. However, there are
some examples of system-agnostic unit-level requirements; for instance, [13] requires a
response within 5 ms of the onset of changes to system frequency, and [99] recommends
fast responses that match or are quicker than that of the inertial time-frames of the primary
controls of synchronous generators. In addition, IBRs will be expected to dampen active
power oscillations and stabilize system frequency and power flows after disturbances. With
adequate headroom in power, energy, and current, control strategies can be implemented
that harness such damping from IBRs. For example, [47] mentions that GFM plants are
required to possess active damping power capability and adhere to an operating bandwidth
limit of 0-5 Hz. Damping factors in the range of 0.2-5 Hz are also prescribed.

Finally, we note that damping serves are generally in place to protect the mechanical
equipment of synchronous generators from damage and fatigue. For IBRs, focus is placed
on eliminating high-frequency oscillations that may be introduced by adverse interactions
among electronic components and caused by fast control loops. Moreover, the implementa-
tion of GFM controls should not produce any unwanted oscillations through unnecessary
mode excitation. If oscillations do arise, GFM IBRs should be capable of mitigating them.

Power Quality

The issue of power quality, with respect to individual IBR units, is recognized in the litera-
ture [126]. This is described as quality covering two aspects: i) sink for harmonics, ii) sink
for unbalance. i) relates to the ability to maintain high voltage quality at the point of con-
nection while providing damping response in the harmonic frequency range by permitting
harmonic current flow up to a certain frequency range. In terms of damping performance,
in view of the inherent control flexibility in IBRs, it is also recognized that GFM IBRs can
provide enhanced damping by mimicking inductive-resistive impedance behavior virtually.
Finally, attribute ii) pertains to the ability of the IBR to handle unbalanced grid conditions
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and provide appropriate negative sequence impedance paths to allow (and limit) negative
sequence currents, much like the traditional synchronous generators.

Realizing future power systems with high shares of renewable resources will require
that IBRs provide grid services that are nowadays provided by synchronous generators. In
specific, grid-forming technologies show a promising pathway for achieving this goal. In
this section we have highlighted the fundamental control blocks of IBRs and several system
needs and unit-level functionality in order to understand requirements of both inverter
manufacturers and system operators. Unifying both aspects is recognized as one of the
fundamental challenges to be addressed for a sustainable future. In the following sections
we will discuss additional challenges and opportunities in the numerical simulation aspects
for integration of IBRs in future power systems.

2.2 Scientific Computing Challenges and Opportunities
for Transient Simulations with Presence of IBRs

As mentioned earlier, due to the complexity of power systems, research in this area heavily
relies on computational tools and simulation. With the increasing integration of IBRs
(and displacement of SMs) results in a reduction of the network short circuit strength at
multiple points of connection of IBRs. Under these conditions, state-of-the-art positive
QSP platforms and models can have difficulties maintaining numerical stability and/or
providing an accurate numerical representation of IBR dynamic behavior [111].

Fortunately, the array of software tools available for researchers to conduct large scale
studies has also grown significantly. Progress in numerical solver algorithms, model order
reduction techniques, automatic differentiation, and symbolic and numerical computation,
among other areas, are advances essential to the development of the new analysis tech-
niques demanded by the realities of a modernizing grid. The power systems field is ripe
with current and future opportunities to exploit these techniques for novel modeling and
control methods. However, critical obstacles remain and, among these, researchers must
develop the capacity to surmount dramatic increases in modeling complexity.

This section in this dissertation focuses on the importance of scientific computing prin-
ciples and showcases the modern software developments that enable large-scale power
system studies. We stress that computer-aided simulation research has to be replicable.
Results must be validated, and systems should be scalable such that they are of realistic
proportions and make a significant contribution to our understanding. We discuss how the
Julia programming language can be used to tackle these challenges, and outline the ways
that “The Scalable Integrated Infrastructure Planning” (https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/
siip.html) initiative at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) is capturing
these opportunities in power systems analyses [43].

https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/siip.html
https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/siip.html
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Figure 2.14: Computing steps for conducting a single trial [43].

Scientific Computing Practices

There is no single definition of Scientific Computing, as the field has evolved from purely
computational issues to the general use of computers and software to answer scientific
questions. However, all Scientific Computing definitions share the objective of enabling (1)
the reproducibility of the experiments and (2) mechanisms to verify the validity of conclu-
sions derived. [67] provides a detailed discussion of these definitions for power system
operational studies. Figure 2.14 summarizes the three steps required to perform a simula-
tion experiment that follows best practices in Scientific Computing: data, computational
modeling, and results sub-processes.

In practical terms, achieving reproducibility and validation requires that two major
components are kept in mind: the environment and the experimental workflow.

• Environment: The hardware components, the configuration of all the software used
to implement a computational experiment. The environment may include elements
such as cloud-services, third-party software, file management scripts, and external
tests.

• Workflow: The full process of data intake, computation and results. The development
and provision of a workflow is a requirement for validation and reproducibility.

In this respect, open-source tools provide the required capabilities to facilitate Sci-
entific Computing for power systems research. Despite challenges, several open-source
efforts have grown to become successful in the community and reduce the barrier to en-
try for those seeking to perform high quality research and reliable analysis. MATPOWER
[141] (https://matpower.org) is a MATLAB-based tool that is widely used to perform
steady-state analyses such as power flow, continuation power flow, and optimal power
flow. OpenDSS [30] (https://smartgrid.epri.com/SimulationTool.aspx) is used for

https://matpower.org
https://smartgrid.epri.com/SimulationTool.aspx
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multiple distribution systems analysis. In the field of transient simulations, the MATLAB-
based tool PSAT [84] (http://faraday1.ucd.ie/psat.html) provides electro-mechanical
simulations with multiple models. More recently the Python-based tool ANDES [25]
(https://docs.andes.app/en/stable/) has become available for power system simula-
tion. It uses a hybrid symbolic-numeric framework for numerical analysis.

However, there is a high setup cost associated with developing dynamic simulation
applications that can run large-scale experiments. For this reason, researchers resort to
using industrial tools once their systems of interest grow larger than hundreds of buses.
However, these proprietary models and algorithms are not openly available; this means
that both using them and replicating the results obtained by other researchers who use
them requires large sums of money for license acquisition. This common practice reduces
the capacity for innovation in the power systems field for researchers who must, rather than
use industrial tools, re-implement these well-established models, develop their own data
sets, and handle the integration libraries. This reality translates to the fact that scientific
reproducibility is often either not achieved or limited to “code sharing".

Simulation reproducibility requires the separation of models and algorithms when de-
veloping modeling libraries. Figure 2.15 shows the software stack of a dynamic modeling
application:

1. The modeling layer: All the code representation of the system behavior in differential

http://faraday1.ucd.ie/psat.html
https://docs.andes.app/en/stable/
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and/or algebraic equations. For instance, charging and discharging capacitors or PID
controllers.

2. The integration algorithms: The libraries that implement an integration scheme and
are used to obtain the numerical solution of the models’ differential equations. For
instance, Euler, Backwards Differentiation Formula, Runge-Kutta, among others.

3. Linear Algebra libraries: Low level algorithms to perform numerical linear algebra
calculations for system solutions, LU decomposition or eigenvalue calculations.

Novel research needs improvements at all levels of the software stack. However, progress
requires that the computational experiments be replicated under many conditions. Free
and open-source validated models that provide a benchmark for the development of algo-
rithms are a critical step that currently isn’t available. Stable and reliable implementations
of integration algorithms usually require tremendous development efforts and limit the
scope of the models to small systems.

More tools are appearing to address each of these modeling needs, thanks to the advent
of code-sharing repositories (such as Github or Gitlab), broad access to software develop-
ment tools, and the popularity of open-source programming languages like R, Julia, and
Python. However, without a deliberate effort to develop a platform that can be reused
by many researchers, we risk limiting the scope and scale of power system research or
duplicating efforts. In this context, the programming language Julia offers a host of unique
features that significantly reduce the effort to implement scientific computing practices to
simulate low-inertia power systems.

Computational Challenges of Systems with Significant Shares of IBRs

Dynamic analysis of power systems resorts to mainly two computational numerical meth-
ods: (1) Time-domain simulations and (2) small-signal stability analysis. For many decades,
there has been a focus on reducing time-domain simulations’ computational complexity
through model order reductions. Some of the modeling practices and analytical assump-
tions currently in use derive from singular perturbation theory in the 1980s. The seminal
papers showed that a simplified model is still a valid representation of certain system
dynamics under the premise of time scale separation [18, 117].

Traditionally, time-domain simulations assume that the fundamental frequency of the
system dominates current and voltage wave-forms. As a result, the network can be simpli-
fied to a voltage and current phasor representation, known as the QSP modeling approach.
Additionally, synchronous generator stator fluxes relationships reduce to algebraic equa-
tions, further simplifying the QSP modeling approaches. However, this representation
cannot capture some of the converters’ high-frequency dynamics.
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Modeling and Timescale Aspects

In power systems dominated by synchronous machines, the source of dynamics is physical
phenomena with a behavior described by physics laws. The parameters of the logical con-
trols like PIDs determine the dynamics of converters. These two dynamic behavior sources
can interact unexpectedly, and the guidance of time-scale separation may not apply. Hence,
when studying massive integration of power electronics interfaced sources, it is impossible
to know a priori if and at which time scales interactions may occur and requiring dynamic
simulations to capture fast EMT at a large-scale introduces computational challenges. IBR
controls consider multiple models such as PWM representation, PLL, voltage and current
controllers, outer-loop controllers, that have wide timescale ranges, that complicates the
determination of which level of model complexity has to be used.

From the analytical perspective, QSP and EMT modeling approaches are similar. They
use DAEs to represent the system dynamics. The dynamic models used in the power
industry tend to be stiff since they represent phenomena at multiple rates. Depending
on the model’s time constants, the required integrator time steps can impose substantial
computational requirements. In QSP models, the maximum time-step is around 1 to 10 ms.
Simultaneously, EMT time-step usually is about 1 to 50 µs. As a result, QSP simulations are
typical when modeling large interconnected areas like continental Europe or the Eastern
Interconnection in the United States. They are usually used to study the transient response
of different disturbances and require significant simplifications. On the other hand, EMT
simulations have a smaller scope. They are commonly used to analyze a single device’s
dynamic behavior against infinite buses.

The difference in modeling complexity also means that the QSP and EMT simulations’
solution methods are also very distinct. Commercial tools for QSP modeling typically
implement Adams-Bashforth-2 and use explicit formulation through mass matrix represen-
tations. On the other hand, EMT software tools use the trapezoidal rule (Adams-Moulton-2)
and directly model the electromagnetic differential equations (also known as the Dommel
method) in the solution process.

Jacobian Computation

In large systems with detailed models, the calculation of Jacobian matrices and eigenvalues
can require significant computational effort. There are multiple opportunities to recent
advances in automatic-differentiation (AD) from the machine learning community to obtain
exact Jacobians in this area. Exact Jacobians have myriad uses in dynamic modeling, from
algorithmic design to parameter evaluation.

Calculating the system eigenvalues for multiple operating conditions and parameter
values is standard practice to study power systems’ stability. Fast and exact Jacobian matrix
calculation and sparse linear algebra are two basic capabilities that will improve studies on
systems with large shares of IBRs.
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The new demand for larger scales and more details in modeling require changing
how we approach developing simulation experiments. To do this, we need innovative
approaches to obtain reliable system assessments better computational tools. The power
system sector needs to accelerate the adoption of recent improvements in algorithms and
hardware. To this end, adopting scientific computing practices is critical to reducing devel-
opment and deployment barriers. We now discuss how the Julia Programming Language
can help on these aspects.

The Julia Programming Language

Choosing a programming language to develop a simulation tool can seem like a marginally
relevant decision. However, the choice can have significant impacts on reproducibility and
scalability. Scripted programming languages usually do not implement high-performance
code natively. High-performance applications require low-level compiled languages to
handle large-scale computations. For instance, there are many API identical but distinct
implementations of NumPy for linear algebra in Python. The same applies to many other
large-scale numerical libraries like LSODA, Sundials, or PETSc. These well-established
high-performance numerical libraries are hard to extend. Usually, they have dependencies
on other compiled libraries like BLAS, LAPACK, or SuiteSparse, as shown in Figure 2.15
adding additional complexity.

Julia is a dynamically typed programming language developed by Jeff Bezanson, Stefan
Karpinski, Alan Edelman, Viral B. Shah, and other contributors, intending to bridge the
gap between scripting languages like Python or MATLAB and high-performance languages
like C++ or Fortran [12]. Julia uses a Low-Level Virtual Machine (LLVM)-based Just-in-
Time (JIT) compiler and incorporates some essential features from the beginning of its
design, such as excellent support for parallelism and GPU programming, and features a
practical, functional programming orientation. Julia can generate the same assembly code
as C/C++ with the convenience of the scripted languages.

Besides the language’s computational capabilities, the Julia environment itself provides
several features that facilitate the development of large-scale dynamic models following
scientific computing practices. Importantly, it addresses the shortcomings of other scripted
languages, such as dependency handling. These capabilities make Julia an excellent match
to tackle Scientific Computing challenges in the power systems community. Critical exam-
ples of Julia’s good environment include:

• A comprehensive package manager that easily enable reproducibility between re-
searchers by setting up the exact package and binary versions. Integrating “Artifacts"
into the package manager, Julia can include information that is not related to Julia
packages that includes platform-specific binaries or datasets. This allows researchers
to pack all the experiment requirements in a reproducible environment that can be
executed in multiple platforms. This mechanism is also used to provide reproducible
binary dependencies for packages built with BinaryBuilder.jl.
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• A suite of packages for scientific machine learning (SciML), with multiple differen-
tial equation solvers (DifferentialEquations.jl) and automated model discovery
(DiffEqFlux.jl). DifferentialEquations.jl offers over 30 different numerical
solvers for Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)/DAE systems including both ex-
plicit (via mass matrices) and implicit representation. Some solvers, including classic
algorithms and novel ones from recent research, can outperform the “standard” C/-
Fortran methods. In addition, DifferentialEquations.jl provides a wrapper for
those C/Fortran methods, allowing to use them when its necessary. In a nutshell,
DifferentialEquations.jl allows solving differential equations using different al-
gorithms (even from other packages or languages) by providing a common interface.
Effectively, it allows exchanging the algorithm layer with a single line of code. This
feature allows benchmarking and testing different solution methods according to the
specific problem.

• Small signal stability analyses such as eigenvalue location, root locus or bode plots
rely on computing the Jacobian of the non-linear DAE system. Usually, derivatives
are computed via a finite differences approach, that is inefficient due to the high
number of evaluations of the system function, and only approximates its result due to
the usage of the finite small value of the step h. Automatic Differentiation (AD) is a
method to compute exact derivatives given only the function itself. ForwardDiff.jl
and ReverseDiff.jl are the most common established packages to perform AD to
compute derivatives in Julia. Both of these methods generally outperform non-AD
algorithms in both speed and accuracy.

2.3 Implementation and Usage of
PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl

The features and capabilities mentioned in Section 2.2 are used extensively as part of “The
Scalable Integrated Infrastructure Planning” (NREL-SIIP) to provide tools that implement
the scientific computing workflow in Fig. 2.14. In this section we discuss first PowerSys-
tems.jl as the NREL-SIIP tool for data modeling and PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl for
performing time domain simulations.

PowerSystems.jl

PowerSystems.jl provides a consistent and high-performance data model and modular
modeling platform for power systems across multiple timescales. Along with the data
containers, PowerSystems.jl furnishes parsing capabilities from commonly used text-based
data files (MATPOWER, *.raw and *.dyr). Once the system is loaded, users can make
modifications, add custom models and serialize to disk. The serialization/deserialization
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Figure 2.16: Dynamic data structures implemented in PowerSystems.jl [43].

of custom data sets is one of the key enablers of the Julia ecosystem to support scientific
computing practices for power systems modeling [69].

For developers, PowerSystems.jl provides a generic, reusable, and customizable data
model agnostic to the implementation details of the mathematical models and applicable
to multiple software strategies. It also provides extension capabilities by design that make
it easier to integrate into other initiatives.

Figure 2.16 shows the implementation of the DynamicInjection data containers in
PowerSystems.jl. Each device is composed of the corresponding dynamic components
that define the model. As a result, it is possible to flexibly define dynamic data models
and methods according to the analysis requirements. DynamicInjection components use a
parametric type pattern to materialize the full specification of the dynamic injection model
with parameters. This design enable a modular implementation of the mathematical model
implemented in PowerSimulationDynamics.jl for each dynamic component separately.
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PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl

The mathematical models and equations are implemented in PowerSimulationsDynam-
ics.jl (PSID) and uses PowerSystems.jl data structures to define power system dynamic
devices and their corresponding components and data. The modeling layer is designed to
mix and match different component models with a small number of script modifications.
The flexibility of model specification enables precise control when specifying the complexity
of each power system device.

Figure 2.17 provides an example of the modularity capabilities when defining a genera-
tor model. As depicted, it is possible to exchange generator components to study the effects
of different complexity levels. In this particular case, it is possible to exchange the genera-
tor’s machine model between the classic algebraic representation in the two-state machine
with the 2-state transient model of the 4-state machine (one-d one-q), while also adding
an excitation system (SEXS model). This flexibility is key to studying under-explored and
emerging challenges in future systems with large shares of IBRs. For example, including
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multi-mass shaft dynamics can be used to study torsional interaction between generators
and IBR power sources and their controllers, an issue that has been reported in systems with
High-Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) lines and Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS)
[63]. In addition, this enables the analysis of controller architecture upgrades to enhance
the resilience of the system as the adoption of IBR sources increases.

PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl Multiple Dispatch

Julia’s multiple dispatch lies at the core of PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl power as a
scientific scripting and computing library for dynamic models. It uses the compiler to
determine which method to call based solely on the types of argument passed into a generic
function. This is a way to enable code reuse, and the implementation of generic interfaces
for custom models, without requiring modifications to the main source code.

The flexibility in PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl originates from the use of polymorphism
and encapsulation in the device model definition, which enables treating objects of different
types similarly if they provide common interfaces. Generators and inverters are defined as
a composition of components as shown in Fig. 2.16; the functionalities of the component
instances determine the device model providing a flat interface to the complex object.
This design enables the interoperability of components within a generic device definition.
As a result, it is possible to implement custom component models and interface them
with other existing models with minimal effort. As an example, Code 2.1 and Code 2.2
present the implementation of the method of mdl_machine_ode for the classic machine
(BaseMachine) model and One d- Oneq- machine model (OneDOneQMachine) respectively.
The core implementation of machine models reads bus voltage and machine parameters
to compute the electromagnetic differential equations (output_ode) of specific model and
output the current to the system (current_r and current_i).
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Code 2.1 mdl_machine_ode dispatch function for Classic Machine.

1 function mdl_machine_ode!(
2 device_states::AbstractArray{<:ACCEPTED_REAL_TYPES},
3 output_ode::AbstractArray{<:ACCEPTED_REAL_TYPES},
4 inner_vars::AbstractArray{<:ACCEPTED_REAL_TYPES},
5 current_r::AbstractArray{<:ACCEPTED_REAL_TYPES},
6 current_i::AbstractArray{<:ACCEPTED_REAL_TYPES},
7 dynamic_device::DynamicWrapper{PSY.DynamicGenerator{PSY.BaseMachine, S, A, TG, P}},
8 ) where {S <: PSY.Shaft, A <: PSY.AVR, TG <: PSY.TurbineGov, P <: PSY.PSS}
9 Sbase = get_system_base_power(dynamic_device)

10 #Obtain external states inputs for component
11 external_ix = get_input_port_ix(dynamic_device, PSY.BaseMachine)
12 δ = device_states[external_ix[1]]
13
14 #Obtain inner variables for component
15 V_tR = inner_vars[VR_gen_var]
16 V_tI = inner_vars[VI_gen_var]
17
18 #Get parameters
19 machine = PSY.get_machine(dynamic_device)
20 R = PSY.get_R(machine)
21 Xd_p = PSY.get_Xd_p(machine)
22 eq_p = PSY.get_eq_p(machine)
23 basepower = PSY.get_base_power(dynamic_device)
24
25 #RI to dq transformation
26 V_dq = ri_dq(δ) * [V_tR; V_tI]
27
28 #Obtain electric variables
29 i_d = (1.0 / (R^2 + Xd_p^2)) * (Xd_p * (eq_p - V_dq[2]) - R * V_dq[1]) #15.36
30 i_q = (1.0 / (R^2 + Xd_p^2)) * (Xd_p * V_dq[1] + R * (eq_p - V_dq[2])) #15.36
31 Pe = (V_dq[1] + R * i_d) * i_d + (V_dq[2] + R * i_q) * i_q #15.35
32
33 #Update inner_vars
34 inner_vars[τe_var] = Pe #Model assume ω approx 1.0
35
36 #Compute current from the generator to the grid
37 I_RI = (basepower / Sbase) * dq_ri(δ) * [i_d; i_q]
38
39 #Update current
40 current_r[1] += I_RI[1]
41 current_i[1] += I_RI[2]
42
43 return
44 end
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Code 2.2 mdl_machine_ode dispatch function for One d- One q- Machine.

1 function mdl_machine_ode!(
2 device_states::AbstractArray{<:ACCEPTED_REAL_TYPES},
3 output_ode::AbstractArray{<:ACCEPTED_REAL_TYPES},
4 inner_vars::AbstractArray{<:ACCEPTED_REAL_TYPES},
5 current_r::AbstractArray{<:ACCEPTED_REAL_TYPES},
6 current_i::AbstractArray{<:ACCEPTED_REAL_TYPES},
7 dynamic_device::DynamicWrapper{PSY.DynamicGenerator{PSY.OneDOneQMachine, S, A, TG, P}},
8 ) where {S <: PSY.Shaft, A <: PSY.AVR, TG <: PSY.TurbineGov, P <: PSY.PSS}
9 Sbase = get_system_base_power(dynamic_device)

10
11 #Obtain indices for component w/r to device
12 local_ix = get_local_state_ix(dynamic_device, PSY.OneDOneQMachine)
13 #Define internal states for component
14 internal_states = @view device_states[local_ix]
15 eq_p = internal_states[1]
16 ed_p = internal_states[2]
17
18 #Obtain external states inputs for component
19 external_ix = get_input_port_ix(dynamic_device, PSY.OneDOneQMachine)
20 δ = device_states[external_ix[1]]
21 #Obtain inner variables for component
22 V_tR = inner_vars[VR_gen_var]
23 V_tI = inner_vars[VI_gen_var]
24 Vf = inner_vars[Vf_var]
25
26 #Get parameters
27 machine = PSY.get_machine(dynamic_device)
28 R = PSY.get_R(machine)
29 Xd = PSY.get_Xd(machine)
30 Xq = PSY.get_Xq(machine)
31 Xd_p = PSY.get_Xd_p(machine)
32 Xq_p = PSY.get_Xq_p(machine)
33 Td0_p = PSY.get_Td0_p(machine)
34 Tq0_p = PSY.get_Tq0_p(machine)
35 basepower = PSY.get_base_power(dynamic_device)
36 #RI to dq transformation
37 V_dq = ri_dq(δ) * [V_tR; V_tI]
38
39 #Obtain electric variables
40 i_d = (1.0 / (R^2 + Xd_p * Xq_p)) * (Xq_p * (eq_p - V_dq[2]) + R * (ed_p - V_dq[1]))
41 i_q = (1.0 / (R^2 + Xd_p * Xq_p)) * (-Xd_p * (ed_p - V_dq[1]) + R * (eq_p - V_dq[2]))
42 Pe = (V_dq[1] + R * i_d) * i_d + (V_dq[2] + R * i_q) * i_q
43 #Compute ODEs
44 output_ode[local_ix[1]] = (1.0 / Td0_p) * (-eq_p - (Xd - Xd_p) * i_d + Vf) #15.29 eq_p
45 output_ode[local_ix[2]] = (1.0 / Tq0_p) * (-ed_p + (Xq - Xq_p) * i_q) #15.30 ed_p
46
47 #Update inner_vars
48 inner_vars[τe_var] = Pe #Model assume ω approx 1.0
49 #Compute current from the generator to the grid
50 I_RI = (basepower / Sbase) * dq_ri(δ) * [i_d; i_q]
51 #Update current
52 current_r[1] += I_RI[1]
53 current_i[1] += I_RI[2]
54 return
55 end
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PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl Software Architecture

Figure 2.18 shows the dependencies between PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl and the Dif-
ferentialEquations.jl libraries. The architecture of PSID is such that the power system
models are all self-contained and return the model function evaluations. The Jacobian is
calculated through a common-interface with ForwardDiff.jl [113] enabling the use of
any solver available in Julia through DifferentialEquations.jl or any other following
the common interface specification. such as Sundials [110, 48].

Solver

DiffEqBase.jl
Common Interface

PowerSystems.jl
Data Structures

PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl
Models 

ForwardDiff.jl
NLsolve.jl
Initialization

System Model

Jacobian
Initial Condition

f(x)

J(x)
x0

Figure 2.18: Information flow in PSID.

PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl provides mechanisms to handle commonly required
routines when developing dynamic modeling libraries such as:

• Robust system-wide initialization of the model: Finding valid initial conditions is
notoriously tricky in large-scale non-linear dynamic models. PowerSimulationsDy-
namics.jl uses routines based on the dynamic model structure to provide reliable
initial points.

• Addition of perturbation through callbacks: Classically, the study of perturbations
in dynamic systems requires a series of steps to obtain valid system conditions post-
perturbation. PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl implements perturbation through call-
backs, allowing the solver’s algorithm to perform the reinitialization in a compatible
fashion.
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• Small-signal analysis: Performing small-signal analysis requires providing the Ja-
cobian matrix or estimating through numerical methods. PowerSimulationsDynam-
ics.jl uses ForwardDiff.jl to calculate the exact Jacobians of the models and
enable small-signal analysis at no additional development cost.

PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl exploits the Julia programming language and its ecosys-
tem to facilitate the computational exploration of power systems with inverter-based gen-
eration.

Example Case A: Machine, Inverter and network model interactions

As discussed so far, exploring the interactions between inverter models and other dynamics
in the system is one of the critical tasks in the development of analytical techniques to study
modern power systems. One of the capabilities of PSID is to mix and match different levels
of model complexities to study how these can change the conclusions.

This example simulation presents a time-domain simulation of an inverter and com-
pares the results using three different generator models and two distinct network models
in a 3 bus system. The simulations use a 19-state grid-supporting virtual synchronous
machine (VSM) inverter with average PWM dynamics. The example code is available
in the SIIP Examples repository (https://github.com/NREL-SIIP/SIIPExamples.jl) and
PSID’s documentation.

Figure 2.19 depicts the evolution of the generator’s voltage magnitude at bus 2 after
a circuit trip connecting the inverter and the infinite bus at t = 1s. PSID enables the
exploration of several assumptions in the study of the dynamics of the system, for instance:

• In the Static Lines network model the relationship between the voltages and currents
phasors is algebraic via the admittance matrix i = Y v. In the Dynamic Lines network
model, the relationship is via differential equations, commonly known as dynamic
phasor, that allows capture of electromagnetic dynamics:

l

Ωb

diℓ
dt

= (vfrom − vto) − (r + jl)iℓ (2.3)

cfrom

Ωb

dvfrom

dt
= (ifrom

in − ifrom
out ) − jcfromvfrom (2.4)

cto

Ωb

dvto

dt
= (itoin − itoout) − jctovto (2.5)

where r, l, cfrom, cto are the equivalent π-model line parameters and Ωb = 2πfb is the
base frequency of the network.

• The 4th-order model is a simplified model with only transient electromotive forces
(emfs). The 6th-order model, commonly known as GENROU model (Round Rotor
Generator), considers both transient and subtransient emfs, but the stator fluxes dy-
namics are approximated via algebraic representations. Finally the 8th-order model,

https://github.com/NREL-SIIP/SIIPExamples.jl
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Figure 2.19: Generator bus voltage magnitude |V | for Example Case A under different
machine and network models for the same perturbation.

known as Marconato model, considers both transient and subtransient electro mag-
netic fields, with dynamic stator flux representation through differential equations.

Thus, PSID can run an RMS simulation, using a 4th-order or 6th-order model with
Static Lines, or an EMT simulation using the 8th-order model with Dynamic Lines. It is also
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possible to combine the 6th-order model (typically used in RMS) with a Dynamic Lines
model and study such hybrid behavior as depicted in Figure 2.19. As mentioned, this
flexibility is one of the core features provided in PSID.

A model with more detail, such as the 8th-order model case, has significantly faster
dynamics, as observed in Figure 2.19. The additional modeling detail comes with an extra
computational cost. Solving this EMT model requires a time step no larger than 500 µs. The
other example RMS simulations only require a time step of 20 ms. This limited example
showcases the challenges of making EMT simulations a requirement of power systems in
the presence of power electronics converters.

This simple case demonstrates how different model assumptions may change the sim-
ulation results. Figure 2.19 shows that additional details from the EMT model furnish an
understanding comparable to that provided by simpler or hybrid models. Although this is
not a general result, it highlights the possible trade-offs between result details and model
complexity.

Example Case B: 14-bus System

An additional objective of PSID is to facilitate the development of study cases for low-inertia
systems, similar to traditional RMS benchmark systems. Example Case B shows the well-
known IEEE 14-bus system with five generators. All the results presented here are also
available to the reader as Jupyter Notebooks in the SIIP Examples repository.

Using PSID, we model each generator with a 6th-order machine model, the GENROU
model. Additionally, we use an IEEE AC1A Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) system and
a Gas Steam turbine model (GAST) turbine governor in the slack bus. Quickly switching
devices and models is another core feature of PSID. In this example, we conduct two
simulations: one with only synchronous machines, and a second case, we replaced the
generator located at bus 6 for an aggregated model of a Virtual Synchronous Machine (VSM)
grid supporting inverter with 19 states, the same model used in Example Case A. This
example allows us to explore the effects of substituting synchronous machines with inverter-
based generation.

After the system’s components are defined, all devices are automatically initialized
based on the power flow results. If a feasible point exists, then the system is appropriately
initialized and can be used for simulation. Using automatic differentiation, PSID provides
small signal information for the operating point, such as eigenvalues, damping of each
mode, and participation factors. In this example simulation, we use an admittance matrix
formulation for the network model representation.

Figure 2.20 presents a comparison of the eigenvalues (at the operating point) for both
systems with and without the inverter, separated in both “fast” and “slow” dynamics. The
states are assigned to eigenvalues via their participation factors. This comparison is cru-
cial for understanding the fastest dynamics that could be approximated via an algebraic
representation in each simulation.
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Figure 2.20: Eigenvalues comparison for operating point on both 14-bus system in Example
Case B.

As observed in Figure 2.20, electromagnetic dynamics of the RLC filter in the inverter
are the fastest dynamics, and for this operating point could be reasonably neglected in our
study case since they are effectively on different time scale.

Similarly, the low-pass filter model used to measure the bus voltage of the excitation
systems could also be ignored and considered as an ideal measurement. However, based on
this analysis, the inverter eigenvalue associated to the virtual speed and the PLL dynamics
are sufficiently close to the AVR exciter timescale and should be considered in a time
domain simulation. These results highlight the complexity of defining modeling strategies
to study converter and system dynamics interactions.

We perform a time-domain simulation to explore the behavior of the system under a
perturbation. Figure 2.21 depicts the rotor speed of the generator and the virtual speed
of the inverter after an ideal trip of the line connecting buses 2 and 4. As expected, the
dynamics observed in the inverter are faster, but the system manages to converge on a new
stable operating point.

This simplified generator substitution demonstrates that changing generators with con-
verters can significantly impact the dynamic mode interactions. It also shows that there
are opportunities to simplify modeling details to speed-up simulations. However, these
simplifications may require sophisticated approaches to choose model complexity correctly.

The increasing penetration of IBRs will undoubtedly lead to new challenges and op-
portunities in computational power system studies. In this section, we reviewed the main
computational challenges of future low-inertia systems, such as modeling complexity, the
interaction between SM machine controllers and IBR controllers, and numerical time-step
integration requirements. We highlight the importance of Scientific Computing principles to
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Figure 2.21: Generators’ rotor speed and inverter’s virtual speed timeseries for Example
Case B under branch trip between buses 2 and 4.

tackle these issues by enabling reproducibility and validity of such simulation experiments.
We introduced how the Julia Programming Language is designed to make high-performance

computing more accessible and provides reproducibility and scalability tools. In particular,
this section presented PowerSystems.jl and PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl, two Julia
packages to tackle new challenges in dynamic modeling while retaining the flexibility to
facilitate the implementation of Scientific Computing principles.

Finally, we have presented two simulation cases to highlight the use of these packages
to investigate different models and their responses in various settings. We used time-
domain simulations and small-signal analysis to study the assumptions in modeling and the
converter-system interactions. The two simplified examples highlight the need to re-think
the approaches when developing models for power systems’ dynamic analysis.

2.4 Grid Forming Small Signal Stability of Line and
Voltage Dynamics

Power systems are rapidly integrating large amounts of generation interfaced via power
electronics. IBRs replaces rotating machines, decreases system inertia, and alters the
dynamics of power system state variables [86, 131].

Currently, most IBRs are connected to power systems operating in grid following mode.
Their control relies on measurements of amplitude, phase, and frequency of the grid voltage
(typically via a phase-locked loop) to synchronize and inject the current into the grid for
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the desired power, i.e., operate in a current source mode [27]. However, these control
methods rely on stable voltage and frequency signals to operate correctly. Thus, low inertia
grids, and weak voltage regulation capabilities, limit the capability to interconnect new
grid-following IBRs [100]. For example, PLL control may present instabilities in weak
grids [29], and erroneous frequency measurements following a disturbance can induce
converter misoperations [98]. Integrating IBRs operating in grid-forming control modes is
an alternative to tackle some of the challenges mentioned above [27]. Grid-forming allows
the IBRs to work as synchronized voltage sources, allowing them to function even without
synchronous machines present, and maintain the stability of future low/zero-inertia power
systems.

Recent work has begun to analyze the interactions of lines and IBRs. In [36] the authors
analyze a dispatchable Virtual Oscillator Control (dVOC), a type of grid-forming control.
Using Lyapunov stability techniques, the authors show the dVOC’s almost global stability
when approximating line dynamics. The case of line dynamics effects for droop-control
is presented in [136], where a higher-order approximation is proposed as a compromise
between a full order model and the first-order approximation. However, the authors neglect
the effects of inner-loop controls and shunt capacitance.

In this section, we present a detailed study of the effects of common power system
modeling assumptions on grid-forming converter small-signal stability assessments [42].
We use a detailed IBR model connected to an infinite voltage source through a realistic
AC interconnection to investigate the system local stability characteristics and transient
response.

The main contributions of this section are:

• A demonstration that AC-side dynamics approximations can significantly alter regions
of small signal stability for VSM.

• An examination of the impact of modeling approximations on VSM parameter gain
tuning. For example we show that the impact reactive power droop on stability is
visible only with dynamic line models.

• A brief discussion of the usage of line/voltage dynamics approximations on transient
simulations, and a simulation case in which AC-side approximations result in transient
responses that are indistinguishable after less than one AC cycle.

Our numerical results show that additional interactions can be expected between IBRs
controllers and line dynamics. Hence, traditional modeling assumptions used for line ap-
proximations may lead to stability overestimation or inadequate control tuning.

Notation for this section: The complex imaginary unit is represented by j =
√

−1. We
denote the rotating reference frame of the network as RI, rotating at a fixed frequency
ωs = 1 p.u. Bold lowercase symbols are used to represent complex variables in the dq or
RI reference frames, x = xd + jxq or xR + jxI . Bold capital symbols are used to denote
complex matrices Y = G+ jB. Finally, dot notation ẋ = dx/dt is used interchangeably.
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Modeling of grid-forming inverter and network dynamics

We assume that all electrical quantities in the network are balanced, which allows us to
work using dq reference frames via the Park transformation for both the inverters and
the grid. The converter is connected to the grid via an RLC filter, an equivalent step-up
transformer, and then via a double circuit transmission line at 230 kV as depicted in Figure
2.22, which is a common configuration for large IBR plants.
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Figure 2.22: One-line diagram for study cases.

Inverter model

The proposed model is based on a VSC grid forming control scheme presented in Figure
2.23 derived from the inverter model used in [26].
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Figure 2.23: VSC grid-forming control scheme.
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The grid is already modeled on its own SRF, denoted as RI, rotating at a fixed frequency
ωs. The transformation from grid SRF to the inverter SRF is given by xdq = xRIe

−jθ, where
θ is the internal voltage angle displacement of the outer loop control.

• Outer loop control: The outer control implements a VSM model. Given the measure-
ments of active and reactive power, computed as pe = vdid + vqiq and qe = −vdiq + vqid, the
control uses a virtual inertia model as described in [78]:

θ̇ = Ωb(ω − ωs) (2.6)

ω̇ = 1
M

[
(p⋆ − pe) + 1

kp
(ω⋆ − ω)

]
(2.7)

The phase angle of the outer loop control is constant under stable steady-state conditions
and represents the phase difference between the SRF’s of the grid and the inverter. Hence,
in equation (2.6), ω − ωs represents the relative speed deviation and θ the corresponding
relative phase angle displacement [26]. Equation (2.7) describes the frequency dynam-
ics, considering the inertia term on the active power and the damping over the nominal
frequency.

Finally, a traditional droop model with a low-pass filter with cut-off frequency ωz is used
for the voltage regulation:

q̇f = ωz(qe − qf ) (2.8)
ṽd = v⋆ + kq(q⋆ − qf ) (2.9)

The term ṽ = ṽd + 0j provides the reference signal for the virtual impedance block.
Remark: The traditional power-frequency droop control with a low-pass filter with cut-

off frequency ωz (for active power measurement), has the same steady-state response with
the VSM model if M = 1/(ωzkp). Thus, the small signal analysis provided in this paper is
also valid for such droop models. However, the VSM control provides a different dynamic
response as discussed in [78].

• Virtual impedance: As described in [78], the inclusion of a virtual impedance provides
an additional block for active stabilization and disturbance rejection via a minor cross-
coupling of dq components and a non-zero q-component: v̂ = ṽ − (rv + jωlv)io. The term
v̂ provides the reference signal for the inner loop control.

• Inner loop control: The inner loop control consists of two cascaded PI controllers, a
voltage controller:

ξ̇ = v̂ − vo (2.10)

i = kvp(v̂ − vo) + kvi ξ + jωscfvo + kiffio, (2.11)
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and a current controller:

γ̇ = ī− icnv (2.12)

v = kip(ī− icnv) + kiiγ + jωslfio + kvffvo, (2.13)

The terms kv,ip and kv,ii corresponds to the proportional and integral components of the PI
controllers, respectively. The terms jωscfvo and jωslfio are used to decouple both dq axes
on both controllers. Finally, kv,iff ∈ {0, 1} is a parameter that is used to enable feed-forward
on the controllers.

• Converter PWM: We use an average converter model, that without saturation implies
that:

ecnv = m · vdc2 = v

vdc/2
· vdc2 = v (2.14)

• Filter dynamics: For modeling purposes, it is convenient to compute the filter dynamics
in the inverter SRF. Since v1 is in the network RI reference frame, we use a transformation
to the converter reference frame vdq

1 = v1e
−jθ, and hence the voltage and current dynamics

are:
lf
Ωb

dicnv
dt

= [(ecnv − vo) − (rf + jlfωs) icnv] (2.15)

lt
Ωb

dio
dt

=
[
(vo − vdq

1 ) − (rt + jωslt) io
]

(2.16)

cf
Ωb

dvo
dt

= [(icnv − io) − jωscfvo] (2.17)

Finally, the connection to the grid is performed via the SRF and base power transformation:

iRI
o =

(
NSinv

Sb

)
ioe

jθ, (2.18)

on which Sinv is the AC power base of the inverter, Sb is the system power base and N the
number of inverters connected in parallel. With that, the 13 inverter states for the VSM
model are given by:

x⃗c =
[
vo, io, icnv, ξ,γ, qf , θ, ω

]⊤
(2.19)

Considering line current and voltage voltage dynamics, described in the next subsection,
the ODE problem with 19 states is:

x⃗ =
[
v1,v2, iℓ, x⃗c

]⊤
(2.20)

Remark: Note that in this model, an inverter model represents N equivalent inverters
connected in parallel as depicted in equation (2.18). Since all parameters of the inverter
are in their respective per-unit, those values stay the same (in per-unit) when the total base
power NSinv is scaled up, maintaining their dynamics, but pushing more current into the
grid. This allows us the scalability of the equivalent inverter, similar to that presented in
[74] when working with physical units.
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Network model

Considering a π-line as depicted in Figure 2.22, the current and voltage dynamics are
represented by the following differential equations:

ℓ

Ωb

diℓ
dt

= [(v1 − v2) − (r + jωsl)iℓ] (2.21)

c

Ωb

dv1

dt
=
[
(iRI
o − iℓ) − (g + jωsc)v1

]
(2.22)

c

Ωb

dv2

dt
= [(iℓ − i∞) − (g + jωsc)v2] (2.23)

where Ωb is the system’s base frequency (2π60 rad/s), and current provided into the infinite
bus i∞ is computed algebraically as i∞ = (v2 −v∞)/(jx∞). All values in the line model are
in the system’s per-unit, hence current outputs must be re-scaled from the inverter base to
the system base as described in equation (2.18), while considering the SRF transformation.

AC side dynamics approximations

In power systems literature, it is customary to make approximations of line dynamics for
stability analysis. These include neglecting capacitance and the resulting voltage dynamics
in short-length lines due to the small value of the current drawn from the shunt impedance
[63]. For medium-length lines, voltage dynamics are approximated via algebraic relation-
ships using zero-order approximations. Results in [117, 116] show that the model used
in transient simulations for modeling current flows over the network via the admittance
matrix Y is a reasonable approximation of integral manifold, and under certain conditions
and rbranch = 0, the approximation is exact. The validity of these approximations is based on
time-scale separation arguments derived from singular perturbation analysis of the power
system dynamics [18]. These approximations have been justified in practical terms as
they improve computational performance in large transient simulation studies. Zero-order
approximations have also been shown to be valid for small signal analysis and are typi-
cally used for studying intra and inter-area electromechanical oscillations, and stabilizer
parameter tuning [116].

The line and voltage zero-order approximation consists of setting the left-hand side of
(2.21)-(2.23) to zero under the assumption that the constants multiplying the differential
terms are sufficiently small to adequately approximate the integral manifold. Under this
assumption, we obtain the algebraic map i⃗ = Y v⃗, the standard current-injection model:[

iRI
o

−i∞

]
=
[
yℓ + yc −yℓ

−yℓ yℓ + yc

] [
v1
v2

]
(2.24)

where yl = 1
r+jωsl

and yc = g + jωsc. These algebraic equations allow us to compute v1

and v2. Note that these equations can also be used to approximate the filter AC dynamics
(2.15)-(2.17).
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As discussed in [18], the accuracy of the reduced order model depends on the term
that multiplies the derivative (ℓ/Ωb and c/Ωb in (2.21)-(2.23)) and its proximity to zero.
This approximation error is typically observed in the dynamic response of the system over
a disturbance near time zero [117].

If line current and voltage dynamics are approximated, the state space is reduced
by six states for the voltages and currents and additional algebraic equations must be
included y⃗ =

[
v1,v2, iℓ

]⊤
and the differential states are simply x⃗c. The simplification

defines a Differential-Algebraic system of Equations (DAE). If both lines and filter dy-
namics (that is the entire AC side) are also approximated, then 12 algebraic states y⃗ =
[v1,v2, iℓ,v0, i0, icnv]⊤ must be considered with only seven remaining states for the inverter.

Discussion on Singular Perturbation Theory

Singular Perturbation Theory (SPT) has been extensively used in Power Systems and Con-
trol Systems to reduce the order of a dynamical model or provide a simplification of such
models.

In general, singular perturbation refers to finding solutions, typically roots of a set of
equations or trajectories of a dynamical system, that depends on a parameter ε. We say
that a problem is regularly perturbed if all solutions f(x, ε) converge uniformly as ε → 0. If
there is at least one solution which does not converge uniformly, then the problem is called
singularly perturbed. The importance is that the category, regular or singular, depends on
the solutions, and not the equations.

Example: Consider the problem of finding the roots of the following polynomial:

εz8 − z3 − 1 = 0

Here, numerical computations to obtain the roots as ε → 0, show that 3 roots converge to
the cubic roots of −1, while the other five roots diverge as we push ε to zero. Thus, the
problem of finding of the roots of the previous equation as ε → 0 is singular.

Note that in ODE systems, the process of finding the trajectories by setting ε → 0
via singular perturbation, typically results in solutions that do not converge to the same
trajectory, although it could be that it converges for some domain in time, for example
when the fast states already converged.

The book from Kokotovic, Khalil and O’Reilly [60] provides the foundation of SPT for
engineering applications, on which we based the discussion of this subsection.

Standard Formulation on SPT

The main formulation for SPT provides two types of states, x ∈ Rn for “slow” states and
z ∈ Rm for “fast” states, that are multiplied by a small positive scalar ε:

ẋ = f(x, z, ε, t), x(t0) = x0, x ∈ Rn (2.25a)
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εż = g(x, z, ε, t), z(t0) = z0, z ∈ Rm (2.25b)

The previous model is already directed towards a reduced-order modeling, via a singular
parameter perturbation by setting ε = 0, which reduces the order of the system from n+m
to n since equation (2.25b) reduces to an algebraic equation:

0 = g(x̄, z̄, 0, t). (2.26)

Here, the bar notation for the variables now refer to a system with ε = 0. The following
assumption is necessary for the previous model to be in standard form:

Assumption 1 Model (2.25a)-(2.25b) is in standard form if and only if equation (2.26) in
a domain of interests (of the states) has k ≥ 1 distinct (“isolated”) real roots:

z̄ = ϕ̄i(x̄, t), i = 1, 2, . . . , k (2.27)

This assumption is typically stated in all formulations of SPT, and ensures that a well-
defined n-dimensional reduced model will correspond to each root (2.27). To obtain the
reduced model we simply substitute (2.27) in (2.25a):

˙̄x = f(x̄, ϕ̄i(x̄, t), 0, t), x̄(t0) = x0 (2.28)

Re-writing everything in a new function f̄ , we can rewrite our previous equation as:

˙̄x = f̄(x̄, t), x̄(t0) = x0 (2.29)

the so-called quasi-steady-state model, since z, whose velocity is ż = g/ε, can be large when
ε is small, that may rapidly converge to a root of (2.27).

• Example on Generator modeling: Consider the 8th-order balanced Sauer-Pai model in
per-unit [85]:( 1

Ωb

)
δ̇ = ω − ωs (2.30a)

(2H)ω̇ = τm − τe −D(ω − ωs) (2.30b)
(T ′

d0)ė′
q = −eq − (xd − x′

d)(id − γd2ψ
′′
d − (1 − γd1)id + γd2e

′
q) + vf (2.30c)

(T ′
q0)ė′

d = −ed + (xq − x′
q)(iq − γq2ψ

′′
q − (1 − γq1)iq − γd2e

′
d) (2.30d)

(T ′′
d0)ψ̇′′

d = −ψ′′
d + e′

q − (x′
d − xℓ)id (2.30e)

(T ′′
q0)ψ̇′′

q = −ψ′′
q − e′

d − (x′
q − xℓ)iq (2.30f)( 1

Ωb

)
ψ̇d = raid + ωψq + vd (2.30g)( 1

Ωb

)
ψ̇q = raiq − ωψd + vq (2.30h)
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on which the time constants have been included on the left-hand side of the differential
equations.

Equations for the rotor angle and speed, δ and ω, (2.30a) and (2.30b), model the
electro-mechanical transformation in the rotor. Here, the angle δ is in radians, and the
rotor speed ω is in per-unit. The base frequency Ω = 2πf ≈ 377 rad/s for a 60 Hz system,
implies that Ω−1

b ≈ 2 · 10−3. The synchronizing speed ωs is usually equal to 1.0 per unit.
Equation (2.30c) models the transient dynamics of the DC field winding, while (2.30d)

models the transient dynamics of rotor-core induced current (usually from one-q winding).
The value for T ′

d0 is usually on the order of 4 ∼ 8 seconds, while the value for T ′
q0 on the

order of 10−1 ∼ 1 seconds.
Equation (2.30e) models the subtransient dynamics of the d-damper winding, while

(2.30f) models the subtransient dynamics of another q-damper winding. The values for T ′′
d0

and T ′′
q0 are usually on the order of 10−2 ∼ 10−1 seconds.

Finally, equations (2.30g) and (2.30h) are the stator electrical equations that link the
voltage to currents and magnetic fluxes. The value of the frequency base is Ω−1

b ≈ 2 · 10−3

for a 60 Hz system.

From this model, it is possible to obtain simplified models by using singular perturbation
theory with other engineering assumptions. The first approximation used yields the 6th-
order model, that is done by making zero the left-hand side of the stator fluxes equations
(2.30g) and (2.30h). This usually presented as ψ̇d = ψ̇q = 0, since neglecting Ω−1

b = 0,
would imply that the dynamics of the angles (2.30a) should be ignored, that is not possible
to do. With the previous assumption, it is possible to eliminate the stator fluxes states. An
important distinction here is that, assuming ψ̇d = ψ̇q = 0 does not imply that the stator
fluxes remains fixed, and they are simply updated via their algebraic equation. That is, the
simplification is done assuming the approach used in SPT by making Ω−1

b = 0.
On other approximations, singular perturbation may or not be used, and relies more

on engineering observations to obtain more simplified models. For example, the 5th-order
model uses that T ′

q0 = 0 and x′
q = xq to the elimination of e′

d dynamics. While, the 4th-
order model uses T ′

d0 = T ′
q0 = 0 to eliminate the ψ′′

d and ψ′′
q states. Finally the 2nd-order

classical model, eliminates all transient and subtransient dynamics and consider e′
q as a

fixed constant.

Time-scale properties

As mentioned, the slow response or the quasi-steady-state is approximated by the reduced
model (2.29). A key difference for z is that the fast states z, that should start at t0 from
a prescribed z0, our approximation defined by (2.27) is not free for z̄ and there may be a
large discrepancy between its initial value:

z̄(t0) = ϕ̄(x̄(t0), t0) ̸= z0 (2.31)
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Thus, z̄ cannot be a uniform approximation of z. The best we can expect is that the
approximation:

z = z̄(t) +O(ε) (2.32)

will hold on an interval excluding t0, that is for t ∈ [t1, T ], where t1 > t0. The approximation
for x will be uniform, since we can enforce to start x̄(t0) = x0 from the original system:

x = x̄(t) +O(ε) t ∈ [t0, T ] (2.33)

Boundary layer

The previous approximation (2.32) showcase that during an initial interval [t0, t1], the so-
called boundary layer, the original variable z approaches z̄, and then during [t1, T ], it will
remain close to z̄. The question that we are interested in answering in SPT is: Will z escape
to infinity during this transient or converge to its quasi-steady-state z̄?

To study this, we define our fast time-scale τ as:

τ = t− t0
ε

, τ = 0 when t = t0 (2.34)

and hence

dz

dτ
= ε

dz

dt
(2.35)

In addition, while z and τ change almost instantaneously, the slow-states x remain very
near its initial value x0. To describe the behavior of z as a function of τ , we use the so-called
boundary layer correction: ẑ = z − z̄, that satisfies the “boundary layer system”:

dẑ

dτ
= g(x0, ẑ(τ) + z̄(t0), 0, t0) (2.36)

with the initial condition ẑ(0) = z0 − z̄(t0), and using x0 and t0 as fixed parameters.
The solution ẑ(τ) of this initial value problem is used as a “boundary layer” correction

of (2.32):

z = z̄(t) + ẑ(τ) +O(ε) (2.37)

In this representation, z̄ is the slow transient of z, while z̄ is the fast transient of z. Then
for (2.37) to converge, after a short period, to the slow approximation (2.32), we require
that ẑ(τ) must decay to an O(ε) as τ → ∞. In the slow time scale t, this is rapid since:

dẑ

dτ
= ε

dẑ

dt

The stability properties of (2.36), which are crucial for the approximation to hold, are
stated in the following two assumptions:
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Assumption 2 (As. 3.1 in [60]) The equilibrium ẑ(τ) = 0 of (2.36) is asymptotically stable
uniformly in x0 and t0, while z0 − z̄(t0) (the initial condition of the boundary layer system)
belongs to its domain of attraction, so ẑ(τ) exists for τ ≥ 0.

Obviously if this assumption is satisfied then

lim
τ→∞

ẑ(τ) = 0

uniformly in x0, t0. That is, z will come close to its quasi-steady-state z̄ at some time t1 > t0.
In addition, to ensure that z stays close to z̄, we think that as if any instant t ∈ [t1, T ]

(i.e. after ẑ already decayed) can be the initial instant, and make the following assumption
of the linearization of the boundary layer system (2.36):

Assumption 3 (As. 3.2 in [60]) The eigenvalues of the Jacobian ∂g/∂z evaluated along
x̄(t), z̄(t) (and for ε = 0), have real parts smaller than a fixed number:

Re λ
{
∂g

∂z

}
≤ −c < 0 (2.38)

Assumptions 2 and 3 both describe a strong stability property of the boundary layer
system (2.36). If z0 is assumed to be sufficiently close to z̄(t0), then Assumption 3 encom-
passes Assumption 2, since the linearization result is sufficient to ensure that z0 − z̄(t0) will
go to zero. In addition, result (2.38) means that the Jacobian is nonsingular, which implies
that the root z̄(t) is distinct, as required by Assumption 1.

Theorem 1 (Tikhonov’s Theorem) If Assumptions 2 and 3 are satisfied, then the approxi-
mation (2.33), (2.37) is valid for all t ∈ [t0, T ], and there exists t1 ≥ t0, such that (2.32) is
valid for all t ∈ [t1, T ].

Analysis on Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems

Consider a LTI system, that could come after a linearization of our non-linear system in an
operating point:

ẋ = A11x+ A12z +B1u, x ∈ Rn, u ∈ Rr (2.39a)
εż = A21x+ A22z, z ∈ Rm (2.39b)

with x(t0) = x0 and z(t0) = z0. We are interested in decoupling the system via a similarity
transformation. By doing the change of variables:

η(t) = z(t) + L(ε)x(t) (2.40)

we obtain:

ẋ = (A11 − A12L)x+ A12η (2.41a)
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εη̇ = R(L, ε)x(t) + (A22 + εLA12)η (2.41b)

by imposing R(L, ε) = 0 we can decouple the system. This is equivalent to imposing:

R(L, ε) = A21 − A22L+ εLA11 − εLA12L = 0 (2.42)

a matrix equation to solve for L ∈ Rm×n. If this is satisfied, the system is written in the
so-called actuator form in which the fast states η drive the slow states x.

Lemma 1 If A22 is invertible (nonsingular), there is an ε∗ ≥ 0 such that ∀ε ∈ [0, ε∗], there
exists a solution L(ε) to the matrix equation (2.42), which is approximated to:

L(ε) = A−1
22 A21 + εA−2

22 A21A0 +O(ε2) (2.43)

where

A0 = A11 − A12A
−1
22 A21 (2.44)

Note that for ε = 0, we have L(0) = A−1
22 A21 and hence the dynamics for x are:

ẋ = A11 − A12Lx+ A12η = A0x+ A12η (2.45)

while for η we have:
0 = A22η

and since A22 is invertible, that implies that η(t) = 0 for ε = 0, and hence the dynamics for
x are:

˙̄x = A0x (2.46)

This is the so-called zero-order singular perturbation approximation for the slow-states.
The A0 is the so-called reduced Jacobian for non-linear DAE systems that are approximated
around a point of operation. The approximation for L in (2.43) is valid for all ε in a certain
range that will depend on the norm of the matrices Aii [60].

Eigenvalue Properties of LTI systems

For the LTI system in actuator form (i.e. block triangular), the characteristic equation is
given by:

ψ(s, ε) = 1
εm
ψs(s, ε)ψf (p, ε) (2.47)

where ψs and ψf are the characteristic equations for the slow and fast states respectively:

ψs(s, ε) = det[sIn − (A11 − A12L)] (2.48a)
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ψf (p, ε) = det[pIm − (A22 + εLA12)] (2.48b)

For the fast-states these are computed in the high-frequency scale p = εs. Thus, for the
original LTI system, the first n eigenvalues are the roots of the characteristic equation
ψs(s, ε) = 0, while the remaining m eigenvalues are:

λi = πj
ε
, i = n+ j, j = 1, . . . ,m (2.49)

where πj are the roots of the fast characteristic equation ψf (p, ε) = 0.

Note that, for ε = 0, the slow eigenvalues λi are the ones given by the matrix A0 =
A11 − A12A

−1
22 A21, while the eigenvalues πj for the fast states, in the high frequency scale,

are the eigenvalues of the matrix A22. How good is this approximation of the eigenvalues
of the original system as ε → 0 is provided in the following theorem:

Theorem 2 (Th. 3.1 in [60]) If A−1
22 exists, then as ε → 0, the first n slow eigenvalues of the

original system (2.39) tend to fixed position in the complex plane defined by the eigenvalues of
A0, while the remaining m fast eigenvalues tend to infinity, with the rate 1/ε, along asymptotes
defined by the eigenvalues of A22, namely:

1
ε
λj(A22), i = n+ j, j = 1, . . . ,m (2.50)

Moreover, if the n eigenvalues of λi(A0) are distinct and the m eigenvalues of λj(A22) are
distinct, where λi(A0) = λj(A22) is allowed, then the eigenvalues of the original system
(2.39) are approximated as:

λi = λi(A0) +O(ε), i = 1, . . . , n (2.51a)

λi = 1
ε

[λj(A22) +O(ε)] , i = n+ j, j = 1, . . . ,m (2.51b)

Corollary 1 (Co. 3.1 in [60]) If A−1
22 exists, and if A0 and A22 are Hurwitz (all eigenvalues

on the strict left-half plane), then there exists ε∗ > 0 such that ∀ε ∈ (0, ε∗], the original system
(2.39) is asymptotically stable.

This allow us to infer the stability of the original system (2.39) by studying the stability of
lower-order system A0 and A22 in separate time-scales is crucial for practical analysis and
design.

For our study case in VSM stability with line dynamics, the reduced variables via SPT
are linearized in a operating point, and define the matrix A22, which we assume is not
singular, and we can eliminate the algebraic variables to obtain the reduced Jacobian A0
that defines our reduced system for the differential variables on which we can compute its
eigenvalues to analyze local stability. Simulation cases are presented in the next subsection.
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Simulation Studies

Simulations are performed using the Julia programming language. PowerSystems.jl and
ModelingToolkit.jl packages are used to construct the dynamical system and perform
fast jacobian evaluations [69, 76]. The VSM model was then implemented in Power-
SimulationsDynamics.jl for future studies in larger systems. All the code and experi-
ments are available in our public repository, with available interactive Jupyter Notebooks
at https://github.com/Energy-MAC/InverterDynamicLinesModels.

Parameters of the 2.75 MVA inverter are obtained from [26]. The line parameters per
kilometer are taken from [63] for a typical 230 kV overhead line and has been adapted to
represent a double circuit which is a more common interconnection configuration for large
power plants. The equivalent formulation of the π-model is used to obtain the parameters.
If ℓ is the length of the line in kilometers, and zkm = rkm + jxkm is the series impedance per
kilometers and ykm = gkm +jbkm is the shunt admittance per kilometers, then the equivalent
parameters (in natural units) of the π-circuit are computed as:

z = zkmℓ

(
sinh(γℓ)
γℓ

)
y = ykmℓ

2

(
tanh(γℓ/2)

γℓ/2

)

where γ = √
zkmykm is the propagation constant [63]. Finally, the parameters of the

equivalent π-circuit are converted to per-unit assuming using 230 kV base voltage (phase-
to-phase) and 100 MVA base power, to obtain the final values of r, l, g and c.

Case 1: Line length effects

To access the impact of modeling approximations on the location of eigenvalues, we use
three models. We use DynamicLines to denote the full ODE formulation, AlgebraicLines to
denote the algebraic map from equations (2.21)-(2.23), and FullAlgebraic by setting lines
(2.21)-(2.23) and filter (2.15)-(2.17) dynamics as algebraic maps.

Figure 2.24 depicts the root locus of the eigenvalues, λ, when increasing the line length
ℓ from 100 to 400 km, for an equivalent model of 50 VSM inverters (N = 50) at p⋆ = 1 p.u.
Only the eigenvalues associated to the inverter internal states, obtained via its participation
factors, are shown.

As observed, most of the eigenvalues are close to each other across the three models.
The eigenvalues associated with γ, θ, ω and qf , stay mostly in place through the parameter
sweep. On the contrary, the eigenvalues associated with the integrator state of the voltage
controller ξ, move significantly. In particular, it is observed that the DynamicLines case
move in a different direction of the other two approximated models. Although this result
seems to indicate that such a difference will increase when the line length is increased,
we have conducted the analysis up to the practical limit of 400 kilometers dictated by the
St. Clair curve for the 230 kV line [63]. These differences in the eigenvalues location will
impose differences in parameter tuning as showcased in the following study case.

https://github.com/Energy-MAC/InverterDynamicLinesModels
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Figure 2.24: Root locus for three models when increasing the line length.

Case 2: Outer control effects

In this section we explore the effect on the small signal stability region by varying the active
and reactive power droops on the three different line/voltage approximations presented in
Case 1, for a length of ℓ = 100 km. For this case we explore two scenarios. We consider
the equivalent model of 50 VSM inverters in parallel (N = 50) operating with a setpoint
of p⋆ = 1 p.u. Figure 2.25a depicts the stability regions for this case. The second scenario
explores the equivalent model of N = 100 operating with a setpoint p⋆ = 0.5. That is,
both scenarios provide the same power to the grid, 137.5 MW, but over different operating
points. The stability regions of this scenario are depicted in Figure 2.25b.

Figues 2.25a and 2.25b show that, due to presence of the infinite bus and high x/r
ratio of the filter and lines, the reactive power droop kq has a minor effect on the stability
regions. The nominal operating point is 2% droop in per-unit (kp = kq = 0.02) as shown
in the figures, and hence the stability limits observed for kq are further above the typical
values. However, the full algebraic model for the AC side yields no upper limit for the
stability on kq when the system is in a stable region due to the active power droop kp.

Figues 2.25a and 2.25b also show that, similar to the results presented in [136], the
upper bound for the stability on the active power droop that is more conservative in the
full dynamic model. This showcases that when tuning droop gains, it is crucial to fully
model AC side dynamics to ensure stability that could be not detected in line and voltage
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Figure 2.25: Small signal stability regions comparison for active/reactive power droop
sweep with (a) N = 50 and p⋆ = 1 p.u. (137.5 MW), and (b) with N = 100 and p⋆ = 0.5
p.u. (137.5 MW).

approximations. However, it is important to note that in both scenarios of this study case,
all three regions have enough room to move the active power droop to even 15%.

Finally, the operating point plays an important role in these regions. The stability
regions on Figures 2.25a and 2.25b are not the same due to the difference on the operating
points. Although, in both scenarios the total active power injected to the grid is the same,
the stability region is narrower in the equivalent model operating at p⋆ = 1 p.u.

Case 3: Inner control effects

Similar to the outer control study case, we explore the effect on the stability due to the gains
of both voltage and current controllers. Contrary to the outer loop control, the root locus
for the inverter eigenvalues does not show signs of instability when these gains are swept
individually between 10% to 10 times their nominal values for an equivalent model of
N = 50 with p⋆ = 1 p.u. Figure 2.26 showcase the root locus of the eigenvalues associated
to the inverter states for increasing the current controller proportional gain kip. Eigenvalues
λ1,2 associated with ω and qf are omitted since mostly remain fixed around λ1,2 ≈ −1000
(see Figure 2.24). Similar to the previous cases, there are differences in the specific location
for the eigenvalues, but the direction of movement is similar between the three models,
showcasing a similar small signal response for the three proposed models. Both eigenvalues
λ6,7 move towards zero when kip → ∞, but remaining on the left half-plane. Similar plots
for parameter sweep of other inner control gains can be found in the public repository, that
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Figure 2.26: Root locus for three models when sweeping over kip. Eigenvalues for nominal
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showcase a similar response that do not showcase small signal stability issues, independent
of the network model.

Case 4: Transient Simulations

As discussed in [117, 60], the improved accuracy of higher order models is relevant when
the time constants on the left-hand side of line/voltage equations are close to zero. We ex-
plore the voltage at the inverter’s terminal |vo| for a line trip in the double circuit (doubling
its impedance). The line considered has a length of 100 km, with an equivalent inverter
model of N = 50 operating at p⋆ = 0.5 p.u. Figure 2.27 depicts the evolution of the voltage
for the three proposed models under this disturbance. In order to minimize the effects of
the numerical integrator in the result, the maximum step size dtmax was set to 10−4. The
simulation used the solver GRK4T.

Results show that the dynamic approximations do not significantly alter the transient
response simulation. Differences in the transient response between the full order and the
zero-order approximations decay after the first 20 ms, suggesting that in this case the
algebraic approximations are valid. This highlights our previous discussion on convergence
of the fast states in SPT analyses. Here, the voltage |vo| here is one of these fast-states that
is approximated in the FullAlgebraic representation. After the fault, in the FullAlgebraic
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Figure 2.27: Voltage magnitude |vo| after a single circuit fault at t = 1 s.

representation, the quasi-steady-state voltage z̄ immediately must be reinitialized to other
point, while in the DynamicLines representation, the voltage z is free to start on the specified
condition. Observe that, after 20 ms, the quasi-steady-state approximation almost match
the full model representation, and can be considered our t1 = 1.02 (that is greater than
t0 = 1.0) on which our approximation is uniform for z.

An important aspect is that, after the fault, we must ensure that the assumption
of distinct roots is satisfied. We do not verify this, and rely to the re-init procedure
implemented in DAE numerical algorithms.

Finally, it is relevant to note that the importance of line and voltage dynamics will de-
pend on the specific phenomena of interest and the size of line parameters relative to the
inverter, and must be carefully evaluated for each specific study, considering the benefits
of such approximation in computational performance.
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As concluding remarks, in this section we demonstrate that small stability for VSM
inverter models depends in important ways on assumptions about electromagnetic phe-
nomena. Our results indicate that ignoring line and voltage dynamics—which is customary
in conventional power system stability assessments—significantly modifies some eigenval-
ues and regions of small signal stability. These results indicate that, where possible, control
loop gains should be tuned with high-order representations of AC-side dynamics. For the
transient simulation case we investigated, we find that line/voltage approximations result
in similar outcomes. However, transient simulations will depend on the specific parameter
sizes, operating points, and phenomena under investigation.

Broadly speaking, our results indicate that low-inertia stability analyses and transient
investigations should be done with full order ODEs. However, we have explored only a
small number of scenarios, and more studies are needed to identify the specific conditions
in which the inaccuracies introduced by line and voltage dynamics approximations are
outweighed by the computational advantages of doing so. At a minimum, software tools
used in the power systems community to study low inertia phenomena need to be flexible
enough to easily provide different levels of line model representation.

This highlights the importance of continuing to focus on AC-side dynamics in multi-
machine, multi-inverter systems, while considering the impact of different generator models
and inverter control schemes. Because there have been a number of recent advances in
numerical techniques for solving stiff systems (e.g. [76]), these need to be included in
investigations of the tradeoffs between computational speed and the modeling inaccuracies
introduced by AC-side approximations.

2.5 Small-Signal Stability of Load and Network Dynamics
on Grid-Forming Inverters

As mentioned in previous sections of this chapter, there have been significant efforts to
understand the effects of control strategies of IBRs on system stability, e.g., GFLs and grid-
forming GFMs using QSP and EMT approaches. Recent studies have uncovered interactions
between excitation systems and inverter controllers using small-signal analyses [78], as
well as effects of QSP network modeling in the global and small-signal stability of GFM
inverters [36, 42].

However, most of IBR system-wide analyses commonly use constant impedance load
models despite the fact that load representation has an important influence on dynamic
behavior and system stability [21, 109]. For example, [61, 105] identify that accurate
load modeling is an important issue in replicating measurements after disturbances. As
discussed by Charles Concordia in the 80’s and corroborated in a survey in 2010 by the
CIGRE working group C.4605 [87], the industry acknowledges the importance of adequate
load modeling. Yet, the emphasis is mostly placed on the accurate modeling of generating
units, such as detailed control structures of IBRs, while load models are regarded as of
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secondary importance. Further, as power electronics also become commonplace on the
load side, the commonly used assumptions about load model structures also need to be
revised [6, 32].

The main objective of section work is to explore the interaction of static and dynamic
load representations and network dynamics on the small-signal stability of GFM inverters.
Here, we present a detailed study of the effects of modeling assumptions on grid-forming
stability and dynamic behavior of GFM IBRs. We focus our analysis in three GFM control
strategies: droop, VSM and dVOC. The results showcase the control interactions depending
on the network model and load representations in the resulting local stability characteris-
tics.

The main contributions of this section are:

• A stability analysis for network dynamics represented in QSP/EMT domain against
constant power and ZIP loads.

• A thorough small-signal stability and bifurcation analysis for maximum loadability
scenarios for GFM controls considering different load models.

• A discussion of the increased modeling details required to capture constant power
load effects and composite loads in the EMT domain.

Notation for this section: The complex imaginary unit is represented by j =
√

−1. We
denote the SRF of the network as DQ, rotating at a fixed frequency ωs = 1 p.u. Bold
lowercase symbols are used to represent complex variables in the dq or DQ reference frames,
x = xd + jxq. Bold capital symbols are used to denote complex matrices Y = G + jB.
Finally, we use ẋ = dx/dt and fx = ∂f/∂x.

Instability Aspects of Constant Power Loads

To give intuition about the stability challenges in supplying CPLs, we start our analysis
for DC systems, on which a voltage source is supplying a CPL through an inductor. This
intuition is similar for dynamic phasor analysis in AC systems, as we discuss later.

As mentioned in [32], ideal CPLs satisfy instantaneously at all times v · i = constant;
thus, if a voltage across a CPL increases/decreases, then the current must decrease/increase
respectively to satisfy the constant power condition. This behavior can be visualized in
Figure 2.28. Most generation sources, such as GFM IBRs or generators whose AVRs are set
to voltage control, describe a concave v-i curve that decreases the voltage when the current
increases. The intersection x0 = (i0, v0) (black circle) determines the operating point of the
source connected to the load. Suppose that an external perturbation increases the current
∆i through the inductor, then the load voltage (red circle) is lower than the source voltage
(blue circle), resulting in an increase of the current provided by the source. Similarly, if
a disturbance decreases the current ∆i, the source voltage dips below the load’s voltage,
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Figure 2.28: v-i curves for common voltage sources and ideal CPLs.

decreasing the current. In both cases, the system moves away from x0, resulting in an
unstable operating condition.

Network dynamics also play a role in the stability assessment of AC systems with CPLs.
When network dynamics are neglected, as in standard QSP modeling, the circuit dynamics
are represented by the algebraic relationship using the admittance matrix i = Y v. In this
case, CPLs do not necessarily induce instability in the dynamic model of a generation system
connected to the CPL. However, using EMT dynamic phasor modeling, Allen & Ilić [5] show
that small-signal stability for a source connected to a CPL (S = vi∗ = constant) via a series
resistor and inductance requires the condition: |vsource − vload| > |vload|. This condition
is highly unlikely to occur in AC transmission systems, where |vsource| ≈ |vload| ≈ 1.0 p.u.
Thus, the operating points over the desired part of the Power-Voltage (P–V) curve on typical
load conditions are always unstable. In practice this is not necessarily observed, since load
models and composition changes the stability regions, as we discuss next.

Maximum loadability analysis

To study the effect of load modeling and GFM controls on system stability, we consider
a two-bus source vs load balanced system as depicted in Figure 2.29. For GFM inverters,
we use a detailed outer control model and inner control models taken from [26, 4, 78],
and tune the outer control parameters to have a 2% P -ω p.u./p.u. and 5% Q-v p.u./p.u.
droop steady-state response using the procedure described in [55]. Since the focus is on
small-signal stability, we ignore hybrid dynamical effects of limiters.

For comparison purposes, the simulation also includes results for SM models. We utilize
the GENROU machine model for QSP studies and the Marconato machine model for EMT
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Figure 2.29: Problem set-up for load studies.

studies [85]. To study voltage instabilities it is common to analyze the power/voltage (P–V)
curves to understand if the theoretical maximum value of power can be delivered through
a single line. From a static load flow perspective, this maximum value is attained at the
nose of the upper part of the P–V curve. However, as our results will show, network and
load dynamics reduce the stability regions.

The simulations and analyses are implemented using the Julia package PowerSimula-
tionsDynamics.jl. The parameters and study cases to replicate the results are available
in the Github repository https://github.com/Energy-MAC/GFM-LoadModeling. Summary
of the main results of the following subsections are presented in Table 2.1.

Mathematical representation of IBRs used

This subsection presents the dynamical representation of all models used for GFM IBRs.

Inner Control: All models use the same inner control presented in Figure 2.29. This
consists in algebraic virtual impedance model, with two cascading PI blocks for the voltage
and current controller and a active damping block. This model is equivalent to the one
presented in Section 2.4 and is described again here for completeness:

• Virtual impedance: A virtual impedance is used for active stabilization and distur-
bance rejection via a minor cross-coupling of dq components and a non-zero q-component:

https://github.com/Energy-MAC/GFM-LoadModeling
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Table 2.1: Summary of Maximum Loadability results

Case
Source
Model P ⋆ [p.u.] Bifurcation

Participating
States

QSP CPL
GENROU 1.169 Hopf eq, Efd

Droop/VSM 1.242
Singularity-

Induced ξdq

dVOC 1.241
Singularity-

Induced ξdq

EMT CPL All >0 Unstable
See subsection on

CPL Instability
QSP/EMT
CIL or CCL All 4.5 Stable

EMT Single
-Cage IM

Marconato 0.688 Hopf eq, Efd

Droop/VSM 1.015 Transcritical ψdq
dVOC 1.049 Transcritical ψdq

EMT
Active Load

Marconato 1.075 Hopf eq, Efd

Droop/VSM 1.458 Hopf ζ, vDC

dVOC 1.430 Hopf ζ, vDC

v⋆o = vd,⋆
oc −(rv+jωoclv)io. The term v̂ provides the reference signal for the voltage controller.

• Cascading controllers: The inner loop control consists of two cascaded PI controllers,
a voltage controller:

ξ̇ = v⋆o − vo (2.52)
i⋆cv = kpv(v⋆o − vo) + kivξ + jωoccfvo + kffiio, (2.53)

and a current controller:

γ̇ = i⋆cv − icv (2.54)
v⋆cv = kpc(i⋆cv − icv) + kicγ + jωoclfio + kvffvo − v⋆AD, (2.55)

• Active Damping: An active damping term is included for additional suppression of
oscillations in the LC filter [26]:

φ̇ = ωAD(vo −φ) (2.56)
v⋆AD = kAD(vo −φ) (2.57)

Outer Control: The three models considered for GFM IBRs are:
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• Droop Control: The model achieves synchronization using two droop controllers for
frequency - active power and voltage - reactive power, via two low-pass filters as follow:

θ̇ = Ωb(ωoc − ωs) (2.58a)
ṗf = ωz(pe − pf ) (2.58b)
q̇f = ωz(qe − qf ) (2.58c)
ωoc = ω⋆ + kp(p⋆ − pf ) (2.58d)

vd,⋆
oc = v⋆ + kq(q⋆ − qf ) (2.58e)

• VSM: The model is equivalent as the one presented in Section 2.4 in equations (2.6)–
(2.9), and presented again here for completeness:

θ̇ = Ωb(ωoc − ωs) (2.59a)

ω̇oc = 1
M

[
(p⋆ − pe) + 1

kp
(ω⋆ − ω)

]
(2.59b)

q̇f = ωz(qe − qf ) (2.59c)

vd,⋆
oc = v⋆ + kq(q⋆ − qf ) (2.59d)

• dVOC: The model for the dVOC is based on [4] as:

θ̇ = Ωb(ωoc − ωs) (2.60a)

v̇d,⋆
oc = Ωb

[
k1

vd,⋆
oc

[− sin(γ)(p⋆ − pe) + cos(γ)(q⋆ − qe)] + k2
[
(v⋆)2 − (vd,⋆

oc )2
]
vd,⋆

oc

]
(2.60b)

γ = ψ − π

2 (2.60c)

ωoc = ωs + k1

(vd,⋆
oc )2

[cos(γ)(p⋆ − pe) + sin(γ)(q⋆ − qe)] (2.60d)

In all models, the active power pe and reactive power qe are measured flowing to the
second leg of the LCL filter, that is:

pe + jqe = voi
†
o = (vd

o + jvq
o)(ido − jvq

o)

We utilize the network frequency as ωs = 1 p.u., with Ωb = 2π60 the base frequency, and
filter and network dynamics are the same as the ones used in Section 2.4 in (2.15)–(2.17)
and (2.21)–(2.23), respectively.

QSP P–V curves for CPLs

A QSP analysis ignores network dynamics and assumes that circuit dynamics evolve to a
stable equilibrium. Thus, filters and transmission lines are modeled using the algebraic
admittance matrix representation i = Y v.
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Figure 2.30: P–V Curve for sources connected to a CPL in a QSP study.

Figure 2.30 depicts our analysis in the QSP domain assuming a single source connected
to a CPL. The results only show the P–V curves for GENROU and Droop/VSM for clarity,
and P–V curves for all models are available in the repository. The curves were constructed
using load power from 0 to 4.5 p.u., the nose of the P–V curve, using a discrete step of 0.01
p.u. We examined the eigenvalues of the linearized reduced system A = fx − fyg

−1
y gx (or

A0 = A11 − A12A
−1
22 A21 as described in Section 2.4) at each operating point. For all source

models, the colored regions depict stable operating points, while empty regions showcase
unstable operating conditions.

We can observe that the instability boundary occurs at similar loading levels for all
generation sources P ≈ 1.2 p.u. (see Table 2.1); however, the bifurcation characteristics
are significantly different between GFM inverters and the GENROU model. In the GENROU
case, the critical eigenvalues are a complex pair that crosses the jω axis when the load
reaches the critical P ⋆. This behavior corresponds to a subcritical Hopf bifurcation for SMs
[19], where the q-axis voltage e′

q and the field voltage Efd states have most significant
participation factors in the unstable eigenvalues. In Figure 2.31 we depict the phase
portrait of the transient q-axis voltage e′

q and the field voltage Efd states, the ones with
largest participation on such eigenvalues. We introduce different perturbations in the value
of e′

q and the resulting trajectories (of the non-linear system) are presented. At the critical
load P ⋆, there is an unstable limit cycle around the locally stable equilibrium point, a
consistent result with the literature that this is a subcritical Hopf bifurcation.

The bifurcation characteristics of the GFM inverters are significantly different than the
SM case. Specifically, we observe a Singularity-Induced Bifurcation (SIB) as the load value
increases [79]. When the system reaches P ⋆ one eigenvalue, associated with the integrator
of the GFM voltage controller ξdq, crosses ±∞ to the other side of the complex plane,
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Figure 2.31: Phase portrait e′
q–Efd for GENROU machine at P ⋆ = 1.169 pu.

changing the stability of the system (see Table 2.1).
Furthermore, the stability regions of the Droop/VSM are equivalent since the outer con-

trol parameters achieve the same steady-state response, and the inner control parameters
are the same. The case of the dVOC is slightly different since the droop behavior depends
on e0, which changes at different load levels [55]. When tuning the dVOC parameters to
match the steady state droop response, we assume e0 = 1 p.u. (i.e., no load).

EMT P–V curves for ZIP and Induction Machine models

The analysis in this section has the same setup as the previous subsection, but now including
detailed circuit models for the AC filters and transmission lines in a SRF, described by
equations (2.21)-(2.23) in Section 2.4. Ideal CPL models result in a unstable system as
the eigenvalues associated with the transmission become positive, as discussed in previous
subsections. On the contrary, algebraic models for Constant Current Load (CCL) and
Constant Impedance Load (CIL) result in stable regions for all operating conditions and all
source models considered.

The single-cage Induction Machine (IM) load uses 5th-order dynamic phasor EMT model
[62] including an algebraic capacitor model in parallel to ensure unitary power factor of
the IM device. A similar P–V curve is constructed (available in the repository) with the
IM parameters. Table 2.1 showcases that in this case the system exhibits a similar Hopf
bifurcation for the states Efd and e′

q for the SM case. These results are similar to the QSP–
CPL case, in which the critical eigenvalues are associated with the excitation system. This
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reveals that an AVR re-tuning or the addition of a power system stabilizer can enhance
stability regions.

In contrast to the QSP–CPL setting, there are no algebraic states when the IM is supplied
through GFM, so no SIB can occur. However, for GFM inverters at the critical load P ⋆, a
single real eigenvalue crosses to the right hand side causing a transcritical bifurcation. The
states associated with this eigenvalue, according to its participation factors, are the IM
rotor flux linkages ψr

dq. Hence, in this case the stability limits comes from the the IBR and
load models interactions.

EMT P–V curves for an active load

As discussed in previous subsections, ideal CPL models are not suitable for EMT studies,
so in this section we employ a 12-state model Active Load model that measures the AC
side using a Phase-Lock-Loop (PLL) and regulates a DC voltage to supply a resistor rL.
This model induces a CPL-like behavior as it tries to maintain a fixed DC voltage to supply
P = v2

DC/rL [77]. Figure 2.32 showcases the Active Load model, on which the reference
term i⋆q from the DC voltage controller is chosen to regulate minimum reactive power
consumed from the active load.

The complete model is given by:

θ̇ = Ωb(ωpll − ωs) (2.61a)
ϵ̇ = vq

o (2.61b)

ωpll = ω⋆ + kppllv
q
o + kipllϵ (2.61c)

ζ̇ = v⋆DC − vDC (2.61d)

id,⋆cv = kpDC(v⋆DC − vDC) + kiDCζ (2.61e)
cDC

Ωb

v̇DC = pcv

vDC
− vDC

rL
(2.61f)

γ̇d = idcv − id,⋆cv (2.61g)
γ̇q = iqcv − iq,⋆cv (2.61h)
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Figure 2.33: P–V curves for EMT/active load model.

vd,⋆
cv = kpc(idcv − id,⋆cv ) + kicγd + ωplllf i

q
cv (2.61i)

vq,⋆
cv = kpc(iqcv − iq,⋆cv ) + kicγq − ωplllf i

d
cv (2.61j)

Equations (2.61a), (2.61b) and (2.61c) describes the PLL dynamics to lock the active load
to the grid. Equations (2.61d)–(2.61e) describes the DC Voltage Controller to steer the DC
voltage to v⋆DC, while equation (2.61f) describes the DC voltage dynamics at the capacitor
assuming an ideal converter. Finally, equations (2.61g)–(2.61j) describes the dynamics of
the AC Current Controller. Additional six states are defined for the LCL filter in the same
fashion of equations (2.15)–(2.17).

The resulting P–V curves are depicted in Figure 2.33. The GFM inverters case shows
two critical eigenvalues associated with the load’s model DC voltage controller integrator
state ζ and the DC Voltage vDC. As the load power is increased, two complex conjugate
eigenvalues move from the left-hand to right-hand side complex plane generating a Hopf
bifurcation as depicted in Figure 2.34. The phase portrait showcases the states vDC and ζ,
as we introduce different perturbations in the value of vDC to assess the system stability. At
the critical load P ⋆ there an is unstable limit cycle around a locally stable equilibrium point,
which is consistent with a subcritical Hopf bifurcation. A re-tuning in the active load DC
voltage PI controller is a future direction to explore to enhance system stability, changing
their dynamic characteristics if needed.

Importance of Composite Load Modeling in GFM dominated systems

The ZIP model consists of three loads in parallel, a CPL, a CCL, and a CIL, and it is ubiqui-
tous in QSP power system studies. A ZIP load can capture the static and dynamic behavior
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Figure 2.35: ZIP Load example.

of many aggregated composite loads in power systems with the appropriate proportion
assignment to each submodel. Unfortunately, there are no closed-form results (such as
those presented in [5]) on small-signal stability for the dynamic phasor domain. However,
it is possible to obtain results in some cases; for example, in the system depicted by Figure
2.35, the electric current dynamic phasor (in p.u.) flowing through the line are given by:

ℓ

Ωb

didq

dt
= vdq1 − vdqL − ridq − jxidq, (2.62)

in x = ωsℓ is the line reactance, where ωs = 1.0 p.u. Given an operating point, we are
looking to compute the eigenvalues of the linearized system. To do so we solve for the term
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vL given the load parameters of the resistor rL and CPL values (P,Q):

i = i1 + i2, vLi
∗
1 = P + jQ, i2 = vL

rL
(2.63)

Equations (2.63) are a system of non-linear equations where is possible to solve vL as a
function of i, resulting in two possible solutions. Given the complexity of symbolic solution,
there is no closed form relationship for assessing stability as a function of the proportion
between CIL i1 and CPL i2 in the ZIP load model. However, it is possible to analyze the
stability by constructing the following system of DAE system:

ẋ = f(x, y, η) (2.64)
0 = g(x, y, η) (2.65)

where f(x, y, η) represents the line current equations (2.62) and g(x, y, η) are the algebraic
equations of the ZIP load (2.63). In here, x = i are differential states and y = [vL, i1, i2]
are algebraic states and the parameter η is used to control the proportion of CPL to CIL.
Assuming no reactive power load (i.e. Q = 0) in this system, we obtain the determinant of
the Jacobian of the algebraic constraints with respect to the algebraic states as follows:

det(gy(x, y, η)) = |i1|2 − |vL|2

r2
L

= |i1|2 − |i2|2 (2.66)

Equation (2.66) becomes zero when the magnitude of the currents flowing through the
CPL and the impedance are equal introducing a SIB [79].

We illustrate the bifurcation with the following numerical example: consider the system
presented in Figure 2.35 with r = 0.01, x = 0.1, Pcpl = 1 p.u., and v1 = 1.0 + 0j p.u. The
proportion of current flowing through rL and the CPL can be adjusted using the parameter
η ∈ (0, 1) as follows:

Pzip = ηPcpl + PrL
= 1 → PrL

= 1 − ηPcpl (2.67a)

PrL
= |vL|2

rL
= 1 − ηPcpl → rL = |vL|2

1 − ηPcpl
(2.67b)

In this fashion, we ensure the total load to be always 1 p.u. (reactive power is set to zero);
hence, steady-state voltage is constant at |vL| = 0.985 p.u. Equations (2.67) allow us to
traverse through the singularity manifold S ≡ {(x, y, η) | det(gy(x, y, η)) = 0}, to analyze
the trajectory of the line current id, iq eigenvalues.

As we change the parameter η from 0 → 1, one of the eigenvalues of the reduced
system (A = fx−fyg

−1
y gx) moves towards −∞, and changes sign as we cross the singularity

manifold at η⋆ = 0.5, while the second eigenvalue remains on the left side of the complex
plane. The line current states remain small-signal stable if η < 0.5, a condition where the
current magnitude through the resistor is larger than the CPL current magnitude. Figure
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Figure 2.36: Root locus as η changes from 0 → 1.

2.36 showcases the root-locus of this eigenvalue as we increase η, on which we observe
that diverges through −∞, changing sign when η ≥ 0.5.

The example highlights the importance of load model composition on network stability.
As we move towards a system with larger shares of IBRs and fast dynamics become more
relevant, the results show the dependence between current stability and different propor-
tions of a ZIP load model. The analysis showcases the potential inadequacies of modeling
only CIL or CPL and the need for detailed composite load models as we increase the shares
of IBR generation.

As concluding remarks, this Section demonstrates that small-signal stability conclusions
for IBRs are heavily dependent on modeling assumptions regarding electromagnetic net-
work phenomena and load representation. The results indicate that considering line and
voltage dynamics significantly affects which load models are suitable to use in dynamic
studies. As power systems integrate increasing amounts of electronics-based loads that
behave as CPLs and IBRs, more advanced CPL models are needed to assess stability.

However, we have only explored single-line systems and a specific set of parameters
and load models. More comprehensive studies are needed using composite load models
in more extensive systems to properly assess the changing stability regions as we increase
system loading. Future work should focus on exploring different load model distribution
scenarios using a combination of SMs and IBRs models in the system. Further, the inclusion
of limiters for SMs controllers and current limits in IBRs can significantly affect system
stability and introduce other kinds of bifurcations. Exploring more precise control and
protection effects in IBR-dominated systems in combination with load recovery models is
also a relevant research direction.
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2.6 Conclusions

The results presented in this chapter highlight the importance on modeling details in
computational studies, in particular for future power systems dominated by GFM inverters.
In this chapter, we first discussed how GFM technology will be crucial to ensure a reliable
transition to inverter dominated systems. As we phase-out more traditional generation,
ancillary services commonly provided by these rotating units will be provided by IBRs, and
GFM inverters are natural candidates to cover for these requirements.

However, given the importance of power systems in our society, these changes must
be analyzed first using analytical and computational tools. We discussed how scientific
computing is crucial to ensure that our studies enable reproducibility of the experiments,
and has mechanisms to verify the validity of the conclusions derived. This is particularly
relevant today when there exists a myriad of models and assumptions for IBRs, that will
significantly modify the stability results of these devices connected in power systems. Open
source tools, such as PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl, are one of the first steps to ensure
model transparency with the flexibility to enable or disable system assumptions via the
choice of device and network model complexity.

We have presented how changing network dynamics modify the regions of small-signal
stability in VSM inverters. In particular, we showed that neglecting these dynamics over-
estimate these regions, possibly providing a false estimation if the tuning of the outer
control loop is done using a QSP model. This showcase how rooted assumptions in positive
sequence studies should be revisited to ensure a secure transition into a renewable grid.

In addition, as we move to more active distribution grids, with more renewable sources
and electronics-based loads, such as EV chargers, there is a necessity to revisit our model-
ing assumptions for load models. Since network dynamics are more relevant in a inverter-
dominated grid, traditional models such as ideal CPL are not useful to study the interactions
between IBRs, loads and the AC network. In this changing scenario there is a necessity
for more detailed load models, such as active load models, that can capture better the dy-
namics of a CPL-like model. Proper load composition will be crucial to ensure that inverter
interactions are properly represented in simulation studies that can accurate replicate real
measurements after disturbances.

There is still plenty of work to be done. All the studies presented in this chapter assume
that there is a stiff DC voltage source that can supply all the power required from the AC
side. Accurate model of the DC-side, such as solar PV and wind turbines, is a relevant
aspect to assess IBR stability in power systems. In addition, inverter cannot provide large
short-circuit current due to hardware limitations, and hence the effects of current limiters
is a relevant future direction, particularly for analyzing limit-induced bifurcations. Finally,
as more SMs are replaced by IBRs, it is expected low short-circuit currents in the grid.
Protection coordination in this scenario is an important research direction for future work.
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Chapter 3

Peer-to-peer and Sharing Economy of
Distributed Solar Generation Investment

Investment in renewable sources has seen substantial growth in recent years. For example,
in the last 5 years, renewable generation capacity has seen an average annual growth of
8.5% [53]. In particular, investment in PV has seen significant growth worldwide, from 40
GW in installed capacity in 2010 to 303 GW in 2016 [80]. In the U.S., PV has an average
annual growth of 68% over the last decade. The U.S. solar industry employment grew by
16% annually in the five-year period, between 2012 and 2017, adding 131,000 jobs [125].
Much of this prominent growth is from small-scale distributed systems.

Distributed Generation (DG) can play a major role in future electricity grids to meet
the energy demand by promoting renewable sources and reducing the greenhouse gas
emissions associated to the power grid. In this sense, rooftop solar PV has been the main
participant in recent decades.

Three key factors drive growth in behind-the-meter PV systems. First, as depicted in
Figure 3.1, the integrated costs of PV have fallen by 50% over the last years [34, 10], and
levelized electricity costs are now below $0.16 per kWh for distributed rooftop systems in
many regions [22]. Second, state and federal subsidies improve the private economics of
PV—for example, the federal investment tax credit (equal to 30% of installation costs) [92].
Third, net-metering policies, in which utilities credit customers for hourly production in
excess of their consumption, effectively mandate utilities to purchase excess distributed
solar PV production at retail rates, which are much higher than utilities’ avoided cost of
purchasing energy from wholesale generators.

However, subsidies and tax credits are being phased out, and utilities strenuously oppose
net-metering because it enables customers to avoid the true costs of infrastructure, reserves,
and reliability. In some of the sunniest states (Arizona and Hawaii), net-metering programs
are weakening or disappearing altogether [94]. In addition, these policies are criticized due
to the increased cost shift from owners of distributed generation to other utility ratepayers.
Depending on the net avoided cost of utilities and net-metering policies, expanding PV
penetration can increase the retail price of electricity [8].
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Figure 3.1: Solar PV installation costs trends. Figure from [9].

Are there feasible and sensible strategies to sustain the future growth in behind-the-
meter PV in the face of these challenges? In this chapter, based on our papers [45, 46],
we submit that the sharing economy business model offers a plausible pathway. Sharing has
already transformed housing and transportation markets by allowing individuals to offer
underutilized products like ridesharing (Uber, Lyft) and unoccupied real estate (Airbnb)
on peer-to-peer platforms. Here, we explore how connected communities of homes could
share excess electricity generation. There are several pilot programs that are currently
studying sharing economy models for transactions of excess solar generation. For example,
the Brooklyn Microgrid in the U.S., or the NRGcoin in Europe, are projects exploring peer-
to-peer energy transactions using blockchain-based frameworks, and how those P2P models
can be implemented in theory and practice [83, 120, 128, 127].

There is also an important precedent for solar sharing in the United States: at least
16 states have “virtual net-metering” programs that allow owners of one solar system to
distribute net-metering credits to the bills of other customers [52, 17, 135]. In some states
these programs are limited to individual properties (for example multi-tenant housing),
but in other states all customers are eligible to pool credits with other customers. These
programs extend net-metering to aggregations of buildings but continue to rely on the
notion of reverse flow receiving the same credit as consumption. Multiple available schemes
are summarized in Figure 3.2.

Here we investigate a model that could persist if the concept of net-metering is elimi-
nated, in which groups of customers pool their hourly consumption and production, with
pooled hourly net reverse flow receiving no utility credit. In this chapter, we analyze the PV
investment decisions of individual homes under a sharing economy model, and compare
them to decisions that would occur in the status quo standalone net-metering case, and
also against a collective of homes participating in wholesale markets.

There is a substantial amount of work on optimal sizing and siting of DG. The basic idea
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Figure 3.2: Multiple net-metering and sharing schemes for users.

of aggregating variable energy production (or consumption) has been developed in other
contexts, including flexible loads [14, 39] and transmission-level aggregation of renewables
[96, 140]. On the other hand, papers such as [112, 91, 57, 89, 58, 38] focus on engineering
impacts, cost minimization or utility profit maximization of DER for individual consumers
or utilities. Game theoretical approaches [71, 103, 129], examine peer-to-peer energy
trading schemes among consumers and producers, but these do not study the amount of
capacity firms should procure. We are unaware of efforts to address how PV investment
decisions are affected when users are able to share or aggregate their solar production
(depending on the market scheme).

In this chapter we propose different optimization models to determine optimal invest-
ment of PV under various pricing and sharing schemes, considering explicitly the uncer-
tainty from behind-the-meter energy consumption and solar generation. The main contri-
butions of this work are:

• We formulate solar investment decisions under various pricing and sharing schemes
as optimization problems that explicitly model uncertainty arising from behind-the-
meter energy consumption and solar production. These includes a status-quo stan-
dalone net-metering case, a sharing scheme and a wholesale market approach for
optimal investment in behind the meter PV.

• We show that investment decisions in the shared solar case can be cast as a game that
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admits a unique, social welfare supporting, Nash equilibrium, while also deriving a
simple optimal investment threshold policy for individual customers participating in
the shared setting.

• We provide intuition for the main drivers of rooftop PV investment, such as PV costs,
retail prices and net-load characterization. This is one of the first studies to show
how PV investment is affected by market design. We also show that some standalone
customers will over-invest and others will under-invest, relative to the social-welfare
maximizing decisions of the shared solar case.

• We present thorough analysis of different numerical simulations, using real data on
load profiles and solar production. Results show that sharing schemes can promote
PV investment in comparison to standalone scenarios, while wholesale market models
can drastically modify PV investment in presence of distribution fees.

Nomenclature and Notation for this Chapter

Sets

N Set of firms or households, indexed by k = 1, . . . , n.

T Set of time slots, indexed by t = 1, . . . , T .

M Set of periods that represents a collective of consecutive time slots, indexed by m =
1, . . . ,M , that usually represents months or years.

Tm Subset of time slots that belong to a period m.

Parameters

ℓk(t) Random load of firm k in time slot t in kW.

wk(t) Effective random irradiance at firm k in time slot t in kW/m2.

πs Capital cost of solar PV per m2 amortized over T time slots.

πg(t) Wholesale price of electricity in $/kWh.

πd(t) Retail tariff for electricity in distribution in $/kWh.

πnm(t) Net-metering price or feed-in-tariff for selling electricity to the grid in $/kWh.

amax
k Maximum area available to install PV panels for the firm k.

acap
k Area necessary to install PV panels for the firm k to be a zero-energy firm (in expecta-

tion) in the analyzed time horizon (called annual cap).

Pmax
k Maximum limitation of energy injection imposed by the utility.
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Variables

ak Panel area in m2 installed for user k.

a Vector that contains the PV installed ak for all users.

Finally, we define the average expected value as ET [x|y] = 1
T

∑
t∈T E[x(t)|y(t)] and the

positive part function as f(x)+ = max(f(x), 0).

3.1 Problem Set-up for Firms under Different Market
Schemes

Consider a connected community N of n firms (users) or households indexed by k. These
firms are considering the installation of rooftop solar PV systems. The investment decision
for firm k is the panel area ak for its PV system. We consider a multi-year investment
horizon broken into small time intervals on which time slots are indexed by t (we will
assume time slots are one hour in simulations).

We use a simple linear model of investment costs: the price of PV panels amortized over
their lifetime is πs $/m2 per time slot. This can be derived by combining the commonly
used $/watt PV levelized cost figures with production models, or using overnight costs over
the entire time horizon. For example, assume the overnight cost of installing PV panels
is given by Π in $/m2 (this includes installation + infrastructure cost). Consider a time
slot t of h hours duration (possibly 1 hour), a PV panel lifetime of Ty years (commonly 20
years) and an annual discount rate ry (such as 4%). The previous implies that there are
approximately N time slots in the PV panel’s lifetime, calculated as:

N ≈
⌊1
h

× 24 × 365.25 × Ty

⌋
(3.1)

Then the amortized cost of the PV panels per time slot πs can be calculated using:

Π =
N−1∑
n=0

πs

(1 + rd)n
= πs 1 − (1 + rd)−N

1 − (1 + rd)−1 → πs = Π · 1 − (1 + rd)−1

1 − (1 + rd)−N (3.2)

where rd represents the discount rate per time slot, calculated using the formula:

(1 + rd)⌊
1
h

×24×365.25⌋ = (1 + ry)1 (3.3)

The solar profile available to firm k in time slot t is denoted by wk(t). If the firm invests
in ak of panel area, it generates akwk(t) kWh of electricity. We say that wk(t) captures
the effective irradiance including factors such as panel efficiency, inverter efficiency and
relative declination of incident sunlight. It varies with the time of day and technology
choice. The electricity demand for home k in time slot t is ℓk(t). We treat ℓk and wk as
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non-stationary random sequences. The firm demand ℓk(t) is first served by its own local PV
production. The deficit or net-load (ℓk(t) − akwk(t))+ is bought from the utility at a specific
tariff. Depending on the situation, any surplus may be sold back through different schemes.
This situation is depicted in Figure 3.3.

panel
area ak

firm k
irradiance

wk
load ℓk

akwk

PV gen

xk = ℓk − akwk

net-load

Figure 3.3: Set-up for each firm k: effective irradiance wk, panel area investment ak, PV
generation akwk, load ℓk, and net-load xk = ℓk − akwk.

We consider three different problems to studying the investment of PV panels from
firms or households. Figure 3.4 provides a visual presentation of the three proposed market
structures.
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Distribution
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Figure 3.4: Options for how firms can buy and sell energy.

The three models considered are:

• The standalone model considers independent firms willing to invest in PV in which
the excess generation is sold to the grid at a net-metering price πnm, and the energy
deficit is purchased at a retail tariff πd.

• The sharing or peer-to-peer model studies how a collective of firms is willing to invest
in PV when there exists a peer-to-peer market for trading energy.

• The collective on wholesale markets model considers coordinated PV investment for the
collective where an aggregator can sell excess generation or purchase energy deficit
in the wholesale market for the entire collective at a price πg.
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Figure 3.5 summarizes the three proposed models. The mathematical formulations of
each model are presented in detail in the following subsections.
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Figure 3.5: Proposed models: (a) left: standalone problem, (b) middle: sharing or peer-to-
peer scheme model, (c) right: collective on wholesale markets.

3.2 Firms under a Standalone Net-Metering Market
Scheme

We consider a single firm k that has to decide how much area ak (m2) of PV panels to install
depending on its own load ℓk, irradiance wk, costs πs

k and pricing πd
k , π

nm
k (left side of Figure

3.5). The optimization problem for each user k, P sa
k , can be written as:

min
ak

J̃k(ak) = πsak + E[πd(t)(ℓk(t) − akwk(t))+] − E[πnm(t)(akwk(t) − ℓk(t))+] (3.4)

subject to:

0 ≤ ak ≤ amax
k (3.5)

ETm [ℓk(t) − akwk(t)] ≥ 0, ∀m ∈ M (3.6)
E[akwk(t) − ℓk(t)] ≤ Pmax

k , ∀t ∈ T (3.7)

The objective function (3.4) minimizes installation costs on PV plus the costs of purchasing
energy to the grid minus the income of selling energy at net-metering price. Equation
(3.5) limits the investment decision to less than the maximum area available to install PV.
Equation (3.6) does not allow firm k to be a net producer through a period (usually a
month or a year). Equation (3.7) imposes that the investment decision should not violate,
in expectation, injection limits denoted by Pmax

k . Pmax
k typically depends on the reliability

of the distribution system or utility limitations. Both (3.6) and (3.7) can be cast as upper
bounds of the variable ak as:

ak ≤ ETm [ℓk(t)]
ETm [wk(t)]

= acap
m , ∀m ∈ M (3.8)
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ak ≤ Pmax
k + E[ℓk(t)]
E[wk(t)]

= apcap
t , ∀t ∈ T (3.9)

Defining

mk = min
{
amax
k , acap

1 , . . . , acap
M , apcap

1 , . . . , apcap
T

}
(3.10)

the optimization problem can be simply cast as:

min
ak

J̃k(ak) s.t. 0 ≤ ak ≤ mk (3.11)

The solution for this problem when net-metering price is pegged to the retail electricity
price is as follows:

Theorem 3 Assume πnm(t) = πd(t) ∀t ∈ T , and that prices πd are independent of the irradi-
ance wk. Then, the optimal PV investment decision of household k under the standalone model
P sa
k is given by the threshold policy:

a∗
k =

{
mk if E[wk(t)] > πs/E

[
πd(t)

]
0 else

Proof: If the net-metering price is pegged to the retail electricity price, i.e. πnm = πd, the
cost function simplifies to

J̃k(ak) = πsak + E[πd(t)(ℓk(t) − akwk(t))] (3.12)

Observe that this is linear in ak with slope (πs − E[πdwk]). The independence between πd

and ωk yields the result. □

In the case of discounted net-metering prices πnm < πd, the objective function J̃k(ak)
is convex (while not linear), and thus, the optimal investment decision a∗

k can be easily
computed using historical data to form empirical expectations and solving it using convex
optimization solvers. The convexity is shown as follows: Denote the net-load xk = ℓk−akwk,
and πnm = γπd, with γ ∈ [0, 1], each positive part term (at each time step) in the objective
function (3.4) can be written as:

f(xk) = πd max(0, xk) − πnm max(0,−xk) (3.13)

= πd(max(0, xk) − γmax(0,−xk)) = πdg(xk) (3.14)

Note that the slope of g(xk) for xk < 0 is given by γ, while for xk > 0 the slope is given by
1. For values of γ ∈ [0, 1], any line between two points will be above g(xk), preserving its
convexity. For a slope bigger than 1 (γ > 1), the function g is non-convex (in fact, concave),
since any line that connects g(x1) with x1 < 0 and g(x2) with x2 > 0, will be below the
function g.
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3.3 Collective of Firms under a Sharing (peer-to-peer)
Market Scheme

Now, in this scenario, we study PV investment decisions of a firm under a peer-to-peer or
sharing economy business model. The setting is depicted in the middle of Figure 3.5.

Individual firms

Each firm k may have a deficit of net-load (ℓk − akwk)+ during some time slots. This energy
deficit can be purchased from homes who have a surplus in the collective, or from the
utility at a price πd $/kWh. Similarly, firms can have excess net generation (akwk − ℓk)+

during some time slots. This can be sold to other homes, or returned to the utility under
the net-metering price or feed-in-tariff πnm.

Spot market for sharing excess PV generation

We study a simple spot market for sharing excess PV generation from firms. The collective
supply S and demand D of shared electricity are

S =
n∑
k=1

(akwk − ℓk)+, D =
n∑
k=1

(ℓk − akwk)+.

Consider the time slot t. If the supply S(t) exceeds the collective demand D(t), firms
with excess solar generation will compete against each other, and as a result, the shared
electricity will trade at the floor price offered by the utility. The floor price is the net-metering
price or feed-in-tariff πnm(t), assumed to be less than the utility price πd(t). On the other
hand, if the collective demand D(t) exceeds the collective supply S(t), homes with a net
deficit of electricity will compete against each other, and so, the shared electricity will trade
at the ceiling price πd(t). These effects are illustrated in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Clearing price for electricity in the spot market for the sharing (peer-to-peer)
scheme. Left figure: Excess supply S > D; right figure: Excess demand S < D.
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As a result, the spot market price for shared electricity in this competitive scenario is:

πeq(t) =
{
πnm(t) if S(t) > D(t)
πd(t) else

(3.15)

We stress that this clearing price is stochastic—it depends on market conditions in each time
slot.

At each time slot t ∈ T , we define the collective load L(t) = ∑
k ℓk(t), the collective

generation G(t) = ∑
k akwk(t) and the collective net-load X(t) = L(t) −G(t). Observe the

following relationship (at any time slot t):

S −D =
∑
k∈N

(akwk − ℓk)+ −
∑
k∈N

(ℓk − akwk)+

=
∑
k∈N

akwk − ℓk

= G− L

= −X

Thus, the spot market price for shared electricity (3.15) can be re-written in terms of the
collective net-load X(t) as:

πeq(t) =
{
πnm(t) if X(t) < 0
πd(t) if X(t) ≥ 0 (3.16)

That is, in this competitive scenario, if the collective net-load is positive, the spot market
price is the ceiling price πd(t). Otherwise, the price is traded at the net-metering or feed-in
price.

Optimal investment decisions under sharing

We now deal with optimally invested PV in this peer-to-peer market scheme. Note that firm
k’s expected cost (per time slot) has three components:

Jk(ak | a−k) = πsak︸ ︷︷ ︸
capital cost

+E
[
πeq(ℓk − akwk)+

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

cost of buying deficit

− E
[
πeq(wk − akℓk)+

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

revenue from sharing surplus

= πsak + E [πeq(ℓk − akwk)] . (3.17)

We stress that the objective function for firm k depends on the spot market price πeq,
and hence on the collective net-load X(t), and so the investment decisions a−k of other
households. This induces a PV investment decision game. The decision of each firm will
affect the total net-load of the collective, which affects the clearing price as defined in
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equation (3.16) and ultimately alters each firm’s expected cost. For example, if a firm with
low irradiance is aware that there will be high PV investment from other firms (and hence
many hours in which X(t) < 0), then it is more convenient for the low irradiance firm
to not invest and purchase energy at a lower πnm price. On the contrary, if no one in the
collective is willing to invest, it is possible that the optimal decision for that firm is to install
more PV. The social cost for this game is given by J(a) = ∑

k Jk(ak | a−k).

As a first step we consider the case of common irradiance wk = w, with no bound on
maximum panel area supported at each firm. The result is the following:

Theorem 4 Assume that all firms receive common irradiance wk = w,∀k, a fixed retail price
πd(t) ≡ πd, ∀t and a zero net-metering (feed-in) price πnm(t) = 0, ∀t. Then:

(a) this game admits a unique Nash equilibrium,

(b) the optimal total investment A = ∑
k a

∗
k is the unique solution of:

0 = πs − πd

T

∑
t∈T

p(t)E [w(t) | L(t) > Aw(t)] (3.18)

where p(t) = Prob{L(t) > Aw(t)}, or equivalently p(t) = Prob{X(t) > 0}.

(c) at this Nash equilibrium, the optimal investment of firm k is:

a∗
k = A · E[ℓk | L = Aw]

E[L | L = Aw]
(3.19)

(d) this Nash equilibrium maximizes social welfare.

Proof: With the assumption of no net-metering, common irradiance, fixed retail prices, and
expanding the average expectation, equation (3.17) reduces to:

Jk(ak | a−k) = πsak + πd

T

∑
t∈T

p(t)E[ℓk(t) − akw(t) | X(t) ≥ 0] (3.20)

We first show that a Nash equilibrium exists. Consider firm k, which investment decision
is ak and fix the decisions of all the firms a∗

−k from equation (3.19), with A the solution of
equation of (3.18). To show that a∗ is a Nash equilibrium, we have to show that a∗

k obtained
from equation (3.19) is indeed a global minimizer of Jk(ak | a∗

−k). Let α = ∑
j ̸=k a

∗
j the

investment of the other firms, and so A = ak + α. Given the common irradiance ωk = ω,
observe that the condition X ≥ 0 can be rewritten as:

L− Aw ≥ 0 → L ≥ (α + ak)w (3.21)
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and so, considering any time slot t, in terms of the net-load xk = ℓk −akw, the cost function
can be written as:

Jk(ak | a−k) =
∑
t∈T

{
πs

T
ak + πd

T
p(t)E [xk(t) | L(t) ≥ (α + ak)w(t)]

}
(3.22)

that can be written in terms of the distributions as:

Jk(ak | a−k) =
∑
t∈T

{
πs

T
ak + πd

T

∫ ∞

ℓk=0

∫ ∞

w=0

∫ ∞

L=ak+α
xkfℓk,w,L(ℓk, w, L)dℓkdwdL

}
(3.23)

By taking the derivative (note that dxk/dak = −w) and using the Leibniz rule we get:

dJk
dak

=
∑
t∈T

πs

T
− πd

T
p(t)E[w(t)|L ≥ (ak + α)w]︸ ︷︷ ︸

ϕt(ak)

−πd

T
fL(ak + α)E[ℓk − akw | L = (ak + α)w]︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψt(ak)


(3.24)

Observe that for a∗
k obtained from (3.19), we obtain a∗

k + α = A. Then from (3.18),∑
t ϕt(a∗

k) = 0. Thus:

dJk
dak

(a∗
k) = −πdfL(A)E[ℓk − a∗

kw | L = Aw] (3.25)

= −πdfL(A)E[ℓk|L = Aw] − E[ℓkAw|L = Aw]
E[L|L = Aw]

(3.26)

= 0 (3.27)

that implies the derivative vanishes at a∗
k. Now observe that the function ϕt(ak):

πs

T
− πd

T

∫ ∞

ℓk=0

∫ ∞

w=0

∫ ∞

L=ak+α
wfℓk,w,L(ℓk, w, L)dℓkdwdL

is monotone increasing on ak, since increasing ak decrease the value of the integral, and
hence, due to the negative sign, increase the value of ϕt(ak). In addition, ψt(ak) is mono-
tone non-increasing, since increasing ak can only increase solar production, reducing the
expected net-load (if L = (ak + α)w). Since ψt(ak) also vanishes at a∗

k we have for our
functions:

ϕt(ak)


< 0 if ak < a∗

k

= 0 if ak = a∗
k

> 0 if ak > a∗
k

ψt(ak)


≥ 0 if ak < a∗

k

= 0 if ak = a∗
k

≤ 0 if ak > a∗
k

Combining our results we obtain:

dJk
dak


< 0 if ak < a∗

k

= 0 if ak = a∗
k

> 0 if ak > a∗
k
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that proves that a∗
k is the global minimizer of Jk(a∗

k | a∗
−k), and hence establishing that

a∗ = (a∗
1, . . . , a

∗
n) is a Nash equilibrium with a solution obtained from equations (3.18) and

(3.19). To show that this Nash equilibrium supports social welfare, consider the social cost
and considering the assumption that all firms receive same irradiance wk = w:

J(A) = πs
∑
k∈N

ak + πd

T

∑
t,k

E [ℓk(t) − akw(t) | X(t) ≥ 0]

= πsA+ πd

T

∑
t∈T

E [L(t) − Aw(t) | X(t) ≥ 0]

Setting the derivative to zero, yields equation (3.18), which shows that the Nash equilib-
rium supports social welfare. □

Note that this result does not apply to the case where πnm ̸= 0. This is a more challenging
case to analyze because the mathematical results are not as clean as the ones presented
in equations (3.18) and (3.19). However, we now explore a more realistic condition of
diverse irradiance, net-metering price different than zero, and assume that each firm k
can invest at most mk m2 of panel area due to physical limitations at the site (such as
rooftop size or power limitations). Assuming that a large number of n firms participate in
PV sharing we will have asymptotically (in n) perfect competition, in which no single firm
can influence the statistics of the clearing price πeq, we have:

Theorem 5 In the peer-to-peer or sharing economy business model, under the perfect com-
petition model (in which no single firm can influence the statistics of the clearing price πeq),
optimal PV investment decisions of firm k are given by the threshold policy:

a∗
k =

{
mk if

∑
t

{
p(t)E

[
πd(t)wk(t) | X(t) > 0

]
+ (1 − p(t))E [πnm(t)wk(t) | X(t) < 0]

}
> πsT

0 otherwise

where X(t) is the net-load random sequence, p(t) = Prob{X(t) > 0}, and T is the number of
time slots.

Proof: Expanding the expectation, the cost function (3.17) can be written as

Jk(ak) = πsak + E[πeq(ℓ− akwk)+] (3.28)

= πsak + πd

T

∑
t

p(t)E[ℓk(t) − akwk(t) | X(t) > 0]

− πd

T

∑
t

(1 − p(t))E[akwk(t) − ℓk(t) | X(t) < 0] (3.29)

Note that because of the perfect competition model, the cost function for household k
depends only on its own investment decision ak. This cost function is linear in the decision
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variable ak with slope

ϕ = πs − πd

T

∑
t

p(t)E[wk(t) | X(t) > 0] − πnm

T

∑
t

p(t)E[wk(t) | X(t) < 0] (3.30)

As a result, the optimal investment is a∗
k = 0 if this slope ϕ > 0, and a∗

k = mk otherwise.
This can be rearranged to yield the threshold policy of Theorem 5.

Remark 1: If the load ℓk and irradiance wk are stationary random sequences, then
p(t) = p is independent of t. In this case, for fixed retail prices, the threshold policy of
Theorem 5 becomes:

a∗
k =

{
mk if pπdµk + (1 − p)πnmνk > πs

0 else
(3.31)

The quantity µk := E[wk | X > 0] captures the value of PV for firm k when the collective
is in deficit, while the quantity νk := E[wk | X ≤ 0] captures the value when the collective
has an excess of supply. The value ζk := pπdµk + (1 − p)πnmνk captures the merit of firm k
over the time horizon.

Remark 2: Now, suppose we further assume that there is no net-metering (i.e. πnm = 0).
In this case, the threshold policy of Theorem 5 becomes

a∗
k =

{
mk if µk = E[wk | X > 0] > θ
0 else (3.32)

where the threshold θ is the unique solution of

θ = πs

πgp
(3.33)

The quantity µk = E [wk | X > 0] captures the value of PV for home k. This home will invest
the maximum possible if µ > θ, and not invest otherwise.

Computing the threshold policy

Computation of the threshold in Theorem 5 is not trivial. Observe that this threshold
determines PV investment of firms, which influences the statistics of the collective net-load
X, which, in turn, affects the threshold. Here, we proposed a convergent algorithm that
jointly computes the threshold condition and investment decisions a∗. Define the index
sets of firms

S = firms that elect to invest in PV = {k : ak = mk}
T = firms that elect not to invest in PV ={k : ak = 0}
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Algorithm 1 Collective of firms investing in PV
1: Initialization:
2: Compute maximum generation for each firm ḡk := E[mkwk].
3: Sort the firms by ḡk on descending order.
4: Start with S = T = ∅ and add the upper half of the sorted firms to the set S, while the bottom

half to the set T.
5: for iteration i = 1, . . . do
6: Compute the collective generation G(t) =

∑
k∈S mkwk(t).

7: Compute the probability of deficit p = Pr{L > G}.
8: for firms k on S do
9: Compute merit of site k as µk = E[wk | X > 0], νk = E[wk | X ≤ 0] and ζk = pπdµk + (1 −

p)πnmνk.
10: If ∃k : ζk < πs, pick firm kL with the minimum ζk and remove it from the set S.
11: end for
12: for firms k on T do
13: Compute merit of site k as µk = E[wk | X > 0], νk = E[wk | X ≤ 0] and ζk = pπdµk + (1 −

p)πnmνk.
14: If ∃k : ζk > πs, pick firm kH with the maximum ζk and remove it from the set T.
15: end for
16: Add firm kL to the set T and firm kH to set S.
17: Halt if no firms are moving or the same moves are being done after two iterations.
18: end for
19: Solve the standalone case for indecisive firms, which are the last firms on changing between

sets.

Algorithm 1 iteratively updates the set of firms that invest and do not invest in order
to determine the threshold condition and the decision a∗ based on the threshold policy
(3.31). The algorithm initializes the set S, by adding the best firms without considering
the collective deficit, and initializes the set T using the other ones. With this, an iterative
process starts, which computes the threshold policy and the worst firm k ∈ S, i.e. the firm
with the minimum value pπdµk + (1 − p)πnm that is less than πs, is removed from the set
S and added to the set T. On the other hand, the best firm k ∈ T, i.e. the firm with the
maximum value pπdµk + (1 − p)πnm that is greater than πs, is removed from T and added
to S. This process is repeated until no changes of firms occur or the same changes are
occurring after two iterations.

3.4 Collective of Firms under a Wholesale Market Scheme

In this scenario we explore the PV investment decisions of the collective, when it is co-
ordinated and participate in wholesale market for purchasing and selling energy to the
grid. This case is depicted on the right in Figure 3.5. We study the problem in which
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a centralized planner, like an aggregator, can decide the optimal PV investment for each
firm ak. In practice, the centralized planner will decide where to invest, and will promote
through incentives, typically lower electricity bills, the optimal investment decisions of the
participants. In this case, the key difference is that a collective of users is subjected to the
wholesale market price πg(t), instead of a retail tariff πd.

Decision problem for the planner

The problem for the centralized planner can be written as:

min
a
Ĵc =

∑
k∈K

{
πsak + E[πg(t)(ℓk(t) − akwk)]

}
+ dfee(a)

s.t. 0 ≤ ak ≤ mk, ∀k = 1, . . . , n.

In this problem we consider that the collective is still under the domain of a utility, and
hence a distribution fee dfee(a) is considered in addition of the wholesale market price.
Usually, a retail tariff πd has additional fees that are lumped on the price on top of the pure
wholesale market price, to cover distribution costs for the utility. In this work, distribution
fees are modeled as a combination of three different schemes:

dfee(a) = α1E


∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k∈K

ℓk(t) − akwk(t)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
+ α2EM

max
t∈Tm

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k∈K

ℓk(t) − akwk(t)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
+ α3n (3.34)

The first term represents a volumetric cost for using the grid (independent if its injecting or
withdrawing). The second term depicts a demand charge, in which the collective pays a fee
over a period (usually a month) that depends on the maximum consumption or injection
in that period. Finally, the third term represents a connection cost that depends on the
total users in the collective. A key aspect here is that the collective is subjected to lower
wholesale market electricity aspects, but there are additional fees for using the distribution
system.

Solution under a price taker aggregator

It is assumed that πg(t) does not depend on the investment decisions of the collective, i.e.
the collective is considered a price-taker entity. Thus, using empirical expectations, the
previous problem is a convex problem, that can be recast as a linear program by adding
sufficient slack variables to replace the terms with absolute value and max functions of the
distribution fees.

3.5 Numerical Simulations

In this section we use simulations to assess how solar adoption differs in the proposed
three models: (a) a standalone net-metering scenario, (b) a shared solar model and (c)
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a collective participating in wholesale markets. We consider a collective of 1,000 firms,
optimized using Python and cvxpy with the Gurobi solver [28, 37].

Data

• Load and effective irradiance. We construct empirical expectations for household elec-
tricity use and solar production with 2017 data from homes in the same neighborhood
in Texas, taken Pecan Street’s Dataport [104]. We normalize solar production using
each system’s nominal capacity, that is, actual production is eventually rescaled in
proportion to ak.

We generate 1000 synthetic profiles with 194 load and solar profiles from the database
by randomly selecting combinations of solar and load time series and adding white
noise with variance σ2 = 0.2 (kWh)2 to all non-zero values, while ensuring non-
negativity after the addition.

• Prices. We use a levelized cost of 2.80 $/WDC for installed PV systems (including
balance of system costs and inverter) [34]. Assuming a typical panel is 165 × 99 cm
(1.64 m2) and 300 WDC [82] we compute that firms face an investment cost of 512.2
$/m2. Using a real interest rate r of 5% and a time horizon of 20 years, we obtain an
annuity of 41.1 $/m2, or πs of 0.0047 $/m2 per hour.

We use a retail price πd of 0.18 $/kWh and a net-metering price πnm of γπd for the
standalone model, with γ ∈ [0, 1]. In the sharing (peer-to-peer) economy business
model we set πnm = 0 (no net-metering). Indeed, our objective is to argue that
the sharing economy model can supplant net-metering in some (likely) future sce-
nario when utilities withdraw these programs. Finally, we use historical wholesale
electricity prices πg(t) from Texas in 2017 [104].

• Limits. Annual firm-level production is uncapped for the sharing economy and whole-
sale market models (while capped for the standalone model). That is, we set the
annual cap acap = ∞, from equation (3.8), for both the sharing economy and whole-
sale market, ignoring that constraint. However, the constraint is considered for the
standalone model. Finally, the instantaneous power injection is uncapped in all mod-
els, and hence equation (3.7) is not considered in any model.

Results

Case 1. Low net metering price and investment

The objective of this case is to show how a lower-than-retail net metering price limits
investment in the standalone case compared to the sharing case. To remove the influence
of the annual production cap, we limit roof area for all customers, setting amax

k = β1a
cap
k , ∀k,

with β1 = 0.2. We vary γ, i.e., the net-metering price as a proportion of the retail tariff
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πnm = γπd for the standalone case. We stress that πnm = 0 for the sharing (peer-to-peer)
business model, in all scenarios of γ.

Figure 3.7 depicts the difference in investment in PV between the models, calculated
as:

D(γ) =
∑
k a

∗, sharing
k −∑

k a
∗, standalone
k (γ)∑

k a
∗, standalone
k (γ)

[%] (3.35)
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Figure 3.7: Differences of PV investment in Case 1. Net-metering prices πnm = γπd only
vary for the standalone case.

For γ < 1, PV investment is greater for the sharing economy model. This is because, for
a low maximum panel area, optimal investment decisions of the collective in the sharing
model will never yield a negative collective net-load, at any hour of the day (i.e. X(t) >
0,∀t ∈ T ). This implies that each firm in the collective that invests in PV always receives
the full retail price when selling excess generation. On the contrary, for the standalone case,
even at small area installations, firms have hours in which their own net-load is negative
as depicted in Figure 3.8.

When net-load is negative, firms face a discounted selling price, and this discount re-
duces their optimal PV investment. The lower the net-metering price, the more convenient
becomes for users to engage in a sharing scheme, since they are getting paid full retail tariff
πd given that X > 0. For the data analyzed, over 100% difference in investment is observed
for the case on which both standalone and sharing schemes face zero net-metering price
πnm = 0.

Finally, investment is the same if there is no discount, i.e. γ = 1. In such case, threshold
policies of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 are equivalent, providing the same optimal PV
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of net-load of the firm with id 330 (blue) and the collective (red)
on February 1st for Case 1. Hourly collective net-load X(t) is positive throughout the year,
but individual firms can have negative net-load xk in some hours of the year.

investment solution, since X(t) > 0,∀t, and hence each firm in the sharing model always
faces πeq(t) = πd(t),∀t, as in the standalone case with γ = 1.

Case 2. Effects of the annual cap acap
k

Our aim is to study how the annual production cap acap
k influences investment decisions

in the standalone model (this cap does not apply in the sharing model). We set amax
k =

β2a
cap
k ,∀k, with β2 > 1. According to our earlier results, firms in the sharing model are

limited by the maximum area available to invest amax
k = mk = β2a

cap
k . However, in the

standalone model firms are limited by the annual cap mk = acap
k . Figure 3.9 depicts the

comparison of cumulative investment on PV between the two models using γ = 0.9 and
β2 = 1.5. In the Figure, a low number on the horizontal axis corresponds to a firm with
high irradiance.

We note two findings in Figure 3.9:

• First, firms with high irradiance under-invest in the standalone case relative to the
sharing case due to the annual cap: The slope of the investment curve is lower for high
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of total investment decision between the standalone and sharing
model with γ = 0.9 and β2 = 1.5.

irradiance firms in the standalone case. Higher slope in the sharing model implies
that individual firms are investing more in PV due to the removal of the annual cap.

• Second, firms with intermediate irradiance over-invest in the standalone case, as
observed in the slope of the red line for k ∈ [120, 260], as its favorable for their private
economics.

To confirm this effect, a second simulation was run using γ = 0.8, and β2 ∼ U [1.5, 3.0]
was chosen randomly for all firms. This represent a case when there is a large
maximum available panel area to install relative to the annual cap in the standalone
model. Figure 3.10 presents the investment decision of each firm in both sharing
and standalone case. As can be seen in this case, firms with higher irradiance in the
standalone model are not able to invest as much as they want, given the annual cap.
In addition, some firms (k > 200) invest in the standalone case, while they do not
invest in the sharing case. This confirms that such firms over-invest in such schemes,
given that it is still favorable for their private economics.

In addition, we analyze the reduction in total costs (or increase in total welfare) of the
community between the standalone and sharing models for Case 2. We note that there is
a reduction of 23.4% of the total cost for the community. More interestingly, we compare
the total cost reduction for each firm between the two models. Figure 3.11 depicts the cost
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of individual investment decision between the standalone and
sharing model with γ = 0.8 and β2 ∼ U [1.5, 3.0].
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the total cost reduction per firm between the sharing and
standalone model with γ = 0.9 and β2 = 1.5.

reduction for each firm between the standalone and sharing models, computed as:

Cost Reduction for firm k [%] =
J̃k
(
a∗, standalone
k

)
− Jk

(
a∗, sharing
k

∣∣∣ a∗, sharing
−k

)
J̃k
(
a∗, standalone
k

) (3.36)
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again using γ = 0.9 and β2 = 1.5. The simple moving average of 20 firms is also provided
to showcase the trend of such cost reduction as the average irradiance per firm decreases.

We note two key findings in Figure 3.11:

• First, all firms are better off in the sharing case than in the standalone case. The cost
reduction is always positive and at least of 12%. This implies that no firm benefits
from leaving the community for a standalone setup.

• Second, the trend is that firms with more irradiance yield higher benefits, with cost
reductions of over 35% in some cases. In sum, for the parameters and data we use
in Case 2, the number of firms that invests in the sharing case is smaller by roughly
50%, but the total area invested is higher by roughly 20%. Additionally, everyone
reduces their total cost by at least 12%, and 23.4% on average, in comparison to the
standalone case.

Case 3. Effects of solar prices πs

We now explore the effects of varying the amortized cost of solar PV on total investment
decisions. To show the importance of tariff design, we also consider a scenario where PV
owners are simply paid the wholesale market price. Figure 3.12 depicts the comparison
under different PV costs πs. We set πnm = 0 for both sharing and standalone (γ = 0) models,
and β2 = 1.1 to consider a small effect on the annual cap for the standalone model.

Some important results to highlight from Figure 3.12:

• We first note that investments only occur in wholesale market models for lower values
of πs, in comparison to both standalone and sharing models. Since the wholesale
market price πg is usually smaller than the retail tariff πd, the revenue obtained for
the owner is lower than the standalone/sharing cases when the selling price is πd.
This highlights that currently, most of the investment in distributed/residential PV
is driven by higher retail and selling prices. If distributed users are subjected to
wholesale prices for purchasing/selling energy, given current distributed PV prices
(πs = πs

nom = 0.0047 $/m2), then no investment will occur.

• Second, we observe that if PV is compensated at only the wholesale price (α2 = 0),
the optimal investment decisions for the parameters chosen are sensitive to PV costs,
going from the maximum possible investment to zero around πs/πs

nom = 0.2.

• Third, we note that charging at the wholesale market price only does not capture the
total distribution costs for the utility. Therefore we also consider a case with a monthly
demand charge, which we set to α2 = 10$/kW. In such scenarios PV investment can
offset this new charge. Without PV investment, these demand charges represent 45%
of total costs of the collective, which is in line with existing utility cost structures [15].

As shown in the black line in Figure 3.12, at a higher PV cost πs/πs
nom > 0.2, there

is more investment in PV than in the no additional fees case (in green). This is
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Figure 3.12: Total PV investment among different models when varying the amortized
capital cost of PV πs in Case 3. The x-axis is the ratio of amortized cost against the nominal
solar PV cost πs

nom = 0.0047 $/m2 (per time slot).

because the generation from the extra PV investment decreases net-load, effectively
diminishing the impact from the demand charge α2. On the other hand, similar
investment is observed between 104 to 2 · 104 m, since more investment does not
further reduce the demand charge, since now the peak net-load is outside sunny
hours.

Finally, at lower costs of PV (< 0.18), there is a smaller investment in PV in comparison
to the green line, since for a sufficiently high investment in PV, the collective now
has a peak net injection at sunny hours. This increases the payment for demand
charge when more PV is deployed due to a maximum net peak injection (see equation
(3.34)). Thus, even at low prices of solar, for the collective it is not optimal to invest
its maximum PV capacity at the considered demand charge rate.

3.6 Discussion and Conclusions

The simulations results in the previous section highlight the main contributions of this
work—the insights and drivers for PV investment. First, as illustrated by Case 1 and Case 2,
differences between investment models are strongly influenced by the area available each
customer has for PV panels. When this area is low, customers with favorable economics
install their maximum in both the standalone and sharing cases as in Case 1 with γ = 1.
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When the net-metering price is lower than the retail tariff (i.e. γ < 1), results indicate that
there is larger PV investment in the sharing case due to the effect of negative net-load only
for individual firms, but not for the collective (see Figure 3.8).

Second, when the available area constraint is inactive and the annual cap constraint
is active, in the standalone model a fraction of customers under-invest while others over-
invest relative to sharing case. Under-investors exist due to their annual production cap
when net-metering is available, or a lack of remuneration when net-metering is unavailable.
On the other hand, over-investors exist because, although their merit is worse than others
in the community, for their private economics solar remains cheaper than retail electricity
(see slopes in Figure 3.9 for Case 2). In addition, as illustrated by Figure 3.11, firms
prefer to stay in the sharing (or P2P) case rather than in the standalone one. The specific
cost reduction is highly dependent on the load and irradiance of each firm, but for the
parameters used in Case 2, on average firms are 23.4% better off than in the standalone
model.

Moreover, results in a wholesale market scheme, as in Case 3, show that distributed PV
investment is mostly driven by higher retail and selling prices. As depicted in Figure 3.12,
lower PV costs are required to promote PV investment under wholesale market prices. The
inclusion of additional fees, such as a demand charge, can lead to more PV investment in
the wholesale market model, but in the cases we examined net-metering at retail prices
always leads to more PV investment. For the parameters used in Case 3, we require at
least 60% of solar cost reduction (0.4πs

nom) to observe the first unit of investment in PV in a
wholesale market setting.

As concluding remarks, in this work we study optimal investment decision for dis-
tributed PV under three models:

(a) a standalone net-metering model with annual production cap,

(b) a sharing economy or peer-to-peer model where firms can trade excess generation in
a local spot market and,

(c) a wholesale market participation model, in which an aggregator can promote PV
investment.

In the standalone model (a) each firm makes independent investment decisions based on
their own load and irradiance profiles. Under the sharing scheme (b), optimal investment
decisions are coupled as they affect the clearing price on the local spot market. For a large
number of firms we have asymptotically perfect competition, and we show that optimal
investments are determined by a threshold policy that can be computed using Algorithm 1.
In the wholesale market model (c), an entity decides the investment for each firm, that are
coupled due to the distribution fees for the entire collective.

We present experiments using load and irradiance data to investigate how decisions
depend on area availability, annual production caps and distribution fees. For low total PV
investment, we find the sharing and standalone models yield the same results under a full
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net-metering scenario. For discounted net-metering pricing, the sharing model supports a
higher investment in PV than the standalone framework. In the case of high total PV invest-
ment, there are hours where the collective net-load is negative, changing the distribution of
firms that invest in the sharing model in comparison to the standalone case. We also show
that, in a case where PV is remunerated only at wholesale costs, given current costs of PV
and low wholesale energy prices, no PV investment occurs. This highlights the importance
of high retail tariffs to make distributed PV investment attractive for firms. Finally, we show
how the inclusion of demand charge, in a scenario of low PV installation costs, can change
the optimal PV investment in a wholesale market participation model. These fees need to
be considered if a future scenario includes these types of distribution fees for collectives.

As future work, interesting extensions to this work are related to analyzing the impacts
of different solar investments considering physical constraints of the distribution system,
designing a sharing model framework to buy and sell energy for isolated communities or
when contingencies occur and the collective is disconnected from the grid (i.e. no retail
tariff). Part of this work was already explored by our research group in the paper [70].
Other future directions include studying how energy sales are impacted for a utility when
firms invest in PV under different market structures; and address fairness and equity issues
in the collective participating in these markets.
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Chapter 4

Electric Vehicle Flexibility on 2050
Low-Carbon Energy Scenarios for
California

In the important effort to keep global temperatures within certain limits and tackle the cli-
mate crisis, future electric systems will move into having high shares of RESs, such as solar
and wind. These energy sources have inherent characteristics of variability and volatility
that pose significant challenges in power systems. In particular, balancing generation with
demand is a crucial aspect that must be satisfied at all times to ensure secure and reliable
operation of the electric grid.

To study how power systems will look in the future we rely in expansion planning
models. These consider a simplified model of the power system to decide what types of
energy technology, where, and when to install system infrastructure, such as transmission
lines, generators or energy storage [35]. The main purpose of these models is to understand
the effects of policy and investment decisions in the evolution and operation of future power
systems.

Given the high level of complexity of energy systems, it becomes very difficult to create
representative models for long-term horizons, and hence several simplifying assumptions
are used to capture specific aspects with varying levels of detail. For example, traditional
expansion planning models usually do not capture the chronological sequence of times,
using load duration curves (or time-slices) to represent the amount energy necessary to
supply throughout the time-horizon. Similarly, spatial representation of infrastructure
usually is neglected, or heavily simplified, that can misrepresent transmission congestion.

Most modern expansion planning models use optimization approaches to optimally
decide which infrastructure must be installed in the system, while satisfying specific policy
and/or reliability constraints. Figure 4.1 summarizes the most common objectives and
constraints on traditional expansion planning models. Figure 4.1 presents both generation
and transmission as separated problems, but novel formulations usually combine both
generation and transmission expansion planning in a single optimization problem.
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Pre-existence constraints

Traditional Expansion Planning Models

Figure 4.1: Common objectives and constraints in traditional generation and transmission
expansion planning models. Figure adapted from [35].

The fundamental challenge of expansion planning models is to consider the relevant
aspects of a specific study with a sufficient level of depth while keeping computational
tractability [106]. Given this, a proper tuning of time and space scales is critical to result-
ing optimization problems are solvable in reasonable times, even for convex formulations.
In addition, a trade-off exists when considering sources of uncertainty, such as future fuel
prices or renewable energy production. The usage of stochastic optimization can provide
reliable solutions with respect to the represented uncertainty, but can hid the analysis for
more fundamental aspects of the problem while creating tractability issues. Thus, there
are multiple tools and models that can support the analysis of different energy policies and
future scenarios, but understanding the nuances is crucial for finding the appropriate model
for each study case and specific policy questions. Figure 4.2 summarizes this challenge for
a future WECC and California scenario.

In this chapter we will study the investment decisions for both generation and trans-
mission, in future WECC and California by 2050, by exploring different policies and their
effects on those infrastructure decisions. The main contributions of this chapter are:
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Figure 4.2: Summary of planning scenario for WECC and California by 2050.

• We review how the modularity of the Switch Power System Planning Model can be
used to evaluate fundamental model challenges and trade-offs of expansion planning
tools in considering the relevant aspects of a study case by modifying which modules
are available.

• We implement two new DR and EV modules in the Switch model to evaluate and
assess the value of flexibility of these resources in expansion planning models.

• We present a thorough analysis of the value DR and EV flexibility in a future WECC
and California 2050 scenario by using the previous implemented modules in the
Switch model.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 provides a brief summary of the Switch
Power System Planning Model. Then, Section 4.2 describe the mathematical and code
implementation of both DR and EV modules implemented in the Switch model. Section
4.3, summarizes the model and data used for the 2050 WECC and California study while
presenting the results of the optimization model. Finally, Section 4.4 concludes the chapter.

4.1 The Switch Power System Planning Model

Switch 1.0 was a planning model for power systems that implemented a condensed form of
production cost modeling into a expansion planning problem. It was originally developed
by Professor Matthias Fripp as part of his work at the University of California, Berkeley.
Switch 1.0 was written in AMPL and was used in multiple studies in different systems [33,
97, 72]. With further development by Prof. Matthias Fripp, Dr. Josiah Johnston, Dr. James
Nelson, Dr. Ana Mileva, Dr. Patricia Hidalgo-Gonzalez, Benjamin Maluenda and Rodrigo
Henriquez-Auba, the Switch tool transitioned into a fully open source tool, Switch 2.0 [56].
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Figure 4.3: List of modules available in Switch. Figure adapted from [56].

Switch 2.0 is a Python package that is used to create and solve power system expansion
planning models. Switch uses a modular framework that allows users to include specific
components through a list of modules, allowing the possibility of choosing the appropriate
level of detail depending on the complexity of the study. It uses the open-source Python
Optimization Modeling Objects (Pyomo) package to define the mathematical models, read
data and construct the optimization problem to solve it using commercial or open-source
solvers. The list of modules available in Switch is depicted in Figure 4.3. The demand
response modules associated with this dissertation that were implemented are highlighted
in magenta color.

The detailed mathematical formulation of the Switch model is available in the sup-
plementary information of [56], and its code implementation is available in the Github
repository [122]. In the following subsection a brief summary of the Switch model is
presented to highlight the fundamental aspects of operation and implementation details.

Brief mathematical and software implementation of Switch

Multiple timescales (from hours to decades) need to be mathematically represented in
expansion planning models that includes high shares of RESs. In operational timescales, the
model must have the possibility of reflecting annual, seasonal, daily and hourly variability
of load and generation profiles, like wind, hydro and solar. For that purpose, Switch uses a
three-level hierarchy of timescales to account for temporal aspects in multiple scales. These
sets are:

• Periods P: Set of multi-year timescales that describes when investment decisions
are made. The duration of a period is typically on the order of one or more years, so
cost associated with periods are specified in annualized costs. New infrastructure is
added at the start of each period and is available to use throughout the period.
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• Timeseries S: Set that includes the blocks of consecutive time points within a period.
Each individual time series can represent a single day, a week, a month or even an
entire year. Each period p will have a subset of time series Sp that fall in that period
p. This could be a single time series that capture the entire period, or a collection of
representative days that represent seasonal effects in such period.

Time series edge effects are addressed by treating them cyclically, such that the ending
condition of the last time point of the series describe representative starting conditions
of the first time point in the series.

• Timepoints T : Set that describes unique time steps within a time series. Timepoints
are the ones used to index operational variables, such as electricity demand and
generation. The duration of a time point is typically on the order of one or more
hours, so cost associated with time points, such as fuel cost usage, are specified in
hourly units, e.g. $/MWh.

With that, the fundamental problem in a expansion planning model is determining
the investment decisions at each period, typically in transmission and generation, such
that operational constraints in future timepoints can be satisfied at a minimum cost. The
fundamental operational constraint is the power balance at each load zone z ∈ Z, at each
timepoint t ∈ T : ∑

pi∈P inject

pi
z,t =

∑
pw∈Pwithdraw

pw
z,t, ∀z ∈ Z,∀t ∈ T (4.1)

Here, the sets P inject and Pwithdraw are defined as:

• Components that inject power P inject: It is a set (defined as a Python list) of compo-
nents pi that contribute to a load zone balancing equation by injecting power. Each
component in this list needs to be indexed by load zones z and time points t, and
must have units in MW.

• Components that withdraw power Pwithdraw: It is a set (defined as a Python list) of
components pw that contribute to a load zone balancing equation by withdrawing
power. Each component in this list needs to be indexed by load zones z and time
points t, and must have units in MW.

Commonly, the list of injections P inject includes power output Pg,t for every generation
project g located in load zone z, and inwards transmission flows into that load zone, Fℓinz ,t,
while the list of withdrawals Pwithdraw typically includes customer loads lz,t and outwards
transmission flows Fℓout

z ,t. However, the exact equation will depend on which modules are
included, and electric vehicles and demand response modules will add additional variables
into these lists.

For the objective function, the modular structure of Switch makes it impossible to know
all of the cost components at the time the code is written, because different modules will
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define different costs. To support a dynamic objective function that can be defined at
runtime, two dynamic lists are created:

• Fixed cost components Cfixed is a set (defined as a Python list) of model components
that contribute to overall system costs in each period. Each component cf in this set
is a Pyomo object that is indexed by period p and specified in units of annualized
costs: non-discounted real dollars per year. Allowed Pyomo model components in-
clude parameters, decision variables, and expressions. Pyomo expressions are short
calculations that are mathematically equivalent to fully constrained decision variables,
except that expressions can be specified with fewer lines of code, appear to consume
fewer computational resources and are completely factored out before sending the
problem to the solver.

• Variable cost components Cvar is a set (defined as a Python list) of model components
that contribute to overall system costs on a timepoint basis. Each component cv in
this list is a Pyomo object that is indexed by timepoint t and specified in units of
non-discounted real dollars per hour.

Thus, the objective function of the model can be written in an abstract form as:

min
∑
p∈P

dp

 ∑
cf∈Cfixed

cf
p +

∑
t∈Tp

wyear
t

∑
cv∈Cvar

cvt

 (4.2)

The objective function (4.2) minimizes the net present value of all investment and operation
costs. The discount factor dp includes two components, one to convert annual payments
during each period to an equivalent lump sum at the beginning of a period, and another to
convert that lump sum to a net present value:

dp = 1 − (1 + r)−yp

r
· (1 + r)−(stp−baseyear)

Each fixed cost component cf is a Pyomo object, indexed by period and specified in units
of $/year. This object may be a variable, parameter or expression (a calculation based on
other components). The term cf

p is the element with index p from component cf. In the
same way, variable cost components cv are indexed by timepoint and specified in units of
$/hour.

Depending on which modules are being used for a case study, different components will
be added to each set. For example, the storage module defines new investment variables
for the energy portion of storage rated in MWh of energy capacity with an associated unit
cost. In the code, it defines an expression StorageEnergyInstallCostsp to summarize the
annualized capital costs, and adds this expression to the list of fixed costs Cfixed. In this
formulation, storage has no variable cost, so the module does not add any components to
Cvar. Switch’s modular architecture allows users to select modules relevant to their study
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and keep other complexities out of the model and objective function. This can enable either
faster execution, greater complexity, or greater time/spatial resolution elsewhere in the
model. For example, in a single-bus study, investment and operational costs of transmission
lines will not be included, and flow constraints will not even be defined. Removing those
components can make the inclusion of discrete unit commitment or a larger time sample
more practical.

One of the most important variable cost modules is the generator.core.dispatch
module that defines the dispatch of the generation units at all time points. Here, the sum
of all projects’ dispatch at each timepoint t in each load zone z is added to the dynamic
list P inject in order to be included in the power balance equation (4.1). Variable O&M costs
com
g Pg,t are added to the list Cvar to be included in the objective function (4.2).

The cost of operating fuel-powered generators also depends on the generators’ heat
rates (which may vary depending on operating level) and fuel prices (which may vary
by period or have their own market structure). The fuel use rates Rg,t,f are constrained
to match the power output Pg,t for each generator during each timepoint by the genera-
tors.core.no_commit or generators.core.commit.fuel_use module.

Detailed information of all modules available in Switch are available in the Supplemen-
tary Information in [56].

4.2 Mathematical Implementation of DR and EV Modules

For the purpose of studying the value of demand response and electric vehicle charging flex-
ibility in 2050 energy scenarios for WECC and California, two modules were implemented
in Switch, namely the Demand Response – Simple module and Demand Response – Elec-
tric Vehicle module. Both of these modules add new elements to the list of withdrawals
Pwithdraw.

Demand Response – Simple module

This optional module describes a simple DR load-shifting service. Load in each load zone
may be shifted between time points belonging to the same timeseries at no cost. This allows
assessing the potential value of demand shifting. The constraints are:

− lmax,down
z,t ≤ Ldr

z,t ≤ lmax,up
z,t , ∀z ∈ Z,∀t ∈ T (4.3)∑

t∈Ts

Ldr
z,t = 0, ∀z ∈ Z,∀s ∈ S (4.4)

Equation (4.3) and parameters lmax,down
z,t and lmax,up

z,t represents the limits of how much power
can be shifted at each load zone z at time point t. Typically, a percentage of the total load
is used to define the limits. Equation (4.4) ensures that all the changes in demand balance
out over the course of each time series (i.e. only shifting and no curtailment).
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Code 4.1 DR module implementation in Python/Pyomo.

1 def define_components(mod):
2

3 mod.dr_shift_down_limit = Param(
4 mod.LOAD_ZONES, mod.TIMEPOINTS,
5 default= 0.0,
6 within=NonNegativeReals,
7 validate=lambda m, value, z, t: value <= m.zone_demand_mw[z, t])
8 mod.dr_shift_up_limit = Param(
9 mod.LOAD_ZONES, mod.TIMEPOINTS,

10 default= float('inf'),
11 within=NonNegativeReals)
12 mod.ShiftDemand = Var(
13 mod.LOAD_ZONES, mod.TIMEPOINTS,
14 within=Reals,
15 bounds=lambda m, z, t:
16 (
17 (-1.0) * m.dr_shift_down_limit[z,t],
18 m.dr_shift_up_limit[z,t]
19 ))
20

21 mod.DR_Shift_Net_Zero = Constraint(
22 mod.LOAD_ZONES, mod.TIMESERIES,
23 rule=lambda m, z, ts:
24 sum(m.ShiftDemand[z, t] for t in m.TPS_IN_TS[ts]) == 0.0)
25

26 try:
27 mod.Distributed_Power_Withdrawals.append('ShiftDemand')
28 except AttributeError:
29 mod.Zone_Power_Withdrawals.append('ShiftDemand')

The demand shift variable Ldr
z,t is added to the set Pwithdraw in order to be included in

the balance equation (4.1). The core equations for the DR module implemented in Pyomo
are presented in Code 4.1.

Demand Response – Electric Vehicle module

This optional module describes a DR flexible charging scheme for PEVs. A total amount of
energy at each load zone must be delivered by the end of the time series, while satisfying
specified energy bounds for each time point. These bounds represent an aggregated PEV
availability for charging at specified hours. Figure 4.4 depicts an example of an PEV profile
for charging availability. The region inside the min and max bounds is when it is only
allowed to charge the PEV.
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Figure 4.4: Example of PEV charging flexibility.

The mathematical formulation is as follows:

Eev,min
z,t ≤ Eev

z,t ≤ Eev,max
z,t , ∀z ∈ Z,∀t ∈ Ts, ∀s ∈ S (4.5)

0 ≤ P ev
z,t ≤ P ev,lim

z,t , ∀z ∈ Z,∀t ∈ Ts,∀s ∈ S (4.6)

Eev
z,t =

∑
k∈Ts
k≤t

P ev
z,k∆T, ∀z ∈ Z,∀t ∈ Ts,∀s ∈ S (4.7)

Equation (4.5) ensures that the variable of cumulative charging energy Eev
z,t is between the

specified bounds for each load zone z, time point t for every time series s. It is expected that
the bounds match at the last time point of a time series, i.e., Eev,min

z,tend
= Eev,max

z,tend
, ensuring the

delivery of the total charge energy. Equation (4.6) ensures that the variable that decides
how much power is charged P ev

z,t is non-negative (i.e. does not allow discharge) and is
limited by a maximum charge rate P ev,lim

z,t . Finally, equation (4.7) adds up the charged
energy at time points k ≤ t into the cumulative energy Eev

z,t. The parameter ∆T , that
defines how many hours are in each time point, is used to transform power into energy.

The power charge variable P ev
z,t is added to the set Pwithdraw in order to be included in

the balance equation (4.1). The core equations for the EV module implemented in Pyomo
are presented in Code 4.2.
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Code 4.2 EV module implementation in Python/Pyomo.

1 def define_components(mod):
2 mod.ev_charge_limit_mw = Param(
3 mod.LOAD_ZONES, mod.TIMEPOINTS,
4 default = float('inf'),
5 within=NonNegativeReals)
6 mod.ev_cumulative_charge_upper_mwh = Param(
7 mod.LOAD_ZONES, mod.TIMEPOINTS,
8 default = 0.0,
9 within=NonNegativeReals)

10 mod.ev_cumulative_charge_lower_mwh = Param(
11 mod.LOAD_ZONES, mod.TIMEPOINTS,
12 default = 0.0,
13 within=NonNegativeReals)
14

15 mod.EVCharge = Var(
16 mod.LOAD_ZONES, mod.TIMEPOINTS,
17 within=NonNegativeReals,
18 bounds=lambda m, z, t:
19 (0.0, m.ev_charge_limit_mw[z,t]))
20 mod.EVCumulativeCharge = Expression(
21 mod.LOAD_ZONES, mod.TIMEPOINTS,
22 rule=lambda m, z, t: \
23 sum(m.EVCharge[z,tau]*m.tp_duration_hrs[tau]
24 for tau in m.TPS_IN_TS[m.tp_ts[t]]
25 if tau <= t)
26 )
27

28 mod.EV_Cumulative_Charge_Upper_Limit = Constraint(
29 mod.LOAD_ZONES, mod.TIMEPOINTS,
30 rule=lambda m, z, t:
31 m.EVCumulativeCharge[z,t] <= m.ev_cumulative_charge_upper_mwh[z,t])
32 mod.EV_Cumulative_Charge_Lower_Limit = Constraint(
33 mod.LOAD_ZONES, mod.TIMEPOINTS,
34 rule=lambda m, z, t:
35 m.EVCumulativeCharge[z,t] >= m.ev_cumulative_charge_lower_mwh[z,t])
36

37 if 'Distributed_Power_Injections' in dir(mod):
38 mod.Distributed_Power_Withdrawals.append('EVCharge')
39 else:
40 mod.Zone_Power_Withdrawals.append('EVCharge')
41
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4.3 Scenarios in Long-term Power System Planning in
Western North America

The work in this section is part of the work presented to the California Energy Commission
via the technical report “Building a Healthier and More Robust Future: 2050 Low Carbon
Energy Scenarios for California” by the primary authors Max Wei, Shuba Raghavan and
Patricia Hidalgo-Gonzalez [137]. I, as a contributing author, lead the implementation of
the effects demand response and electric vehicle flexibility in future energy scenarios.

System Model Description

In the aforementioned study [137], Switch is utilized to study the future power system of
California and WECC under multiple scenarios of load growth, climate change effects and
different policies from 2016 to 2055. In this section, we present a brief description of the
Switch WECC model used in the studies, but for more details the reader is referred to the
report [137].

Time-horizon Description

The Switch WECC model uses an optimization horizon divided in four investment periods
P of 10 years length: 2016-2025 (“2020”), 2026-2035 (“2030”), 2036-2045 (“2040”) and
2046-2055 (“2050”). Each period has a representative year with 24 time series. Each time
series represent a sample of a day for every month of the representative year. We choose
two days per month, median and peak load day (2 × 12 = 24 time series S), and each
time series is represented by 6 time points of 4 hours duration. Thus, in total each period
simulates 144 time points T of dispatch (12 months × 2 days/month × 6 time points/day
= 144 time points).

To consider the differences on occurrence of median and peak days, the weight on the
objective function of peak days are set to one, while median days are set to n− 1, where n
is the number of days of that month. Finally, the representative year is weighted by ten to
represent the cost of the entire length of each period (10 years).

Spatial Description

Geographically, Switch WECC divides the region in 50 load zones Z. The transmission
system was obtained from Ventyx geolocated transmission line data via its EV Energy Map
[24], while thermal limits are obtained from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC). In total, there are 105 existing transmission lines connecting load zones. Switch
will optimally decide to build more lines if required, using a continuous variable for installed
capacity. A transport model is used to decide how much power will flow through the lines.
In addition, de-rating and transmission losses are also considered in the transport model.
Figure 4.5 depicts the spatial representation of the Switch WECC model. Non-existing lines
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Figure 4.5: Spatial and transmission lines representation of Switch WECC [137].

that can be installed in the optimization problem are depicted in light blue, while black
dots represent the largest substation in the load zone.

Additional parameters

Electricity demand profiles were obtained from historical hourly loads profiles from 2006
[20, 23]. These profiles are scaled to future projections based on multiple scenarios (see
[137] for more details on scenarios). Existing wind power output is derived from the 3TIER
Western Wind and Solar Integration Study wind speed dataset using idealized turbine
power output curves [64, 66]. For solar energy, hourly capacity factors of each project in
2006 were simulated using the System Advisor Model (SAM) from National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) [65].

A WECC carbon cap was included to achieve 80% emissions from 1990 levels by the
2050 period. A California carbon cap was also modeled to attain 40% emissions by the 2030
period. Fuel prices projection were obtained from the U.S. Environmental Information
Agency (EIA) [2]. Capital costs and operation and maintenance costs were obtained from
[132, 31]. The pool of WECC plants were obtained from the U.S. EIA via EIA-860 and
EIA-923 2016 data. Finally, the hydropower historical generation was also obtained from
EIA-923 2016 data.
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Figure 4.6: Example constraints on charging profiles for different PEVs.

Electric Vehicles and Demand Response Data Description

One of the scenarios that we explored for the 2050 study was Aggressive Efficiency
with Electrification [137], that considers higher rate of energy efficiency retrofits with
a high rate of building electrification and aggressive adoption of electrical vehicles in
transportation. In particular, we were looking to explore the effects in investment portfolios
when flexible charging of LDVs is available to be controlled by the system operator at no
cost.

As described in section 4.2, the trajectory of charging must be between two bounds.
Such bounds were obtained by the Behavior, Energy, Autonomy, and Mobility (BEAM)
model, based on simulations on the mobility and charging behavior for representative days
of the week and types of chargers [118]. Figure 4.6 presents examples of random PEVs
with specified bounds depending on their charging profiles.

Based on the charging bounds provided by the BEAM model, an aggregated profile is
constructed by weighting and adding all the available bounds. The result is then normalized
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Figure 4.7: Normalized bounds for PEV charging in Switch WECC studies [137].

to then be scaled depending on the energy requirements at specified periods. Figure 4.7
presents the normalized aggregated profile used in the Switch WECC studies.

Table 4.1 provides the estimation of energy requirements for PEVs through the Switch
WECC periods. These are based on growth projection of PEVs and average expected
use, in particular using expected miles traveled per year and efficiency of the batteries
in kWh/miles. The data are presented for California (CA), Rocky Mountains, Arizona
and New Mexico (RM-AZNM), WECC-Canada (WECC-CAN) and Northwest Power Pool
(NWPP). The energy requirements is divided (weighted on population) if multiple load
zones are present in Switch WECC for each of the previous 4 zones. These requirements
will be enforced through scaling the normalized charging profile (Figure 4.7), depending
on each load zone and period. Finally, in the study case when the Switch DR-EV module
is not considered, the LDVs’ energy requirements are added as regular load, uniformly for
each time point.

In addition, a simple load-shifting service of DR at no cost (as presented in section 4.2)
is included in the scenario with EV flexibility. This represents DR capability for homes and
businesses. The amount of energy available for load-shifting, with respect to the total load,
is presented in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Expected LDVs stock and energy required per zone and period [137].

LDVs stock [million] Energy Required [GWh]
Zone 2020 2030 2040 2050 2020 2030 2040 2050
CA 0.85 6.59 19.98 31.67 2637 16363 46857 91494

RM-AZNM 0.007 0.41 3.09 9.77 200 1600 8292 24108
WECC-CAN 0.044 0.72 3.28 7.21 600 4223 12738 26123

NWPP 0.09 1.40 6.25 13.48 1200 8192 24215 48808

Table 4.2: Fraction of shiftable demand by period and zone.

Period
Average Moveable % of Hourly Total Demand 2020 2030 2040 2050

Total % California Zones [w.r.t. total load] 0.3% 2% 7% 10%
Total % non-California Zones [w.r.t. total load] 0% 0.3% 2% 7%

Results

To compare the impact of considering flexibility of EV and DR resources, two scenarios
are compared, namely the Aggressive Efficiency with Electrification scenario, with
and without resource flexibility.

Switch WECC is run for these two scenarios and their optimal results are compared.
Figure 4.8 summarizes the fraction of generation for all periods optimized for both WECC
(all load zones) and California load zones.

Results showcase how the increase in flexibility allows a higher usage of solar and wind
resources. This is achieved by the opportunity to shift load to hours when higher RESs are
available to be dispatched, reducing the curtailment of such resources. This is particularly
effective in California at 2050, when there is the largest availability of flexible EV and DR
resources. Solar energy usage is increased by 12 percent in that period, due to shifting of
load into sunny hours, increasing the efficiency usage of the solar resource.

A significant reduction of installed capacity is also observed due to the EV and DR
flexibility. Figure 4.9 summarizes that result, on which is observed that more than 100 GW
of capacity is reduced, while increasing the proportion for solar capacity in the system.

As previously mentioned, this additional flexibility results in a more efficient usage of all
available resources, mostly renewable ones, reducing the requirements to install additional
capacity, particularly to cover high power requirements in peak days. The EV and DR
flexibility yields savings of 5.2% of the total investment and operational costs through all
the periods from 2020 to 2050. However, it is important to note that these results assume
that smart EV charging and DR are free to dispatch and procure, and such load shifting is
achieved by a system operator or third-party service provider without assuming any cost.
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Figure 4.8: Fraction of generation in WECC and California with/without flexibility [137].

Figure 4.9: Installed capacity in WECC with/without EV and DR flexibility [137].
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4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented the implementation, on the Switch model, of both EV
and DR modules to capture the value of load flexibility in expansion planning models.
The modular architecture of the Switch model reflects the modularity of actual power
systems, where individual elements operate independently but contribute to the system’s
total costs and power balance. These modules interact with the overall optimization model
by adding terms to the shared energy and reserve balances and the overall cost expression.
This general flexibility allows users to enable case studies with different levels of model
complexity to assess the effects of new technologies or a more detailed formulation.

Both DR and EV models were used in a large WECC and California study to understand
2050 low-carbon energy scenarios, and the effects of different policies on energy portfolio
of the future. The Pyomo code implementation in the Switch model for both modules was
presented and were used to study the value of such flexibility in thus future scenario.

Results showcase how leveraging demand flexibility can achieve significant savings in
future energy systems, reducing the curtailment of renewable resources and reducing the
requirements of overall required capacity to be installed in the system. Total savings over
5% were achieved due to the reduction of total infrastructure investment and less fuel usage.
However, future work is still required to understand the limitations and real application of
the untapped potential of vehicle charging flexibility, particularly in a future on where we
expect further electrification of the transportation system. The work presented here only
focused on LDV, but in a future when truck shipping become electric, we should expect
even more savings, and maybe different energy portfolios, as long as we are able to capture
the value of such charging flexibility.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Directions

This thesis investigates how the inclusion of IBRs is challenging our understanding of power
systems in multiple time and space scales. To do so, we use different optimization and
control methods for studying how the future of our electric grid will operate and look
like. This dissertation’s most crucial result lies in showcasing that to move into a sustain-
able future requires addressing fundamental challenges in the operation and planning of
power systems. For example, Chapter 2 highlights how more network and load modeling
details will be crucial to obtain accurate stability regions in systems with large shares of
renewable sources, while Chapter 4 depicts how demand flexibility have major effects on
long-term planning of generation and transmission investments. As discussed throughout
the dissertation, computational simulation and optimization must continue to evolve in a
flexible manner to provide novel solutions to tackle these challenges. Reproducibility and
validity is at the core of any scientific research, and the power system field should strive
to improve these aspects as highlighted in this dissertation. Both tools presented in this
dissertation, PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl and the Switch model, are examples on how
scientific computing and open source software enable opportunities on performing new
analyses and answering new research questions as we move towards decarbonized power
systems.

The first part of the thesis focuses on modeling and time domain simulation of power
systems with shares of IBRs. We review how grid-following and grid-forming control strate-
gies can be used to enable a resilient and reliable future of low-inertia grids. In addition,
we propose the Julia tool PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl to leverage Scientific Comput-
ing aspects and promote replicability in future power system analyses. Motivated by SPT
approaches, we analyze how the effect of electromagnetic phenomena in voltage and line
dynamics can significantly affect the stability regions of VSM resources by characterizing
three different network models in numerical simulation and small signal stability analyses.
Our results highlight how network electromagnetic transient phenomena must be consid-
ered to properly capture stability regions of GFM inverters. In addition, we extend this by
focusing into how load modeling plays a major role in how stability of systems with IBR
presence is affected. Our work identifies that traditional constant impedance load models,
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do not capture system level phenomena and bifurcations that we need to address for a reli-
able operation. As mentioned, there is a necessity of capturing network EMT phenomena
for GFM stability analyses, but our load analyses conclude that ideal CPLs are not suitable
for EMT studies, and hence new CPL models, such as the 12-states active load model, are
more relevant to properly study GFM inverter - CPL interactions.

The second part of the thesis studies how market structures and pricing schemes can
significantly affect investment of distributed solar PV. In particular, we propose three
different optimization models for studying the investment decisions and revenue of agents
in these settings. These include a status-quo standalone net-metering case, a sharing
model and a wholesale market approach. A game theoretical approach is used to study the
sharing scheme, and theoretical guarantees are provided in competitive scenarios. Results
showcase how peer-to-peer approaches promote PV investment, but high retail tariffs are
fundamental for encouraging such investment. Indeed, wholesale market scenarios with
lower prices cannot encourage PV at current costs. Demand charges can help on promoting
PV in a wholesale market setup, but not enough given current PV costs.

Finally, the third part of the thesis provides a detailed discussion of long-term planning
investment scenarios for California in 2050 under cases of large demand flexibility. To do
so, the Switch model is introduced and two modules are used to capture demand flexibility,
such as a simple DR model and an EV model are presented. Both of these modules allow
shifting demand that can significantly reduce peak load, giving the possibility of deferring
investment decisions. By enabling and disabling these modules, comparison of these effects
can be assessed in investment decisions and operating costs.

The main conclusions and findings of this dissertation are summarized as follows:

• In a changing environment of new devices and controllers, our rooted assumptions of
how we understand power systems are changing. For example, in this dissertation we
noted that positive sequence tools that neglects network dynamics can overestimate
stability regions on inverters. In addition, we showcased how using representative
days are necessary to capture RESs variability, a requirement to decide optimal invest-
ment decisions in long-term planning studies. As we rely on computational tools to
study power systems, reproducibility and validity must be encouraged in the commu-
nity to ensure a common ground for future research. PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl
and the Switch model, using version control in Github, showcase how open source
tools help to achieve these goals.

• Future power systems will require detailed modeling of IBRs, their control schemes,
network and load devices to properly capture the relevant timescales and stability
regions of IBRs.

• Reduced-order model approaches based on SPT can be used in many scenarios to
accelerate large-scale simulations. Theoretical approaches based on eigenvalues of
linearized systems can be used to confirm the validity of such approximations.
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• PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl is an open-source tool that can be used to numeri-
cally explore the effects of different approximations given its flexibility and modularity,
while enabling scientific computing aspects for the power systems community. Indeed,
all of the results presented using PowerSimulationsDynamics.jl in this dissertation
are available in their own Github repository to ensure reproducibility of the results
presented. We also made all of the models open source (as they are available Power-
SimulationsDynamics.jl) and validated with other commercial and research tools,
such as Siemens PSS®E or PSAT.

• Market structures and pricing schemes play a major role in how consumers invest
in distributed solar PV in addition to the expected drivers such as electric consump-
tion and solar irradiance. Indeed, results confirm that sharing economy approaches
promote PV investment, but high retail tariffs are necessary for encouraging such
investment.

• Demand flexibility, such as DR and EV flexibility, is a crucial aspect to consider when
planning large-scale investments of power systems, since it can have major implica-
tions for generation and transmission investments.

• Future electrification scenarios for California showcase the importance of properly
enabling flexibility at multiple levels, such as demand, generation and transmission,
to deal with possible future climate change-driven uncertainties in a cost effective
manner.

Regarding future work and moving forward in related topics addressed in this disserta-
tion we highlight the following aspects that require additional research:

• All models for IBRs presented in Chapter 2 assume an ideal DC-side energy source
that can provide enough power to address the changes occurring in the AC side.
Additional modeling in energy technologies, such as wind, solar, battery storage, etc.,
and their DC-side controllers are necessary to capture the implications of power limits
at the primary energy source side.

• In addition, the IBR models used in Chapter 2 do not consider physical limitations,
such as maximum inverter currents, impose additional constraints on how much
power an IBR can output in the presence of a fault. Exploring such control strategies,
in particular for GFM converters, and the effects on stability, such as limit-induced
bifurcations, is a relevant research direction.

• Considering a future grid with more IBRs than SMs with more current limits, protec-
tion coordination, that nowadays rely on high fault currents provided by SM, will be
a significant relevant topic to be explored.

• Results for peer-to-peer schemes on 3 rely on perfect information and perfect com-
petition to obtain the maximizing social welfare PV investment plan. Investigating
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how imperfect information flow across agents affects PV investment decisions, which
closely resembles what occurs in practice, is a relevant future direction to analyze.

• New policies such as the Inflation Reduction Act of 2022, and recent effects of climate
change must be analyzed in long-term planning studies. With such changes we are
likely to expect a different system for 2050 in California. Understanding the value
of flexibility and mitigating strategies become more relevant to ensure a sustainable
grid for a sustainable future.
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